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.-t" 2 -JAODUCTIO B. 

§ :he iieformed JI-arches, 

In the course of the sixteenth century 

the Reformation movement gradually became organise-0 

within a number of iccal churches, whose spheres 

of influence corresponded in the main to the terri- 

tories of the European States. Ti-Ais there appeared 

the Church of-ngland, and the reformed churches of 

France and Scotland. At this time the states later 

comprised in Germany and Switzerland, were still far 

belind England, .?rance and Scotland in the matter 

of centralised national government. hence in these 

two countries we find the new churches organised 

rather within the rirrower boundaries of the com- 

ponent statOs. Lievertheless there was a general 

type of church constftution common to Lost of the 

German States, and a close co-operation among them, 

which was. reflected In the OGIaLLIG11 title of "Lutheran!.; 

WIthin Switzerland there was considerable mutual 

toleration 11ong the churches, and a steady advance 

towards a reconciliation of iwing11,011 arid Calvinistic 

tenets, which found expression in the helvetic 

ConfeFsion of 1566. 

Me/ 
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The rellious agitations which produced 

these national reformed churches, were at once 

diverse and complex in origin. Mere were two main 

streams of reformed Opinions, one having its source 

in Germany, and the other in Switzerland. These 

to movements were inextrigably bound up with the 

new intellectual outlook of the Renaissance. .They 

were further complicated by i:leeting independent 

agitations,resulting from social 'unrest in each 

country, and in England, Scotland and Bohemia, by 

encountering the remnants of a much earlier movement 

for religious reform - that of dyclif and Huss. 

It is not surprising that the reformed 

churches showed diversity both in doctrine and in 

constitution. The task of discovering the origins 

of the ecclesiastical institutions of any one re- 

formed church polity is no simple one. The contem 

porary political circumstances of each country re- 

acted upon social and religious agitations, 7.1-ready 

sufficiently complex, in the formation of the new 

organisations . The discovery of origins is made 

the more difficult by the fact that, in spite of 

mutual repudiation of the principles of one re- 

forming party by the leaders of another, there 

a general freemasonry among those of the reformed 

faith/ 
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faith moving from place to place in Europe, 

escaping from persecution or travelling to study. 

This ensured occasional indiscriminate mingling of 

the Protestants of one country with those of 

another, rnt tended to an overflow of opinions be- 

yond party boundaries. 

Further, in seeking for the origins of 

the institutions of the Scottish reformed church, 

the statements of the reformers themselves s reed 

no light of direct evidence on the problem. They 

stated repeatedly that they had modelled their 

church polity solely on the injunctions of the Few 

testament, uncontaminated by the contrivances of 

the wit of man. :Irhe most cursory examination of 

the institutions, outlined in either the First or 

the Second . Book of Discipline, exposes the fallacy 

of the reformers' contention. ,given the less 

elaborate polity of 1560 hPs little similarity to 

the simplicity of the co:muna.l organis Ptions of the 
(1) 

Apostolic Church, beyond the scriptural warrant 

for the types of its office- bearers. In those 

countries which did not retain the hierarchical 

form of church government, what actually took place 

at the time of the Reformation, seems rather to 

have/ 

(1) Lindsay's "7 _e lhurch and the _ inistry In 61E; 

Thrly Centuries. 
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have been somewhat as follows:- The reformers 

refused to countenance any office- bearers other 

than those mentioned in the New Testament. 7urther 

a few Scriptural principles, such as those of the 

priesthood of all believers, and the pfarity of 

ministers, were regarded r s fundamental by the re- 

formers. 'the forms of the sixteenth century church 

constitutions then developed from attempts to apply 

these principles in the government of the reformed 

churches,under contemporary social ° nd political 

conditions - attempts carried on with wPtchful 

attention to the various ways, in which reformers 

in other countries were solving similar problems 

of ecclesi-stical organisation. 

It was only towards the end of the six- 

teenth century, that the Scottish refordred oolity 

assumed a relatively complete and stable form. 

Until the court of the _oresbytery had taken the 

place of the anomalous office of the Superintendent, 

the reformed church of Scotland could not be con- 

sidered to have proved itself equal to handling its 

national task. That form of the Scottish polity, 

which recognised the Presbytery as one of the Church 

Courts, was established by law as the national 

church/ 
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church in 15926 Yet political circumstances in 

Scotland andnglnnd were such, that not till 1689, 

after a second solemn acknowledgment of their 

religious rights, were the Scots free to put that 

polity fully into practice. This very fact served 

tb ensure stability to the form that the constitution 

had taken in 1592. With true human perversity, the 

longer they were forced to make shift with mutilated 

versions of their reformed polity, the more devoted 

the Scottish people became to the theoretical ?res- 

byterian constitution of the Parliamentary Acts of 

1592. The experience of the long years, during 

which their ecclesiastical liberty had been curtailed, 

contributed to make the satisfaction of Scotsmen 

the deeper in setting up their rightful church 

polity after the 7,evolution of 1689, and further, 

gave them a habit of mind rigidly opposed to change 

and r'daptation in ecclesiastical matters. 

T Sus it came about, that Scottish Presby- 

terianism has always stood for constitutional prin- 

ciples so clearly defined, and definable, in the 

ecclesiastical world. 

Now reformed Scotland was possessed of an 

official church polity as early as 1560. In that 

year the Privy Council suddenly demanded of the 

Scottish reformers a written exposition of the church 

polity,` 
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polity they desired to establish throughout the 

kingdom. The desire of the reformers was for a 

polity of the Presbyterian type. But this was a 

type which had not yet been tested in a church 

organised on national lines. The Scottish refor- 

mation was still at the early missionary stage of 

propaganda, and the reformers had little beyond 

congregational experience of the new form of church 

government, to which to turn for guidance in drawing 

up their constitution. Hence the polity of 1560 

very soon proved inadequate for the administration 

of a church serving wide- s " :ead areas. I xlerience 

of this inadequacy led to the drawing up of the 

altered polity of the Second Book of Discipline. 

This constitution was adapted to the administration 

of an active national church, while, at the same 

tine, it retained the essential :' resbyterian princi- 

ples of the earlier reformers. 

Statement of the Problem, 

'í"e must then regard the constitution of 

1592 as the completed form of the Scottish reformed 

polity of the sixteenth century. The purpose of 

our inquiry is to discover that sources there were, 

other than the New Testament, whence the Scottish 

reformers drew their ideas, in constructing that 

constitution/ 
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ccnstitution. The Presbyterian polity of 1592 was 

the result of a gradual development in the con- 

stitutional ideas of the reformers,which is re- 

presented by ecclesiastical enactments at first 

defining the institutions of 1560 in more detail, 

and later making alterations in the earlier polity 

and additions to it. It would then seem necessary 

for our purpose, that we should first ascertain the 

origins of the church constitution of 1560, and 

then follow out the later process of develoement 

in detail, tracing changes in the original institu- 

tions, and ascertaining the origins of the new. 

The Course of the Reformation 1.Iovement 

in Scotland. 

The continental Reformation llovement of 

the sixteenth century sere =?d into Scotland as early 

as 1525. Here reformed doctrines were accepted more 

readily, because the new movement had been preceded 

by a long period of Lollard unrest and agitation. 

Hence in studying the Scottish reformation, with a 

view to discovering the origins of the Presbyterian 

polity, the reforming activities of the Lollards 

must form our starting-point. For the purposes of 

our/ 
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our survey the reformation movement in Scotland may 

be divided into eight periods:- 

I. The Period of Lollard influence in Scotland 
appears to have extended from about 1366 
to 1525. 

II. The period of purely Lutheran influence was 
short - 1525 -28. 

III. From 1F28-1543 the example of the martyr 
Patrick Hamilton was the dominating in- 
fluence among Scottish Protestants, and 
Francis La: Ebert may have given a Swiss 
bias to Hamilton's views. 

IV. From 1543-46 George Wishart carried! on his 
mission in Scotland. 

V. In 1547 John Knox ministered to what was 
apparently the first organised reformed 
congregation in Scotland, and from that 
date till 1560 encouraged and guided the 
Scottish Protestants from England and the 
Continent. 

VI. After Lnox's return to Scotland, the re- 
formed Church received its erlier con- 
stitution in the First Book of Discipline 
of 1560. 

VII. Between 1`560 and 1574 the attempt was made 
to apply the principles of this Book of 
Discipline in the government of the 
Scottish reformed congregations. During 
these years the inadequacy of this hat"tily 
compiled constitution became apparent, in 
spite of fuller definition of its insti- 
tutions in the hats of the General AesernTh 

VIII. Between 1574 and 1578 a revised constitu- 
tion was drawn up embodying the new court 
of the :,'r°esbytery. . = Without waiting for 
official Parliamentary sanction, the General 
Assembly began to institute the new 
Courts,(1). It was in effect this modified 
form of the reformed church polity which 
was legally established by Act of Parliss- 
rent in 1592. 

Our/ 
(1) Row's History of the Kirk of Scotland p. 79. 

Wrow rdition):Acts of len. Ass. II. 549-50; 
686-87= 613= 648-49; 668`. S4.= 758. 
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Our 9. .i .n then, in f o l l owi ne the course o f 

,the Reformation rnove:rient in Scotland, will he to 

ascertain the points at vrhicri Presb;i terian institut- 

ions first appeared. and their sources of origin 

in e; 3,;L']. i e s t form. 



P A R T I. 
THE ORIGINS OF THE SCOTTISH CHURCH 

POLITY OF 1560. 



CHAPTER I. LOLLARDISM as a PREPARATION for the 

SCGTTISH REFORMATION of the SI:ñ'"rEEiJl'H CI±;iTTUiïY. 

Lollardism in the fourteenth century 

appears to have been the earliest sign of religious 

unrest among the Scottish people. 

In this connection several problems arose:- 

(l). Hoer closely was the Scottish propaganda 
connected with the English and Hugs i to 
Lollard movements, and with the re- 
formation movement of the sixteenth 
century? 

(2) . That was the nature of the Lollard teach- 
ing in Scotland? In how far could this 
teaching be r.e.gnrded as a preparation 
of the Scottish people for the ?resby -- 
terian form of church government, which 
appered in Scotland in the Reformation 
period proper? 

(3) . The records dealing with Scottish Lollard - 
ism being very meagre, it seemed worth 
while to look into the principles set 
forth by Jyclif and his disciple Huss, 
in order to find out whether these two 
leaders s;,read abroad Pny teaching in 
regard to the church other than in our 
records, which could have helped to pre- 
pare the way for such a democratic form 
of ecclesiastical government as the 
=?re sb ; ter.ian. 

(1) Sources of Lollard Propaganda and its 

Continuity into the Sixteenth Century 

In regard to the first problem there is a 

considerable amount of information. 

There/ 
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There is evidence that the movement was 

derived from 'Nycliffite and Hussite agitations in 

England and Bohemia, and that Lollard tenets con- 

tinued to be handed down through a long succession 

of adherents, till the older agitation became merged 

in the demands of the sixteenth century reformers. 

Dr. Lindsay has pointed out that from 

1357 -1389, safe- conducts were frequently being 

issued to Scottish students, to enable them to study 
(1) 

at English Universities, and that from 1364.79 
2 

the University almost exclusively chosen was Oxford, 

where 'yclif had been : ",aster f Balliol, and Lollar4 

had its centre. There is no d oc u2rentary proof of a 

connexion between these facts, and the spread of 

Lollardy in Scotland. But since ,in 1365 alone, safe - 

conducts were issued to 81 Scottish students going 

to Oxford, there could hardly be a stronger case 

fer a ;)resumption,tha.t these students spread a know- 

ledge of Lollard principles in Scotland on their 

return from Oxford. However that may be, by 1398 

heresy was sufficinetly formidable in Scotland, to 

make it advisable for the King to take an oath at 
3 ) 

his coronation to suppress it. By 1416 it was a 

force 

(1 ) Scottish Hist. Review A9>r. 1904 p. 266. 

(2) Scottish list. Review Ara". 1$04 p. 267. 

(3) Act. Parl. Scot. I. 572-73. 
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force to be reckoned with at St. Andrews, where 

intending ,Masters of Arts were required to under 
(1 ) 

take to defend the Church against bollards, 

Ill the 15th century there is documentary 

evidence of two prosyletising mission.s carried on 

in Scotland, one in 1407, and one about 1431 or 

1433. Bower declares that James Re sby , the martyr 

of Perth, was an English 4cl,iffite preacher, and 

well known for his preaching among the laity. 

Boxer adds that there were many Tyclifii to books in 
(2) 

Scottish hands at this early time. 

L.'he issuing and spreading abroad of 

English tracts, which set forth 'ycliff's views or 

contained translations of parts of the Bible, was 

an important hart of the English Wycliffite pro- 
(3 ) 

paganda. Such tracts could have reached Scotland 

by the hands of the Oxford students, in the scrips 

of English poor preachers such as Resby, and through 

the ordinary intercourse of individual Englishmen 

and Scotsmen across the Border Marches in times 

alike of war and of truce. 

The Scotichronicon further records that 

Paul Craw, who was burnt at St. Andrews about 1432, 

had;! 

(1). Hume Brown's John Knox. I. 46. 
of Andrew Melville. I. 420. 

M' Cri e's Life 

(2) . Scotichronicon. II. 441 -42. 

(3) . Lorimer's Lechler s John yclif and his Eng- 
lish precursors II. 274 -45 
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had been sent from Prague in Bohemia, expressly to 
a) 

spread the Hussite doctrines in Scotland. These 

mi. s si ons , added to the influence of Oxford-bred 

Scotsmen and of ?ycliffite tracts, seem to have 

been effective, for there is evidence of trouble 

with heresy all through the 15th century. There 

( 2) Ó3) (4 ) 

are recorded prosecutions in 1407, 1422, 1432, 
(5 ) 

and 1494 , and of Acts aiming at the suppression 
(6 ) (7 ) 

of heresy in 1425 and 1443. 

Lollardism is less prominent in the 

public records of the first quarter of the 16th 

century. That the heresy had not died out is 

attested by the facts brought to light by Dr. Law, 

in regard to Murdoch Nisbet. The latter is known 

to have become a Lollard before 1500, to have re- 

sided abroad,and also to have instructed in Lollard 

doctrines, those who resorted to him in his hiding 
( 8 ) 

place in Ayrshire, sometime subsequent to 1520. 

Nisbet's translation of the New Testament into Scots 

(1) Scotichronicon II. 495. 
(2) Scotichronicon II. 441 -42. 
(3) nox.'s Works I. 5 (La.ing's Edition). 
(4) Scotichronicon II. 495. 
(5) Kno x' s Works I. 7-8. 
(6) Act. Parl. Scot. II. 7. 

(7) Act. Pari. Scot. H. 33. 
(8) Law's the New Testament in Scots. (Scot. 

Text Soc.) p. XI. 
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is the one great literary monument of Scottish 
(1 ) 

Lollardi sm. 

This same New Testament in Scots is an 

excellent proof of the ease with which the Lollard 

could and did accept the early reformation stand- 

point. Nisbet's translation shows no evidence of 

the humanistic ideals, which led the translators 

of the reformation era to take the original Greek 

and Hebrew as the basis of their work. Nisbet 

translated from an English iiyclif f ite version of 
(2 ) 

the Bible . Yet, when Luther's Preface to his 

New Testament appeared in 1522, Nisbet apparently 

felt that he could not find a more suitable intro- 

duction to his own work, and added it to his version 
(3) 

of the Scriptures. Similarly, somewhat later, he 

adopted in its entirety Tyndale's Prologue to the 
(4 ) 

Epistle to the Romans. 

Later, when persecution of Scottish 

heretics ceased for a time about 1543,we -hear that 

the old man emerged from his hiding-place, and gave 

his active help to those who were conducting the 

earlier phases of the i ew Reformation Movement in 
(5) 

Scotland. 

The 

(1) Scottish Hist. Review April 1904, p. 261 
(2) Scottish Hist. Review. April 1904, p. 261. 
(3) Scottish Hi. st. Review Arr. 1904.p.260 Law's 

Murdoch Nisbet's New Testament in Scots.Intro. T, 
(4) Scottish bist. Review Âor. 1904 p. 260. Law's 

Murdoch risbet's Hew Testament in cots,Intro.XV 
(5) Law's The New Testament in Scots (Scott sh Text S ocy. ) p. 
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i'he history of another Scottish Lollard 

of the early 16th century, also illustrates the fact, 

that there is no break between the Lollard and the 

early Reformation movements in Scotland -. that the 

companies of Lollards were naturally absorbed by 

the Lutherans and the followers of Patrick Hamilton. 

It appears that :ne, Johh Andrew Duncan, was taken 

prisoner by the English at the battle of Flodden, 

and converted by Jycliffite relations in England 

to their views. Except for a short stay in Scotland 

in the next year, he remained in England till 1524. 

He then settled on his family property in Fife, 

a- pparently keeping in close touch with the University 
1 

of St. Andar. ews . Patrick Hamilton had returned to 

St. Andrews in 1523 from Paris and Louvaine, where 
(2) 

he had adopted humanistic and Lutheran principles. 

By 1527 these views led o an accusation of heresy, 
( C? 

and Hamilton had to flee abroad. Duncan had been 

in close touch with St. Andrews since 1524. As he 

was a Lollard, we may presume that his friends were 
(4 ) 

among the more advanced thinkers there. In 1 28 , 

when Hamilton had returned to Scotland a professed 
(5 ) 

ref ormer, 

(1) Scottish Hist. Review. Apr. 1904. p. 270. 
(2) Lorimer's Patrick Hamilton, 44. 
(3) Lorimer's Pat. Hamilton. 83. Knox's works 115 
(4) Lorimer's Patrick Hamilton, p. 55. 
(5) Knox's 4orks. I. 15. 
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reformer, and was being prosecuted by Archbishop 

Beaton, Duncan headed an armed attempt to rescue 
(1 ) 

him. During the four years between 1524 and 1528 

Duncan's views had apparently developed from those 

of an English Lollard into those of a militant 

reformer of the New Protestant type. 

Inquiry into the Influence of Scottish Lollard 

Teaching in regard to Church Government. 

In regard to our 2nd problem there is a 

good deal of sl,ecific information about doctrines 

taught by the Scottish Lollards, in the Scotichroni- 

con, which is drawn upon by Knox and later historiors 

Knox's version gives the material in the most 

convenient form for study. 

Ile has preserved a record of many of 

the heresies charged against these 15th century 
(2) 

Scottish Lollards, and examination of these charges 

corroborates the view that the English 4ycliffite 

School was the source of Scottish heres» at this 

time. Knox says of " 'aul Craw "His ccusatioun 

consisted/ 

(1) M' Crie's Life of Andrew Melville. I. 421, 

(2) Knox's Hist. of the Reformation in Scotland, 
I.6; 8-10. 
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consisted principallye, that he followed Johnne 

Hulse and Wyckleif, in the opinic n of the sacrament 

who denyed that the substance of braid and l ¡n war 

changed be vertew of any wourdisT or that confess- 

bun should be :laid to preastis; or yett prayeris to 
(1) 

sanctes departed". Of the accusations brought 

against the Lollards of Kyle in 1494, the following 

are typical of English Wycliffite teaching: - 
(2) 

I. Images are not to be worshipped. 
(3) 

II. Relics of Saints are not to be worshipped. 

VII. After the consecration in the mass there 
remains tread, and not the natural body of 
Chri st . (4) 

VIII. Tithes ought not to be given to ecclesias- 
tics. (5) 

X. Every faithful man or woman is a priest (6 ) 

XIII. The Pope deceives the people by Bulls and 
Indulgences (7) 

XXVI. Only 6d pardons. (8) 

XXII. Priests ought to have wives according to 
the constitutions of the law. (9) 

:fXVI I . / 

(1) Lorimer's Lechler's John Jiclif and his English 
Precursors II. 215- 17 :Wiclif's De Ecclesia 
pp. 44 -46 (Wyclif Soc.) 

(2) Lorimer's Lechler's John Niclif and his English 
Precursors II. 111 -113. 

(3) '.Vyclif's De Ecclesia. 4û5. 
(4) Lorimer's Lechler's John Wiclif etc. II. 215 -17. 
(5) Vyclif's De Ecclesia. 130-31. 
(6) Implicit in Do. 31 -32: 36: 42 :43: 576-577. 
(74 Wyclif's De Ecclesia. 563: 569. 
(8) Implicit in Do. 549: 561: 569: 574: 583: 
(9) Lorimer's Lechler's John Wyclif etc. H. 128 -29. 
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XXVII. That faith should, not be given to 
miracles. (1) . 

XXXII. That the Po r,e isthe Head of the Church 
of Antichrist.(2). 

These W,cliffite tenets, which are known 

to have been disseminated in Scotland during more 

than a century prior to the Reformation proper, would 

appear to have supplied striking doctrinal prepara- 

tion for the teaching of Hamilton, Nishart and Knox. 

Almost all the leading doctrines of the early Re- 

formation period are found to have been taught by 

these earlier preachers. The Reformation repudia- 

tion of the Roman Catholic doctrine of Transubstan- 

tiation appears among the heresies charged against 
(3) 

Paul Craw and the Lollards of Kyle. The great 

Protestant principles, of (1) the supreme authority 
(4) 

of the 'Bible, (2) of the important place of preach - 
(5) 

ing in the life of the church, (3) of justification 
(6) ( ) (7) 

by faith, and of the priesthood of all believers, 

are represented in Scottish Lollardism by (i) Nisbet's 
(8) 

vernacular version of the Bible , (2) the mission of 

'á1Gliffi teL 
(1) Wyclif's De Ecclesia. 45. 
(2) Lorimer's Lechler's John diclif etc. II. 138 -39. 
(3) Knox's Works I. 8. art. VII. 
(4) Luther's Primary Works ( Wace & Bucheim) 257 -58. 

Knox's Works II. 96: 184 '#yciif's De T]cclesia 
38-39: 41: 98: 173: 563:16 "'1 _, 

(5) Luther's Primary Works 257 -58. Knox's Works III. 
26. 

(6) Knox's Works. I. 27: 31 -35. 
(7) Luther's Primary Works 166 Knox's Works III. 25: 

70. 

(8) Scottish Hist. Review. ADr 1904. p. 261, Lori - 
mer's Lechler',, Jchn 4MY c1ifs° his Eno'lish Are- 
cursors I '532-33. y 
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Wycliffite and Hussite itinerant preachers, and the 

importance attached to such preaching by the 
(1) 

Lollards, and by the articles (3) "That the Pape 

and the bischoppes deceave the people by thare 
(2) 

pardonis ", and (4) "That everie faythfull man or 
(3) 

woman is a priest" 

Citairdner has shown that Lollardism lived 

on in England in spite of persecution, and influence? 
(4 ) 

the English reformation of the 16th century. The 

records of Scottish Lollardism are few and scanty. 

But they point clearly to English Lollardism as its 

source, and to a keenness among its adherents in 

Ayrshire and in Fife at least, which prepared their 

minds for the immediate acceptance of the reforma- 

tion doctrines of Hamilton and Wishart. 

In regard to the constitutional reorganisa.- 

ti on of the church, on the other hand, so far as 

our evidence goes, ]Lollardism seems to have brought 
(5) 

forward merely negative destructive principles. 

The Pope, the priest, the church as constituted in 

the mediaeval hierarchy, were all declared to play 

no necessary part in the salvation of the individual 
(6) 

soul- 

(1) Scottish Hist. Review Apr. 1904. p. 261. Scoti- 
chronicon II. 441 -42: 495. De Ecclesia 187 -88. 

(2) Ynox's Works I. 9 article XIII & art. XXVI. 
(3) Knox's Works I. 9 art. X. 
(4) 3airdner' s Lollardy and the Reformation in Eng- 

land. 
(5) Knox's History of the Reformation in Scotland 

I. 6: 8 -10. 
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(1) 
soul; and an implied priesthood of all believers 

was the Lollard s only constructive constitutional 

ideal. Had English and Scottish Lollardism aimed 

at organising its adherents on these principles 

in opposition to the Roman Church, there would have 

appeared in the 14th and lr th centuries , a religious 

society interpreting Christianity on the lines 

followed so disastrously by the Anabaptists of 
(2) 

Germany and the retherland s in the 16th century. 

But the records alike in England and in Scotland 

show the Mollards as following Vyclif's teachings so 

closely and at the same time as so much scattered 

and so continuously harassed by persecution, that 

organisation under a new ecclesiastical polity was 

not a possibility which called for discussion among 

them, Clearly then, so far as our evidence goes, 

there can have been no direct preparation of the 

Scottish people, through Lollard propaganda, for that 

particular type of ecclesiastical polity, which we 

recognise in the 16th century as Presbyterian. Only 

in so far as Lollard teaching was markedly anti- 

hierarchic in tone, can the work of these earlier 

agitators/ 

( 1) Wyclif's De Ecclesia, 31-32: 36-37: TV: 43: 

(2) De Ecclesia. pp. 38: 43: 195. 



agitators in Scotland be regarded as indirectly 

preparing the va :,: for a democratic, in preference to 

an oligarchic form of ecclesiastical ,rganisation. 

(3) ?caching of Wyclif and Huss in regard 

to Church lovernrnnt. 

(1) 
If the original teaching of 'dyclif, and of 

(2) 
his imitator Huss, is known to promulgate principles 

bearing more explicitly on church government than 

those preserved in our Scottish records, there still 

remains the possibility of an unrecorded Lollard 

i of luex ce in favour of d eiriocratic forms of church 

government. 

It seemed the more important to inve sti gate 

this matter, because of 'Nyclif's doctrinal debt to 

(3) 
the earlier Ghibelline writer, Marsiglio of Padua, 

If iyclif had adopted frorn laarsiglio coati tutional 

as well as doctrinal ideas, then Lollarc i sm might 

have been a possible source, whence de :iocrati.c 

principles of church government could have reached 

Scotland before the 16th century, For, in his 

"Defensor/ 

(1) De Ecclesia ( 7clif Soc. 1886). 
(2) cf. De Eccles. Intro. by Loserth p. XVI: XXVI: 
(3) Dunning - Political theories I. .260. cf, Defensor 

Paci s and De Ecclesia in regard to (1) Defini- 
tion of the Church. (2) 2.elation of the church 
to the .secular magi s tract' , (3) The Pope's 
having no monopoly of granting remission of 
sins and (4) Io plenitude of power over other 
priests, (5) Supremacy of the Scriptural c an êns 
in matters of dispute. 



"Defensor Pacis" urge(, firstly, that the 

true church is the whole ,ody of. Christ's faithful 
(1) 

followers, and clerical, and secondly, th',t, 

for the purposes of ecclesiastical government, the 

proper organisation is a thoroughly representative 

assembly, made up of lay and clerical delegates, 

representing the number and character of the several 
(2) 

communities of Christendom. An examination of the 

De Ecclee j a, however, revealed the fact that, though 

Wyclif accepted and urged Marsiglio's first pro- 
(3) 

position, he does not even discuss the desirability 

of any change in the polity of the Leman Church. 

This omission on ,'r, clif's part is the natural out- 

come of his different interests, as contrasted with 

those of I;Iarsiglio. I,Ilrsiglio was writing as a 

political partisan, with all his ideas centring 

round the relation of the Church to the Empire, 

and the curbing of tiffe tyranny of Roman 

power in the internal administration of the Western 

Church, For z7clif, , on the other hand, the im- 

materi(l)spirit of purity of soul and hitrnility of 

service, was the D i<attcr of supreme importance in the 

Church" 

(1) Defensor Pacis. (1592 Frankfort) p. 112. 
(2) Defensor Pacis. p. 306:308:321:322. 
(3) De Eccles is 1-2: 93: 57: 111: 
(4) Do. 42-43: 185: 189: 191: 562: 583 -85 : 



Church of Christ, and consequently he :ias indifferent 

to the outward form of church government. Hence 

this line of enquiry into the nature o:.' the Lollard 

influence in Scotland does not alter the conclusions . 

that have been drawn already from our other sources 

of information, i.e. that the Lollard agitation in 

Scotland was a direct preparation for the doctrinal 

reformation of the 16th century, whereas in regard 

to ecclesiastical polity, its influence was but 

slight and indirect. While emphasising the laity's 

independence of a degenerate hierarchy in seeking 

e lvatil on, the Lollards hoped to reform the whole 

Church by spiritual regeneration from within, rather 

than by any change in the temporal constitution of 
(1) 

the Church ì:i li t::tït 

(1 ) De Ecclesia.. p. 8. 
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CHAPTER II. THE LUTHERAN AND SCUTH GERMAN 

INFLUENCE UPON THE SCOTTISH PEOPLE. 

The influence of Luther's revolutionary 

reform movement was early felt in Scotland. This 

fact would lead us to look for the early development 

of a reformed church constitution in Scotland. Yet, 

far as documentary evidence goes, early Lutheranism 

and the mission of Hamilton in Scotland did not 

rise to the constructive level in the matter of a 

reformed church polity. This is largely explained 

by the very short space of time, allcwed to the 

Lutheran influence and Hamilton's mission, before 

the authorities of State and Church began to suppress 

the propaganda by force. 

Lutheranism in Scotland. 

The first evidence of a widespread influence 

of Luther, as distinct from LollPrd_ism, is the Act 

of Parliament of 1525, prohibiting the importation 
(1) 

of Lutheran books. This prohibition proves that 

the influence of the new movement had quickly reached 

Scotland. It is significant of a very considerable 

amount/ 

(1) Act. Parl . Scot. II. 295. 
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amount of Scottish interest in the new religious 

movement, that within eight years of Luther's first 
(1) 

attack on Roman Catholicism, and within five years 

of the publication of his three great 7;e formation 
(2) 

treatises, such a law as that of 1525, seemed 

necessary to the authorities. But five years of 

precarious reading of early Lutheran literature, 

could not produce a movement strong enough to organ- 

ise its followers in opposition to constituted 

authorities, in the absence of any inspiring leader, 

who could give the scattered Scottish Lutherans a 

sense of the unity of their beliefs and aims. 

Organisation of Scottish Lutherans in a new Church 

polity was the less to be expected, in that the 

early Lutheran literature,like that of the Lol] rds, 

concentrated its message on the doctrinal errors 

of the church as it was, and passed by the problem 
(3) 

of organising a new church . 

PATRICK HAMILTON. In these respects, Patrick 

Hamilton's mission to Scotland in the Autumn of 

1527, began under quite different auspices. He came 

direct from the influence of the magnetic personality 

of/ 

(1) Lindsay's Hist. of the Reformation I. 215. 
(2) Luther's Primary Works (Wace & Bucheim) p. VI. 
(3) Lindsay's Hist. of the Reformation I. 402-05 

Luther's Primary 4orks (Wace & Bucheim) . 
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(1) 

of Francis Lambert of Marburg. Lambert was a 

convert of the Swiss school of Reformers, and had 

already gone far in advance of his teachers, in 
(2) 

regard to church government. Having been called 
(3à 

upon to set up a reformed church in Hesse, he had 

given the subject of church organisation his full 

consideration. His conception of the organisation 

of a church conforming to Scriptural injunctions, 

had been embodied in 1526 in a proposed constitution 
(4:) 

for the new Hessian church. The local government 

of this church was to be carried on in a most 

democratic manner by the members of the congrega- 
(5) 

Lions themselves, the central government by a Synod 

of ministers, visitors, and representatives of con- 
(6) 

gregations, while the Prince and the nobility, the 

magistracy of the country were given no ex officio 
(7) 

powers of any consequence. The influence of Luther 

with the Hessian authorities prevented the establish, 

ment/ 

(1) Lorimer's Pat. Hamilton 99 -100. Knox's Works 
I. 15. 

(2) Richter's ,vangelischen Kirchenordnungen des 
XVIr1 Jahrhunderts, p. 56 

(3) Lorimer's Pat. Hamilton 92. Richter's Evangel . 
Kirchenordnungen, etc. 56. 

(4) Richter's Evangel. Kirchenordnungen etc. pp. 
56 --89. 

(5) Richter's Evangel. Kirchenordnungen etc. pp. 
61-64. 

(6) Ibid. pp. 64-65. 
(7) Ibid. pp. 64 --65. 
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(1) 
establishment of this church polity in Hesse. 

Still, it is presumable that Hamilton, through his 

intimacy with Lambert in the year following its 
(2) 

publication, would become familiar with the church 

constitution which he had proposed. Taking into 

consideration the facts, that Hamilton drew the 

inspiration for his mission to Scotland from Liar- - 
(3) 

burg, and that the publishers of the Hessian con- 

stitution themselves declared that they hoped that 

the document would be useful as an example to ether 
(4) 

reformers, it seems probable that Lambert would . 

discuss with Hamilton the question of church organi- 

sation. However that may be, there is no evidence 

of any immediate influence of Hesse in constructive 

work by Hamilton, or his immediate followers, in the 

matter of setting up an organised reformed church in 

Scotland. During the few short months of his mission 

Hamilton seems to have hoped against hope for a 

reformation in Scotland within the Roman Catholic 

Church itself, or at least for one conducted by re- 
(5) 

foring Roman Catholic clergy, After his failure 

to/ 

(1) Ibid. p. 56,Lechler's Sxe;lchichte der Presbyt. u. 
(2) S not lverfassuno. 

Lorimer 's Pat. HamTiton , 92-93:240. 

(3) Lor imer' s Pat. Hamilton, 240. Knox's Works I. 
15: 503: 

(4) Richter's Evangelischen ICirchenürdnungen etc. 
p. 56. 

(5) Knox's Works I. 15: 192: 



to influence the Churchmen in favour of reform, at 

the conference of St. Andrews in 1528, Hamilton 
(1) 

had only about a month to live. It is little :yonder, 

that duri n this respite he appears to have concen- 

trated his attention on teaching the main principles 

of reformed doctrine, and d d not make any attempt 

to organise his followers into a new form of Church. 

Vigorous persecution followed Hamilton's 
(2) 

martyrdom in 1528, and continued with varvv ing 

severity till 1!7:45, wi. t h the exception cf a few 
(5 ) 

months in 1543. TLiç persecution did much to scatter 

those who favoured the reformed cause in Scotland. 

isiany R O were unwilling to conform to the Roman 
(4) 

Church, fled to England and the continent, Of those 

whose names and later life are known, few returned to 
(5) 

Sectl nd , even after 1560. 'i'iìis state of affairs 

scattered and discouraged those who might otherwise 

have become leaders in the reformation movement in 

Scotland. But the continuity of the movement is 

apparent in the records of some of those adherents 

of the cause in the earlier periods, who were eciu .11y 

zealous/ 

(1 ) Ibid. I. 15. Lorimer's Pat. Hamilton 127: 1'4: 
(2) Kn ox ' s Works. I . 18. 
(3) Ibid. I. 44: 48: 52: 56-60: 62-64: 71: 117: 

95-96. 
(4) Ibid. I. 54-F.6. 
(5) Ibid. I. 56. 
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zealous supporters of the later reformers. It has 

already been pointed out, that the lives and work 

of Murdoch Nisbet, and John Andrew Duncan of 

Airdrie, are examples of the linking up of the 

Lollard and Lutheran periods. Several names, which 

appear prominently during Hamilton's mission, or 

soon after, continue to be mentioned as sympathisers 

with the reform movement, through the ensuing 

Wishart periods and on to 1560 - notably John 
(1) (2) (3) 

Wynram, John Rough, John Erskine of Dun, Henry 
(4) (5) 

Balnaves, the Earl of Arran, and the Earl of 
(6) (7) (8) 

fleneai rn. Knox, the Wisharts of °itárrow, the 
(9) 

Wedderburns of Dundee, Sir George Douglas of 
(104 (ll ) 

Pittendreich, the Earls of Glencairn and Cass ií- 
(12) 

lis, all avowed themselves to be Protestants as 

early as the time of Wishart's mission. 

Thus 

(1) Lorimer's Pat. Hamilton, 168. KnoXTS works. 
I. 36: 150: 194-95. 

(2) Ibid. I. 96. 
(3) Ibid. I. 59: 132: 
(4) Ibid_ . I. 99. 
(5) Ibid. I. 101. 
(6) Ibid. I. 72. 
(7) Ibid. I. 137. 
(8) Lorimier's Pat. Hamilton. 209. 
(9) Calderwood's Hist. of the Church of Scotland. 

(Wodrow Edition) I. 141 -43 - also Mitchell's 
Introduction to The Gude and Godlie Ballatis. 

(10) Knox's -:iorks I. 135. 
(11) Ibid. I. 72-75: 84: 127. 
(12) Ibid. I. 84: 134: 
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Thus up to 1545, there is no evidence 

that there had been any specific preparation of the 

Scottish people for any particular form of reformed 

church government. The purely doctrinal Lutheran 

influence had been broken into by Hamilton's intimacy 

with Francis Lambert. Had the need arisen for 

Hamilton to organise a church, Lambert's preference 

for principles of communal church government would 

almost certainly have influenced Hamilton's con- 

structive policy, and there is a possibility, that 

copies of Lambert's Hessian church constitution of 

1526 may have found -its way into Scotland at this 
iy 

t ir.le. But there is no direct evidence of this, nor 

of Hamilton's ever having discussed the question of 

church organisation with his followers - no circum- 

stance in his career called for such discussion - and 
(1) 

his published Theses in "Patrick's Places" treat 

of the purely doctrinal aspects of the Reformation. 

At the same ti ._e, it is significant of 

later constitutional developments, that the Scottish 

Lollards taught the doctrine that every faithful man 
(2) 

or woman is a priest, and that Patrick Hamilton 

declared at his trial, "There is no mediator betwixt 
(3) 

God and man, but Christ Jesus his Son" 

From 

(1) Knox's Works. I. 19 -35. 
(2) Knox's Works. I. 9. art. X. 

(3) Lorimer's Pat. Hamilton. 147 -48. Pitscottie's Hist. of Scotland (1814 Edition) p. 316. 
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From Knox's account of Hamilton's mission 

in Scotland it is clear that he strongly emphasised 
(1) 

the doctrine of justification by faith, and this 

again was a tenet antagonistic to the powers claimed 

by the Roman hierarchy to grant or withhold absolu- 

tion. It remained for Hamilton's successors to 

deduce from such doctrines their logical institut- 

ional consequences. In the saying "The reik of 

laister Patrick Hamm i1toun hes infecte as many as 
(2) 

it blew upoun ", we have an indication that in 

Hamilton's leadership the Scottish Protestants had 

learned to recognise their unity of belief and 

purpose, and that the necessity for some form of 

organisation must soon be felt. 

(1 ) Knox' s Works . I. 25-35. 

(2) Knox's Works. I. 42. 
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CHAPTER III. GEORGE WISHART, JOHN KNOX, AND 

THE ?IRST P:0TESTAT:dT COEGREGATION. 

The Constitutional Influence of 

George dishart's ïu fission. 

'.i.th the opening of Wishart's evangelis -- 
(1) 

ing mission in the years 1543-45, the Reformation 

in Scotland in its constitutional aspect, entered 

upon a constructive stage. It was not that Wishart 

appears himself to have undertaken any constitutional 

organisation of the great congregations, which his 

preaching drew together. There is no sufficient 
2 

evidence of any such organisation (see footnote) . 

As in the case of Hamilton, Wishart's career as a 

preacher was apparently too short to allow of his 

reaching this culminating point in his mission. But 

he roused his followers to such a pitch of enthusiFsmp 

that the need for some form of organisation very 

soon became urgent. It was 'ti,shart's immediate 

followers, John Rough and John Knox, who organised 

the first :rotestant Congregation in Scotland in 

the/ 

(1) Knox's Works. I. 125. 

(-24 riiacEwen s--l1 st - -of --th-e--£-hareh in S-e-e-t-?-an-d . 

476-7-7-, 

( 2 ) 3 E e eY16 o l The Si s. 
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(1) 

the Castle of St. Andrews in 1547. 

There is evidence that in doctrine, Knox 

was not in 1547 a Lutheran. For he recorded in his 

"History of the Reformations" that Sir James Balfour 

claimed in his later life, that he could not have 

been an adherent of Knox in 1547, because he had 

been brought up in the Lutheran opinion of the 

sacrament. Add to this Knox's testimony, that he 

had administered the Lord's Table in 1547, "In the 

same purit i e that now it is ministrat in the churches 

of Scotland, with that same doctrine that he had 
(3) 

taught unto thames'. It is clear that Knox must 

have been from the beginning a reformer of the Swiss, 

as opposed to the Lutheran school. 

Some change must have come about in the 

views of those favouring religious reform in Scotland . 

since the Anti - Lutheran Act of 1525. The fact that 

Francis Lambert of Marburg was a convert of the Swiss 
(4) 

theologians, suggests that Patrick Hamilton may 

have introduced this change into Scotland. But 

contemporary/ 

(i) Knox's 7orks. I. 186-88. 
( 2) Knox' sWorks . I. 202. 
(3) Ibid. I. 201-202. 
(4) Richter's Evanzeliibchen Kirchenordnungen des 

XVIn Jahrhunderts. p. 56. 
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(14 

contemporary accounts of Hamilton's mission refer 

to him as a Lutheran, and record no distinctively 

Swiss doctrines. Though this is by no means con- 

clusive evidence against Hamilton's having made some 

contribution towards this change, yet it seems more 

probable,that the distinctive opinions of the Swiss 

Protestants had reached Scotland through the preach- 

ing of George Wishart -- that inspired teacher in 

whom Knox's early hero -worship centred. 

By the year 1545 Swiss Protéstantism 

itself had divided into opposing Zwinglian and 

Calvinistic parties, which were based on questions 

of bhurch organisation and discipline. 

From the fact that Wishart is supposed to 

have travelled on the Rhine,and to have been in 
(2) 

Switzerland between 1539 and 1542, it would have 

been permissible to expect that the struggle of 
(3) 

Calvin in exile, with the Genevan magistracy, 

might be reflected in Wishart's teaching. Had Wis- 

hart sympathised with Calvin's principles, the 

presumption is that Knox, in 1547, would have been 

an enthusiast for the Calvinistic church organisa- 

tion/ 

(1) Knox Hist. of the Reformation in Scotland. I. 
14-35: 507 -15. Foxe's Acts and Monuments etc. 
(1844 Edition) II. 249. , 

(2) Knox's Works I. 159. Rogers George Wishart. 17. 
(3) Corpus Reformatorum XXXVIII. ii. 190 -192. 
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(14 
organisation and ecclesiastical discipline. For it 

is easy to read between the lines, in Knox's imper-- 
(2) 

sonal account of his own part in Wishart' s mission. 

that it was ' iishart's teaching and personality that 

had inspired him with a determination to join the 

ranks of the reformers. But Knox's lack of interest 

in the Genevan reformed church is attested by his 

intention, had he not been prevailed upon to enter 

the Castle of St. Andrews, "To have left Scotland 

anri to have visited the schools of Germany (of r]ng- 

land then he had no pleasur, be reassone that the 

Paipes name be5ng suppressed, his lawes and corrup- 
(3) 

tionis rema.ned in full vigour) ". Had Knox at that 

time been possessed by even a fraction of the 

admiration, which he later evinced, for Calvin's re- 

formation, he would not have regarded Germany as the 

only desirable place of refuge. The purpose of 

studying in the schools of Germany was not, however, 

inconsistent with holding the reformed principles 

of Northern Switzerland. For one of Zwingli's great 

unfulfilled hopes, was for a union of the Zwinglian 
(4) 

and Lutheran churches. From these considerations it 

seems/ 

(1) Corpus Reformatorum XXXVIII, i.(x, i. ) 15-30. 
(2) Knox's Works. I. 125: 139. 
(.3) 7nox's Works. I. 185. 
(4) Lindsay's Hist. of the Reformation I. 352-353. 
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seems permissible to draw the conclusion, that it 

was the Zvvingli.an aspect only of the Swiss Re- 
(1) 

formation which influenced George "ri.shart, and 

through him John Knox of the St. Andrews Castle 

Congregation. This view is borne out by Knox's 
(24 

account of this congregations 

jishart had left behind him, in one 

publication which is known to be his, a guiding 

outline, on the basis of which it would be Dossible 

for the informal gatherings of those of the reformed 

persuasion to organise themselves into congregations. 

This publication was a translation of the Helvetic 
(3) 

Confession. The translation sketches a úwi.nglian 

church, without reference to the Eldership, the 

exercise of discipline in the church being placed 
(4) 

in the hands of the minister supported by the 
(5) 

magistracy. Presumptive proof of the influence of 

7iishart's mission on the organisation of the fir Et 

Scottish reformed congregation, lies in a comparison 

of Knox's description of the St. Andrews church 

with the principles of church. government laid dom. 

in Wi s hart's Helvetic Confession. 

The 

(1) McEwen's Hi st . of the Church in Scotland. I. 
476 -77. 

(2) Knox's Works. I. 186-188. 
(3) Roger:' Geo. W i shart , 17: 63-73. 
(4) Ibid. 69. 

(5) Ibid. 72. 
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The St. Andrew's Congregation of 1547. 

From Knox's scanty account of the short- 
( 1) 

lived St. Andrews congregation of 1547, it does 

seem to have been organiser on the Gwinglian model 

of the Helvetic Confession, and no influence of 

Calvin is apparent. Knox's insistence in his own 

case, on a vocation to the ministry by an officiat- 

ing preacher, with the support of the congregation, 
(2) 

was strictly in accord with the Helvetic Confession. 

No mention of the office of Elder is made by the 

Helvetic Confession; neither apparently was there 

any appointment of elders in the St. Andrews Con- 

gregation at this time. The St. Andrews congrega- 

tion was in conflict with the magistracy of the land. 

Hence necessarily the important function assigned by 

the Helvetic Confession to the State,in church 
(3) 

affairs , finds no place in the Scottish congrega- 

tion. In the absence of further information, the 

;presumption is that ecclesiastical discipline was 

either unexercised, or was left in the hands of the 

ministers/ 

(1) Knox's Wo rks . I. 186-188. 
(2) Roger'd Geo. eishart, 68. 
(3) Ibid. 72. 
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ministers. This latter course would be quite in 

accordance with the importance attached by the 

Helvetic Confession to the office of minister of the 

church. 

§ Conclusion in regard to the constitutional 

influences of agitrtions for reform in 

Scotland up to 1547. 

aus , as far as the evidence of his own 

"History" goes, Knox does not appear to have intro- 

duced the essentials of a Presbyterian church 

organisation in his first mission in 1547. Beyond 

the fact, that the general lines of the early re- 

formation teaching in Scotland had been anti - 

hierarchic, it appears that the origins of the 

Presb`?terian church polity are not to be found in 

the reformation movement in Scotland up to the year 

1547. 
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CHAPTER IV. THE SCOTTISH ECCLESIASTICAL 

POLITv OF 1560. 

SECTION I. The Reform 'overnent in Scotland 

from 1549-1558. 

The Church of 1558. 

The next endeavour "To hR.ve the face of 

a church" amongst Protestants i.n Scotland was in 

1558, i:nox relates, that, "iVe sought open crimes 

to be punished without respect of persone. For 

that purpose, by common electioun, were elders ap- 

pointed, to whome the hole brethren promised obed- 

ience: for at that tyre we had na publict ministeris 
(1) 

of the wurde" . This is a process quite differ- 

ent from that of 1547, when the walole congregational 

organisation was centred in the minister, and the 

exercise of discipline was not mentioned. How had 

this change in the organisation of Scottish reformed 

congregations come about? 

(1 ) 1Tnox's Works, I. 3C0. cf. also Ibid. I. 256: 
275-76: 300: II. 151. 
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Reforming influences reaching Scotsmen 

between 1547 and 1560. 

It is necessary to look into the history 

of Scottish Prot( stantism in the intervening years. 

Apart from religious propaganda by hostile English 
(1) 

armies between 1547 and 1549, Protestantism ws 

kept alive in Scotland from 1548- 1558, principally 

by preaching and exhortation emanating from two 

Scottish exiles in England -- John Knox and John 

Villok. 

Between 1549 and 1553 many Scotsmen fre- 

quented the English congregations to which Knox in 

his exile ministered in Berwick, Newcastle,. and the 
(2) 

Borders 

From March. 1551 for some time, John Willck 

carried on a preaching campaign under the Marquis of 
(3) 

Dorset in the Border counties of Scotland. 

Between 1555 and 1556 William Harlaw, 

Willok, and Knox carried out a preaching tour in 
(4) 

Scotland. 

In 

(1) Mt Ewen t s Hist. o f the Chur ch in Scotland II. 
19 -20. 

(2) Knox' s Works I. 231. Igor inner' s John Knox and the 
Church of England pp. 77-78: 80-81: 98. Parker 
Society's Letters Relative to the English Re- 
formation II. 429. 

(3) ?arker Society's Letters Relative to the Engli sh 
Reformation II. pp. 428: 431. 

(4) Knox, s Works. I. 245. 
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In 1558, in October, Willok returned to 
(l) 

Scotland to preach. 

In May 1559 Knox returned finally to 
(2) 

Scotland. 

Knox the dominating influence. 

Knox and were evidently the domina - 
(3) 

ting influences of this transition period. Of the 

two, Knox was the better known in Scotland, on 

account of the leading part he had taken in 1547. 

Accordingly it was Knox, who wrote epistles of ex- 

hortation and warning to the Scottish Protestants 

d ring his years of continental exile, while úueen 
(4) 

Diary reigned in England; and it was Knox's presence 

which the Lords of the C ngregation felt to be 

essential to the success of the militant reformed 
(5) 

cause in Scotland in 1559. Add the leading part 
(6) 

which Knox assumed politically and in purely eccles- 
(7) 

last .cal matters, from the moment of his final 

return in 1559, and it appears that Knox's influence 

was 

(1) Ibid. I. 256. 
(2) Ibid. I. 318. Ibid. III, -17:-; 1291-259-76: 

4611-521: 
(3) Wod row' s Lives of the Reformers of the Church 

of Scotland 101:103: 105: 
(4) Ibid. 129: 259-76: 423: 461: 521: 
(5) rnox's Works I. 267: 274: 
(6) Ibid. I. 326: 441-43: II. 15-43. 
(7) Ibid. I. 338-9: 343-4: II. 92: 128 : 
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was by far he greater of the two. 

Development of K.nox's Opinions. 

It has been shown, that it seems unlikely 

as far as historical evidence goes, that. Knox was a 

Calvinist in constitutional hatters, in 1547, but 

that he was apparently a Presbyterian in 15F8. Thus 

it becomes of interest to enquire whether there is 

any evidence, that Knox was one whose ideas were 

liable to change or develope during this pert. od , 

There are a couple of passages a'aong his own writings, 

in which Knox admits that he had much to learn after 

he had .become a reformer - that is aft t:r. 1547 - and 

that before 1555 on one important matter he had 

changed his opinion, that of the acceptability of the 

English Prayer Book. Tn. his "Faithful Admonition to 

the Professors of and 's_ 2i uth in England" (1554) he 

wrote, "To be plain my own consci ence beareth record 

to myself how small was my learning, and how weak I 

was of judgment when Christ Jesus called me to be his 

Steward ; 3.nd how mightily day y day , time by time, 

He multiplied His graces with me, if I should conceal, 
(2) 

I were most wicked and unthankful. 

I n/ 

(1) Hume Brown's John Knox, II. 261: 11. 6 -18.. 
(2) Knox's Works. III. 269. 
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In the sermon by Knox in Frankfort, on Dr. 

Ccx! s interference with arrangements previously 

settled (1555), he said, " . . . by . . . deeper 

consideration . . . I was driven away from my first 

opinion" (of the English Prayer Book) . . . "There- 

fore I could not agree that their Book should be of 

(1) 
our church received . . 'P 

Knox as a Presbyterian. 

the historical_ facts, on which to found 

a judgment of the two Scottish Protestant organisa- 

tions of 1547 and 1558, are few, and not conclusive. 

Such as they are, they suggest the change of type 

already pointed out. The fact that Knox's was the 

dominating influence among Scottish :,rotestants 

during the intervening years, and his own testimony 

to his having borne an open mind, and learnt much 

Curing his exile, corroborates the theory that 1558 

rather than 1547, is the earliest date, which can be 

assigned to the organisation of Scottish Protestants 

on Presbyterian lines. There is the further cor- 

roborative fact, that Knox hims el f, whos e opinions 

were 
(1) Ibid . Iv. 43 --44. 
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were already so influential in Scotland, does not 

seem to have been a Presbyterian, as distinct from 

a Protestant, prior to 1554. Up to that date, he 

had ministered to the apparently Zwinglian con- 

gregation at St. Andrews, and to several congrega- 

tions in England under the established hierarchical 
(1) 

type of church government. Knox has enumerated the 

points, upon which he held hirliself free to act 
in England, 

differently from the established polity,' :when called 

to account before the Privy Council in 1553, he 

declared, "No minister in England had authority to 

separate the lepers from the whole, which was a chief 
(2) 

point of his office ". In a sermon at Frankfort, 

he said, "I reproved this opinion" (that religion 

had been brought to perfection in England) . . . by 

the lack of discipline, . . . by the trouble that 

Mr. Hooper sustained for the rochet and such trifles, 

. . and for that one Lean wqs permitted to have . 

(3) 
five benefices ". These criticisms of the English 

Church government do not arise from an essentially 

Presbyterian standpoint. The Presbyterian reformed 

churches emphasised the need for the exercise of 

ecclesiastical discipline, but not by the minister 

alone . 

(14 Knox's Works. I. 231. 
(2) Knox's Works. 1I 86. 
(3) Knox's Works. IV. 33: 44: 
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alone. The essentially Presbyterian institution 

of the representative eldership, sharing the 

minister' responsibilities, is not suggested in 

Knox's criticism of the church which he served for 

nearly five years. 

1555 is the earliest date, at which there 

is proof that Knox had accepted the Presbyterian fonn 

of church government. In the organisation cf the 

3nglish Church at Frankfort, "2 or 3 ministers of 
(1) (2) (3) 

like authority", "Deacons" "Seniors", and 
(4) 

the institution of ecclesiastical discipline, are 

spoken of in the two contemporary accounts of the 

"Troubles" during Ynox's ministry. From this time 

onwards, all the churches, which Knox served, were 
( ) 

organised an the Presbterian basis. 

(1) Knox's Works, IV. 3: 12-13. 

(2)- Knox's Works, IV. 1. 

(3) Ibid. IV. 41-42. 

(4) Ibid. IV. 19; 33: 

(5) Knox's Works IV. 174-78: 203-07. The Daval0' 
Hist. de la Reformation h Dieppe (Edited by 
Lesens 1878) Hume Brown's Knox. I. 216-221. 
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SECTION II . '.THE METHOD TO BE FOLLOWED IN 

DEAL ITJ WITH THE PROBLEM OF 1; COVERING 

THE ORIGINS OF '7.HE SCO T. SH PR ESB YTii TATd 

KIRK OF 1558 to 1F 60. 

After the meagre indication given by Knox, 

that the process of organising Presbyterian con - 

irregations was preceding in 1558, we hear no more, 

details of their administration, until they emerge 

into the light of history in the much more complex 

form of the proposed Scottish Kirk of the First '?ook 

of Discipline, in 1560. 

The conditions of the Problem, 

There is no contemporary admission, that 

oti.er churches of the time were used as models from 

which to construct the new reformed church in 

Scotland. Like the Swiss reformers of the 16th 

century, the Scottish reformers claimed the primi- 

tive church described in the New Testament as their 
{1} 

model, Yet it must be borne in mind. , that Calvin 

himself yvh'.le recommending a desirable procedure to 

be followed in choosing ministers, wrote in his 

"Institution' 

(1) Knox.' S dork_s , II. 184. 
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A 
"Institution de la Religion Chretienne" "Ma! il 

fault prendre conseil selon llopportunit; du temps, 
(1) 

les moeurs du pethple, et autres circoUstances". 

Naturally, as one reformed leader after another 

had faced the problem of translating the New Testa- 

ment picture into a church organisation suited to 

his time and country, he had taken into consideration 

the work already accompliShed in this direction, 

and could not but be influenced by the example of 

those, with whom he found himself most in sympathy. 

There is an instance of a reformer working in this 

frame of mind, in the Polish refugee, John a'Lasco 

who drew up a polity in 1E51 for the church of the 

Foreigners in London. a'Lasco assured the readers 

of the published constitution in his _Preface, that, 

"e have striven our utmost in our churches for 

this," (i.e. a Scriptural church polity) "Having 

taken an example from the Crenevan church and the 
(2) 

Church of the Foreigners in Strassburg". Further 

a'Lasco's church -polity is expressly stated in its 

Preface to be intended as an example to be followed 
(3) 

by other reforwers. Again, that the true Church 

should/ 

(1) Calvin's Institution de la religion Chrestjenne 
(edited by Lefranc Chatelain &] Pannier 1911) 
H. 6.95. 

(2) KUyper's Johannis a'Lasco Opera. H. 50. 
(3) Ktyper's Johannis a'Lasco Opera II. 10: 14: 34: 
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should constitute one visible corgi; orate body, was a 

doctrine which greatly exercised the minds of the 

Swiss reformers, and was a further incentive to con- 

stitutional unity. It led to various attempts to 

maintain some form of unity amont the many types of 

Protestant church organisation. in Jerrnany and Switz ̂ r - 
(1) 

land, through uniformity of doctrine, liturgy, or 

constitution. Hence the meetings of Zwingli and 
(2) 

Luther at Marburg in 1529, the Synods of Arau and 
(3) 

Ale and St. mall etc. in 1530, Pnd the origin of 

the dispute at geneva over the Bernese Usages in 
(4 ) 

1538. 

Knox's Study of Reformed. Church Constitutions, 

Two passages in Knoxian literature show 

that, when organising smaller bodies of. ; rotestants, 

Knox as one of those who carefully considered what 

had already been accomplished in the reformed churches. 

In writing of the Proceedings of the 3ngi_ish con - 

regation at Frank fort while he was with them, Knox 

used the following words, ''I would have had it 

agreeable in outward rites and ceremonies. with 

Christians 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Ruchat's Hist. de la Reformation de la Suisse. 
II. 360. 

Ibid. II. 142-43: 155. 
Ibid. II. 219-223. 
Ibid. IV. 452, 
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(1) 

Christian Churches reformed". In the preparation 

of the Church Order of the E'np;lish church at Geneva, 
(2) 

Knox is known to have taken a leading part, and 

statements made in that document may be regarded 

as in agreement with his own opinions, In the Pre- 

face to the edition of 1556, the compilers claim, 

that, as a part of their function, they examined 

the previous literature of the Reformation. "It 

remayneth last of all that you understande the 

reasons which movede us to ch.use owte and followe 

this Catechisme of Geneva rather than any other . 

we could fynde none in so °reat a nombre which 

either for the facilitie is equall, or els for the 

perfection to be compared . . . i; .oreover the 

daungers which hang over Christes Church in these 

dales moved us ver e muche . . . So there is no 

better preservation against the same, then if all 

godly churches wolde agree in one kinde of doctrine 

and confession of faith, which in all points were 

agreeable to God's Holy 7orde, that our posteritie 

might be confirmed, by the universal l example of 

Christes Churche against all heresies persecutions 
(3) 

and other daungers . . " In the latter part 

of / 

(1) Knox's works, IV. 42. 
(2) Knox's Works IV. 146-48. 
(3) 17.no:x's Works. IV. 167. 
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of this quotation the compilers touch i.pon another 

compelling reason for considering the work of their 

predecessors in reform - the pressing need for .)re- 

senting to Roman Catholicism, if possible, a united 

front, and to their converts a common message. 

On one other point we have definite infor- 

mation. Knox has told us in his "hi stnry" that the 

first Book of Discipline of 1560 was drawn up by a 

Committee of Six Scottish Reformers - John 4inram, 

John. Spottiswoode, John 4illok, John Douglas, John 
(1) 

Row, and John Knox. 

The Method to be followed in attacking 

the Problem. 

It has been pointed out, that it was mainly 

the activities of 7nox and ;iillok which kept alive the 

flame of reforming zeal in Scotland from 1549-58; 

that Knox was the dominant figure in the constructive 

work of the .Reformation in Scotland in 1560; and that 

there is no direct or external evidence that the 

Scottish ecclesiastical polity of that year had any 

other source than the injunctions of the New 'Testament 

l.n order to ascertain whether there were not before 

the/ 

( 1) Kncx' s Hist. I T. 128. 
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the minds of the Scottish reformers, other models, 

more nearly allied to their own time and circum- 

stances, the enquirer is thrown back upon internal 

evidence, direct or indirect , in. the 'sottish church 

polity itself. The suggestion arises, that it would 

be possible to look into the Scottish church 

constitution drawn up in 1560, and to compare it with 

the polities of other churches, with which it may be 

known, that leading Scottish reformers had corne into 

contact prior to their work in bcotland in 1560. 

it seems probable that internal evidence of the 

moulding influence of these other ecclesiastical 

constitutions, might be forthcoming in the course of 

such a comparison. 

Types of Reformed Church polities. 

,monr2. the new Protestant churches of the 

Refor_nation era, there was .uch difference of opinion 

as to the type of organisation Aich the reformed 

churches should adopt. This difference of opinion 

resulted in the formation of three main groups of 

reformed church constitutions. 

I. In the group represented by the Lutheran and 

the Jing1ish reformed churches, the empht sis was laid 

o n/ 
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on the real continuity of the life of the 1Zeformed 

Church with that of the unreformed Catholic Church, 

to which they had all belonged. The true Church 

must be one and universal throughout the ages. The 

reformers claimed to be but leading the true Church 

back to the paths of purity, out of which it had 
(1) 

strayed. Hence the tendency was to retain the 

outward form of the old church, art' to reform only 

abuses which had gradually grown up under the Roman 

regime. Thus in Germany the Lutheran court of the 

Consistory was a modification of the Roman episcopal 

court. The Roman Catholic Bishop was replaced by 

Protestant pastors, lay lawyers took the place of 

the old ecclesiastical lawyers, and the authority 

of the court rested on the power of the State, 
(2) 

instead of resting on that of the Roman Curia. In 
thc 

England,' hierarchical form of church government was 

retained intact, except that the head of the church 

was no longer the Pope, but the secular ruler of the 
(3) 

:Kingdom. The motives inspiring Luther's action 

in this matter of church government were, of course, 

entirely different from those which animated Henry 

VIII, and Eli zabeth. But the practical results were 

similar. 

II./ 

(1) Lindsay's Hi st. of the Reformation. I. 403--04. 
(2) T,indsay's. Hist. of the Reformation. I. 412-13. 

( 3) Statutes of the Realm III. 492. IVQ part i. 
350-355, 
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II. The second group of reformed church 

polities was composed of the Swiss Churches, those 

of the South German cities, and later of the French, 

Frisian, and Scottish churches. The object at 

which they aimed was the reproducing, as exactly as 

modern conditions would permit, of the church 

organisation of the Apostolic Age, since that was 

the constitution of all others most nearly uncor- 
(1) 

ruptecl from the purity of Christ's own teaching. 

In adapting the Apostolic outline to modern condi- 

tions, and in filling in the details of organisation 

which were wanting in the New Testament descrip- 

tions, the Swiss reformers founded their practice 

upon the common reformation doctrine of the priest- 

hood of all believers. In their interpretation of 

the New Testament, these reformers agreed on the 

principle, of the parity of ministers or pastors, 

even when, for the sake of inspection or unity, one 

or more pastors exercised the duties of superinten- 

dent or visitor. The administration of church 

affairs was conducted by ecclesiastical courts com- 

poseR of magistrates, pastors,and elders theoreti- 

cally representative of the congregations, deacons 

(1) Johannis Calvini Opera II. 788-98, Kuyper's 
Johannis alLasco Opera II. 4: 279: 
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as in the primitive church, distributing the 
(1) 

charity of the congregation. 

Only thus far was the Swiss group of 

churches unanimous. In the further details of 

their church organisation they differed considerablzi 

It was plain to all Roman -bred 16th century reformer 
that the Church must have some form of disciplinary 

control over the morals of its members. Zwingli 

in Zurich maintained that the Christian reformed 

state was the proper upholder of the authority of 
(2) 

the Church. Church courts, composed of pastors 

and state officiais, might watch over church matters 

more closely than the State alcne could do. But 

Zwingli held that the duties of such church courts 

were merely to conduct minor ecclesiastical business 

and to urge t he State to the full exercise of its 
(3) 

duties in relation to the Church. The Synod of 

Zurich was completely under the control of the City 
(4) 

Councils. Calvin agreed with Zwingli, so far as 

to emphasise the importance of the duty of the State 
(5) 

to support the Church with its power. But 

rather/ 

(1 ) Ruchat's Hist. de la Réformation de la Suisse. 
( 2) Ruchat's Hist. de la Reformation de la Suisse. 

H. 223 VI. 283. 
(3) Ibid. II. 223. 
(4) Ibid. Ii. 44. 
(5) Calvini Opera. X. II. 
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rather than acknowleage the supremacy of the State 

over the Church, Calvin and his fellow-ministers 

abandoned their work in Geneva and went into exile 
(1) 

in the year 1538. Calvin's church courts were, 

like those of 2; ,ingli, composed of ministers and 
(2) 

state officials, 'out the civic officials were 

members in their capacity as elders of the Church, 

except in the case of the formal chairmanship of a 
(3) 

Syndic in the Consistory. It was firstly in 

order tO facilitate the working together of Church 

and State, that the personnel of the Genevan Elder- 
(4) 

ship was restricted to members of the City Councils, 

and secondly in order to exclude from the church 

courts the peculiarly large number of unscrupulous 

persons in the Genevan population, who by law must 
( 5 ) 

be members of the Church, but in desire were its 

enemies. 

With the distinctive type of Eldership in 

the Genevan Church appeared the main distinguishing 

principle of the Presbyterian form of church govern- 

ment. But in the actual Genevan practice of con- 

fininpq 

(1) Ruchat's Hist4 de la R6formation ae la Suisse 
V. 63-66. 

(2) Ibid. Vi. 368, V. 158 Calvini Opera X 18: 20: 
29: 

(3) Kampschulte's Johann Calvin p. 438. 
(4) Calvini Opera. X. 100. 
(5) Calvini Opera. X. 11-12. 
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confining the personnel of the Eldership to members 

of the City Council, the fact that the principle 

was founded on the doctrine of the lriesthood of all 

believers was almost completely obscured. It was 

only gradually that the reformers who had been 

inspired by Calvin's personality, realised the 

difference between Genevan practice, and what should 

have been the concrete results of its basal doc- 

trine. 

In France the political conditions of the 

Reformation helped the reformers to make the first 

break away from Genevan tradition. The French Re- 

formed Church was a body persecuted by the State. 

Consequently it was impossible for the Magistracy 

to have any part in church government. As no very 

undesirable element was likely to join their per- 

secuted congregations, distrust of control of 

ecclesiastical affairs by the ordinary members of t 

church was greatly red-aced. Thus under the con- 

stitution of the French Church, the ranks of the 

Eldership and T iac ovate were recruited from all 

classes among the members of a congregation. Elders 

and Deacons alike were members of the church courts, 

but the method by which they were elected to office - 

i.e. 
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(1) 

i.e. by these courts themselves - made the Presby- 

terian Consistory still a close oorporation, and 

any deviation from this principle of election the 

French Church continued to consider a danger to the 
(2) 

true polity. 

avLasco's Congregation of the Foreigners in 

London, as a church of foreigners countenanced by a 

friendly government, had a still freer hand in apply- 
(3) 

ing Apostolic principles. aiLasco used his freedom 

to follow yet more closely what he considered to have 

been Apostolic practice. Her the nominations to 

the Ministry, The Eldership, and the Diaconate were 

accepted from the congregation as well as from the 
(4) 

Weekly Assembly itself, and all the marks of the 

close corporation disappeared from alLasco's courts. 

In this polity the doctrine of the lriesthood of all 

believers received further emphasis, from the in- 

stitution of an assembly for the discussion of 

Scriptural difficulties, in which all members of the 
(5) 

church were expected to t-ke part. 

Calvin, in opposition to Zwingli, had held 

that the control of the State over the morals of its 

(1) UiCkT5 Synodicon. p. XXVii. 
(2) Synodicon, 1. 76. 
()) Yuyper's Johannis a'Lasco Opera. II. 279. 
(4) Ibid. H. 65. 

(5) Ibid. II. 101-102. 
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citizens was insufficient from the point of view of 
(1) 

the Christian church. Thus it came about that, 

in the second group of reformed churches, one of the 

most i.aportant functions of the office-bearers and 

church courts, was the oversight of the morals of 

the congregations; and it was a basal principle of 

this exercise of ecclesiastical discipline, that 

neither staue officials nor pastors of the church 
(2) 

were to be exempt from oversight. 

III. A third type of reformed church had been 

proposed by Lambert for the ecclesiastical organi- 

sation of Hesse in 1526. He had followed out the 

doctrine of the priesthood of all believers to its 

full logical institutional consequences, whether as 

a result of study of Waldensibm practice, or from 

his personal interpretation of Scripture, is still a 
( 3 ) 

moot point. Lambert's proposal was to put the 

administration of all congregational business in the 
(4) 

hands of a Weekly Assembly of all the church members, . 

and the general management of church affairs for the 

whole province of Hesse in the hands of a Synod, con- 

sisting of all the ministers of the province, with 

(1) Ruchat's Hist, de la Reformation de la Suisse. 
V. 158. 

(2) Calvini Opera. X. 20. Calvini Opera II 851, lines 
38-45. Kuyper's Johannfs a'Lasco Opera II. 56: 
176 11. 2-5. Knox's Works II. 233. 

(3) iftchter's evangelischen Kirchenordnungen p. 56. 
(4) Ibid. 61-64. 
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one commissioner from each congregation in the 
(1) 

country, and the prince, and hi nobles. "'here 

being no representative 31dership, acting for the 

Congregation, and the conditions of membership of 

the church courts being peculiar to this Hessian 

constitution, this type of church polity must be 

considered as distinct from the other Presbyterian 

types. Although the principles of this Hessian 

church polity were not applied in actual practice, 

it would be misleading to ignore their possible 

influence on the constitutional opinions of the 

reformers. For the polity was publicly adopted in 

1526 at the Synod of Homberg, as that of the reformel 

church that was to be set up in Hesse, and published 

with the expressed hope, that it might be useful as 

an example to others entering upon the work of 
(2) 

reformation. Further, its fundamental principles 

were in line with the principles of church govern- 

ment underlying the various Presbyterian polities; 

and its extreme democratic tendencies had later 

parallels in a'Lasco's assembly for the discussion 

of Scriptural difficulties, and in the Scottish 

"Exercise ". 

It! 

Ibid. 64-65. 

(2) Ibid. 56. 
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It is evident, them, that in the applica- 

tion of the general New n7estament principles to the 

particular circumstances of city communities, 

country districts, and national ecclesiastical 

organisations, the details of the reformed church 

polities vari.ecd very considerably. This variety 

of type facilitates the process of deciding which 

among them could have served as models to the 

Scottish reformers. 

§ Of which Church Polities had the Scottish 

Reformers of 1560 any previous knowledge? 

It is now necessary to consider with which 

Presbyterian reformed churches it was probable that 

Knox and dJillok and their four colleagues could have 

come into contact up to the year 160. 

JOHN KiúO1. In the f.rst place consider nox's 

movements in England and on the continent. 

1. During the years 1550 -1553 Knox had every 

opportunity for studying the constitution of a'Lascdt 

Church of the Fore i pners in London. That Knox knew 

of a'Lasco's work in London is certain. For, writing 

in his "History of the Reformation in Scotland" of 

this time of his exile in England, Knox mentions 

a'Lasco ns one of the distinguished foreigners, who 

were/ 
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(1) 
were generously provided for by Edward VI. 

Further, Dr. Mitchell has pointed out ,that in a 

number of the liturgical formularies of the }noxian 

Scottish Church, there is a parallel with similar 

liturgical publicati ons of a'Lasco so close as to 

constitute presumptive proof of Nnox's having bor- 
(2) 

rowed directly from a'Lasco's formularies. No 

evidence, however, of direct personal contact 

between a'Lascc. and Knox has vet been found. But 

it seems scarcely possible, that Knox, living during 
(3) 

these years in England, and even preaching in London, 

could have remained unaffected by the influence of 

a'Lasco's personality. There is evidence of the 

strength of this influence. Martin Micronius, in 

writing to Bollinger, from London on 7th November 

1551, says, "Master a'Lasco, our 6uperintendent . . 

is of the greatest use also to the English by 

teaching, exhorting, counselling, and writing . . . 

(4) 
his influence, which is great in the country 

On the vexed questions of the time, Knox appears to 

have been in agreement with a'Lasco and that minority 

party, which worked strenuously for the further re- 

formation/ 
(I) Knox'g ;iorks. I. 243. 
(2) Mitchell's The Wedderburns and their Work p. 82- 

87. 
(3) Kno's .Wa.}rksa III. 168. 

(4) Parker society's Letters relative to the English 
Reformation. II. 578. 
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reformation of the Church of England. Dr. Lorimer 

has pointed out, that Knox seems to have been one 

of those, who took a Isading part in the agitation, 

which added the Rubric on Kneeling at Communion to 
(1) 

the English Prayer Bock of 1552. a'Lasco had 

already expressed the same point of viw as that 
(2) 

taken by Knox, in a letter to Cranmer in 1551. 

Again, Bishop Hooper wrote to Bullinger on 1st 

August 1551, "Master a'Lasco alone of all the 

foreigners who had any influence , stood on my side' 
( 3 ) 

( in the vestments controversy). On 7th June 1553, 

a'Lasco wrote in a letter, "Satan leaves nothing 

unattempted against us on account of the reinstated 
4) 

exercise of diScipline in our churches? Knox 

himself has already been quoted above, as criticising 

the English reformation in these two particulars in 
( 5 ) 

1555 and 1553. In view of these important noints 

of agreement, there i2 P:round for the presumption, 

that Znox would study carefully the orgailiation of 

the Church of the Foreigners in London. 

II./ 

(1) Lorimer's John Knox and the Church of England 
pp. 98-134, cf. also Knox's Works III. 279. 

(2) Lorimer's John Knox and the Church of England Th8- 
7L9,7(erdesius Lcrinium Antiquarium tom, ii, 

pars. H. pp. 656-70. 
(3) Parker Society's Letters relative to the En31ish 

Reformation T. 95, Il. 675. 

(4) Kuyper's Johafinis PPLasco Opera II. 675. 

(5) Above. p. 44. 



U. In 1554 Knox wrote, in "A Comfortable 

Epistle to his Afflicted Brethren in England", 

"Since the 28 of Janw,r, I have travellit through 

all the congregations of Helvetia, and have reasbnit 

with all the Pastours and many other excellentlie 

learned men upon sic matters as now I can not 
(1) 

commit to writing". Thus the organisations of 

the Swiss Churches must have been familiar to Xnox. 
act as 

Iii. In 1554 inox went to-ho-minister to the 

congregation of English refugees at Frankfort. the 

authorities there stipulated, that the English 

church service was to be modelled on that of the 

congregation of French refugees in Frankfort under 
2) 

the ministry of Vallerand Pullain. The polity 

of this fitgitive Protestant congregation had already 

been published in London in 15E1. Thus Knox had 

previously had an opportunity for studying it, and 

was now obliged to do so. 

IV. From 1555-59 Knox's headquarters were at 

( 3 ) 
Geneva. Of Geneva Knox wrote in 1556 " . 

this place, whair I neither feir nor eschame to say 

is the maist perfyt schoole of Chryst that ever was 

InI 

(1) 1:320XTS Works. III. 235. 

(2) Knox's 4orks. IV. 10. 

(3) Hume Brown's John - nox. I. 187-214. 
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(1) 
in the erth since the dayis of the Apostillis". 

Clearly it is to be expected that Calvin's influence 

would count for ranch with Knox. 

V. Ynox had a number of opportunities for 

studying the organisation of the French reformed 

congregations. He was in Dieppe every year from 

1554-1559, travelling to and from Geneva across 
( 2 ) 

France. His interest in reform in ?ranee is 

evidenced by the nublication in 1,7'57 of his "kpology 

for the Protestants who are holden in Prison in 
( 3 ) 

Paris", and by his preaching for a short time to 

the French Protestants of Dieppe, while he waited 

there in the Spring of 1559. It is to be pre- 

sumed that this interest would e -tend to the French 

Confession of Faith, and the regulations for the 

organisation of a national church, known as "..uant \a, 

la Discipline", published in 1559, 

JOHN 'W1LLOK. It is not recorded exactly wlien 

John dillck fled to England from persecution in 

Scotland. But he is known to have preached there 
( 5 ) 

as early as 1541. He continued to live in England 

throughout! 

(1) Knox's 4orks. IV. 240. 
(2) Znox's Works I. 245:254:269:272:318: III. 113: 

236: 249:340: IV. 71:225:258: 275:286:347:245: 
260. M'Cr.ie's Life of Knox 125. 

(71 Knox's Works IV. 287-349. 
(4) The Davald! Hist, de la Réformation Dieppe 

(Edited by Lesens 1878) Hume Brown's John Knox 
I. 216-221. 

(5) ;'Crie's Life of John nox. 105. 
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throughout the reign of Edward VI., and, as Chaplain 
(1) 

to the Duke of Suffolk, to preach there. Thus 

he also may have come into ccntact with a'Lasco's 

church and with Pullain's congregation in England. 

As there is no evidence in the matter, this must be 

mere conjecture. But it seems likely that W411ok 

knew something of a'Lasco, as he fled in 1553 from 
(2) 

England to Emden, whence a'Lasco had come to 
(3) 

minister to his London Church in 1550. From 1543- 
(4) 

1549 a'Lasco had been the Reformer of Friesland, 

and had built up there a reformed church, which 

Willok had every opportunity of studying between 

1553 and 1558, when he finally returned to Scotland. 

It is not known that Willok came into contact with 

any Presbyterian form of church organisation, except 

that of Friesland, with which Knox was not equally 

familiar. 

JOHN -:iINRAE. Of the other four ccbmpilers of 

the First Book of Discipline John :finram was the only 

one who had never been abroad. 

JOHN SPOTTISWOODE. John Spottiswoode might be 

expected to have a keen interest in the ,Jnglish Re- 

formed/ 

(1) Hume Brown's John Knox. I. 290 odrow Miscellany 
I. 261-64: 267. 

(2) Knox's Works. I. 245. 
(3) Dalton John a' Lasco. 

(4) Ibid. 
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Reformed Church, and some knowledge of that of 

France. For he was converted by Cranmer, while 

living in England between 1538 and 1543, and admitted 

to Protestant orders by the Archbishop. He spent 

a few more months in England in 1544. In 1558 he 

accompanied Lord James Stewart to France, on the 
(1) 

occasion of ueen Mary's marriage to the Dauphine 

Here he and the Lord Jaaes wclild hear the details of 

the difficulties and activities of those French 

Protestants who next year organised their scattered 

congregations into a national church. 

JOHN DOUGLAS, John Douglas would have his 

own interest in 'French Protestantism, as he had 

tught as a Regent in the Montague Collage in Paris 
(2) 

in 1537. 

JOHN ROW. John Row would not have been in a 

favourable position for studying reformed church 

constitutions during his nine years sojourn in Rome 
(3) 

and Padua from 1550-59 But since he taught French 

later on, in his school at Perth, it seems probable, 

that he too at some point in his career must have 

spent/ 

(1) Wodrow's Lives of the Reformers. I. 72-74. 
Hewat. The Makrs of the Scottish Church at 
the Reformation, p. 285. 

(2) Ibid. p. 310. 
(3) Row's Hist. of the Kir17. in Scotland viii. etc. 

466. Hewat. The Makers of the Scottish Church 
at the eformation. p. 226-27. 
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spent sometime in France. 

It is clear that these four reformers 

would be uelikely to introduce any foreign _Protes- 

tant influences upon the new Scottish nolity, 

which are not already represented in the personali- 

ties of Knox and Alillok; and it is significant that 

interest in the French Protestants is evidently 

predominant in the lives of the Six Johns. 

Original col_tem-2orar,7 accounts are avail- 

able of those foreign church polities, with which 
had 

Knox, Willok and the others had/the opportunity 

for becoming familiar, except in the case of the 

early Frisian reformed Church organised by alLasco, 

in regard to which only second-hand accounts are 

available. It is then possible to compare them in 

detail with the Scottish reformed church of 1560, as 

the reformers proposed to themselves to constitute 

it. 

One other possible source of influence on 

the constitutional ideas of the leaders of the 

"Congregation" must be kept in mind - the organi- 
(1 ) 

sation of the Roman Catholic Church in Scotland. 

John Row, in his youth, had practised as an advocate 

beforeL___ 

(1) Dowden's Mediaeval Church in Scotland. 
Patrick's Statutes of the Scottish Church. 
1225-1559. 
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(1) 
before the consistorial Court of St. Andrews, had 

studied the canon and civil law in Rome and Padua, 

and had acted as agent for the clergy of Scotland 
(2) 

at the Court of Rome for nine years. John ainram 
(3) 

had been Sub -irior of St. Andrew, Vicar -- General 
(4) 

for a time, and actively concerned in the legal 
(5) 

proceedings at the heresy trials of George 'Jishart. 
(6) 

and Adam 4allace. Hence his knowledge of Canon Law 

must have been considerable. 
( 7 ) 

'Knox had been an apostolic notary, and 
(8) 

W i l l ok a Franciscan monk . 

Hence it seems possible, that their ex- 

perience of the practical usefulness of particular 

Ronan. Catholic institutions, might have influenced 

these reformers to build up the new polity on 

similar lines. 

(1) Hewat :,Tapers of the Scottish Church at the 
Reformation. - p. 226. 

(2) Row's Hist, cf the Kirk in Scotland. viii. 

(3) 7odrow's Lives of the Reformers. I. 120. 

(4) K. nox's Hist. I. 193. 

(5) Knox's Hist. I. 150. etc. 
(a) , no Hi st. 1. s .L . I. 544. 
( fi') Hume Brown's John Knox. 1. 58--9. 

i7.n. o x._ s Works. VI. xx 
, 

-i i . 

(8) -ATodrow's Lives of the Reformers. 

'l,a ing' s 

I. 100. 
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SECTION III. THE INQUIRY INTO THE ORIGINS 

OF THE SCOTTISH KIRK OF THE FIRST 

BOOK OF DISCIPLINE, 1560. 

There is a series of documents, which 

presents a description of the reformed church. polity 

which it was proposed to set up in Scotland in 1560. 

This series consists of:- 

I. The ardour of the Electioun of Eld eris 
and Deaconis in the Privy Kirk of Edin- 
burgh in the begyning . . . (i ) 

II. Forme and Ordour of the Electioun of 
Suiperintendents . . . Ed inburgh, 9 March. 
1560. Ó2) 

III. The Buke of Common Order of 1560. (3) 

IV. Confession of Faith (16th August 1560.) 

V. The First Buke of Discipline (April to May 
1560.) (5) 

For the purpose cf comparing the polities 

of the foreign reformed churches we have indicated, 

with that constituted in. Scotland in 1560, consider 

first the three distinctive offices common all 

Presbyterian churches -- those of the Ministers, the 

Elders, and the Deacons and regard each from the 

oints 

(1 ) Knox' s rlorks . IL . 151--54. 
( 2) Knox' s':iorks II. 144-150. 
(3) Ibid. VI. 275-333. 
(4) Ibid. II. 93-120. 
(5) Ibid. II. 183-258. 
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points of view of their election, their duties, and 

the discipline, to which they were obliged to sub - 

mit in case of their conduct in office meeting 

with disapproval. 

I.rinisters. 

It regard to the election of ministers, 

the procedure in the Scottish Kirk is described 
(1) 

generally in the "First Book of Discipline " and 
(2) 

detailed in the "Book of Common Order ". It con- 

listed in the choice of a number of nominees by 

the Congregation, the examination of these nominees 

by the Ministers and Eiders, the selection by them 

of one, and a farther vote of the Congregation on 

this one. There are three churches, whose election 

of their ministers resembled the Scottish method 

Lambert's Hessian Church, a'Lasco's London Church of 

the 2oreigners, and .i ?ullain's Church of French 

refugees - and in these the resemblance was very 

close. Lairber i s constitution directs - "Let 9ny 

church elect and depose iL. s own Bishop" (the equi- 

valent of the Scottish term minister), "for it lies 

with/ 

(1 ) Lnox's :lorks II. 189-191. 

(2) ibid. VI. 293. IV. 175-76= cf' Acts of Gen. 
s;` S a I. 16. 
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with the church to judge as to the voice of its 
(1) 

shepherds". Again, "In these assemblies" (of the 

whole congregation on Sundays) , "all ecclesiastical 

business of any kind is to be treated of, E isho os 
(2) 

and Deacons are to be elected . . . All elections . 

. . should be done as follows. Let three from 

all those electing separate themselves in one place 

to observe the votes of all, nor will it be necessary 

to write the names of those electing, but it will be 

enough to write down the names of those who have 

been elected, and then to signify by little lines 
(3) (4) 

how nany votes each 'Ian has . . " In a' Lasc.o's 
(5) 

and Pullain's churches the slight difference from 

the Scottish polity occurs, that they did not take 

the second vote of the congregation, the choice of 

the examining committee appointing automatically. 

Pullain's church showed the further difference that 

the nominees, were examined by fellc:w- ministers only, 

while a'Lasco added Deacons to the council of 

examiners. 

e 

(1) aichter's Evan_ elisciien KirlLchen.ordnunLen. etc. 
p. 66. 

(2) Ibid. 62. 
( 34 Ibid. 65. 

(4) Kuyper's Johannis a'1:aasco '(Thera. ÿI C"?5-G7, 

(5) Pullain's Liturgia Sacra. 
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The directions of the "Book of Common 

Order" are identical in this matter with the direc- 

tions in the "Book of Geneva", used by Knox's 

English Congregation at Geneva. The "Book of Geneva' 

is precisely stated by Knox to be one of the forms 

of congregational orgamisati on drawn up nt Frankfort, 
(1) 

during the controversies there in the years 1554 -55. 

The aim of those drawing up these orders was to 

reconcile the desires of the party which clung to 

the forms of the English Book of Common Prayer, with 

those of the party favouring the polity of Pullain's 

French Church already established in Frankfort. 

Directions for congregational election of pastors 

could not be derived from the English Prayer Book. 

`Wherefore it is evident that the Scottish method of 

procedure in electing ministers was derived in 

general principles from the polity of Pullain, that 

it was po'sibly influenced by Knox's familiarity 

with a'lasco's polity, and that there was some ad- 

vance beyond Pullairr's model in the Scottish Church, 

in the direction of giving a wider number of office - 

bearers, and the general body of the Congregation, 

the¡ 

(1 ) Knox's :iorks. IV. 30. 
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the right of direct action in the matter of the 

election . . . an advance which suggests the Hessian 

polity of 1526 as a possible source. 

On the subject of the duties assigned to 

the Ministry, there is practically no divergence of 

view among the Presbyterian churches of the XVIth 

century. Thus no internal evidence as to sources 

is to be gathered from the duties incumbent on 

Scottish ministers. 

All the!resbyteri.an Churches emphasised 

the necessit2/ for a careful supervision by the church 

courts over the conduct of the Ministers. But they 

differed considerably as to the particular courts, 

on which lay this duty of supervision and discipline. 

"throughout. Switzerland the Magistracies of the various 

communities were given a share in the disciplinary 
(1) 

authority. In the French Church, the ministers 

were subject to the control of their particular Con - 

sistories, and of the Provincial Synods, and to the 
(2) 

control of brotherly censure in the National Synod. 

This arrangement was very similar to that followed 

i of 

(1) Richter's Jvangeliscreen Iiirchenordnungen, etc. I 

(Berne) 105 par. III: (Basel) 121: (Zurich) 
172 -73. Calvini Opera. X. 97. 

Hist. clé que I. 217-18: 216. 
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in the Scottish Church. In Scotland the Consistory 

had the primary authority over the minister, and with 

the consent of the superintendent and his church had 
(1) 

the power of deposition. From 1563 all appeals 

frc,m Consistories were to be heard by the Synodal 
(2) 

Assemblies. From the latter date, the control of 

the General Assembly appears to have been even more 

effective, than that implied in the "brotherly cen- 

sure" of the French Church. For the General Assembly 

was to conduct an examination into the life and doc- 

trine of Superintendents, Ministers, and Elders 

present, and the Superintendents were to report on 
(3) 

those ministers who were not present. 

§ Elders and Deacons 

In regard to the discipline exercised over 

the other two classes of office- bearers, -r Elders 

and Deacons - uniformity of procedure existed between 
(4) (5) 

the French and Scottish Churches, except that in 

the Scottish Church, the strict control of the General 

Assembly over Superintendents and Ministers, was 

extended! 

( 1) Knox.' sdorks . H. 235. 
(2) Acts. of 3en. Ass. I. 33. 
(34 Ibid. I. 14. 
(4) Hist. Lcclésclue I. 218. 
(5) Knox's 'aorks. II. 237: 235 IV. 177-78. 
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(1) 
extended to Elders. The on] other two churches, 

which at all resemble e' 'the Scottish polity in this 

matter (f the discipline of their office-bearers, 

are those of a'Lasco and ullain. Pallain's "Litur- 

Sacra" is silent as to the discipline of Ilinis- 

tt,rs and Deacons, but its Elders were subject to 

the Consistory, which, however, was composed only 
01 al:Lase° 

of Ministers and Elders. he "Forma ac Ratiol sub- 

jectee Ministers, Elders, and Deacons alike to an 

assembly, identical in composition with the Scottish 

ConsistorL7, that is, numbering all three classes of 

office-bearers among its members, but meeting 

uorterly for the express purpose of mutual disci- 
(E) 

pline. Neither of these latter churches being 

national in character, their constitutions showed 

no arrangement for appeals to courts representing 

wider areas. 

92hus internal evidence points clearly te 

the French Chu-ych, as the source whence the Scottish 

Church of 1560 drew its procedure in the matter of 

the disciplinary control of its office-bearers. 

(l) Acts of Gen. Assemblies I. 4. 

(2) XuyperTa Johannis aTLasco Opera. IL 230-231. 
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In the manner of electing its Elders 

and Deacons, the Scottish Church closely followed 

the procedure of Pullain's Congregation in the 

election of Elders. Fullain and his Elders nomina- 

ted double the number of persons required as new 

Elders, and the Congregation elected from these 
(1) 

nominees. In the Scottish Church the retiring 

Elders and Deacons nominated double the number cf 

persons re;iuired as new Elders, and as new Deacons, 

other members of the Congregation making any _further 

nominations they desired, and the Congregation 
(2) 

elected from the whole of the nominations. the 

nomination by members of the Congregation also re- 

calls the election of Elders and Deacons in a'Lasco's 

Church. But the pro` enure there was ,7 i fferent, as 
h 

it vested the power of actual election not in the 

body of the Congregation, but in the Assembly of 
(3) 

Ministers, llders, and Deacons. 

In appl:rinp' the same methocl of election 

to Deacons, as that used in the case of Elders, the 

Scotti sh Church differed from that of Pullain, which 

elected its Deacons somewhat differently. But the 

majority of reformed churches .There in agreement with 

that/ 

(1) Pul lain' s liturgia Sacra. 
(2) Knox's 4orks II. 152 :225 :233 -34 : 
(3) Xuyper's Johannis a'Lasco Opera. II. 65-66. 
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that of Scotland, in making use of the same pro- 

cedure in the election of the two kinds of office- 
(!) 

bearers. 

In the matter cf the duties assigned to 

Elders and Deacons, three churches gave a share in 

all ecclesiastical business and activities to these 
(2) (3) 

men - the Trench Church, the Scottish Church, and 
(4) 

aTLasco's Confzrpgations. From internal evidence 

it may perhaps be considered that the Scottish 

Church resembled. the 7rench Church more than it did 

that of a'Lascols. In the latter Church, the Deacons 

were not unconditionally ex officio members of the 

congregational assembly meeting to administer general 

congregational affairs, and to exercise ecclesias- 

tical discipline. ?hey were to join in the work of 

this assembly when invited to do so by the 1J.nisters 

and Elders. Even although the church polity re- 

commends their frequent presence as an advantage 

this is a limitation on the Deacons' activities, 

which is not present in the French or Scottish 

c'hurches/, 

(1) Yuyper's Johannis a'Lasco Opera. II. 65-66. 
Synodicon I. XXVII. Calvini 0-pera X. 

2. 
(2) List, Ecclesiestique. I. 216-220. 
(3) box's Works II. 233. 
(4) KUyper's Johannis a:Lase° Opera, II. 65:8:228: 

229:230: 234 last par. 
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Churches. But all three churches are sharply 

distinguished in this matter from the Swiss Churches, 

in which the activities of the Elders and Deacons 

were differentiated by the fact that the Deacons 

were not eligible for membership in any of the 

church courts. 

Two other offices were constituted in the 
(1) 

Scottish Church of 156 - that of Superintendent, 
(2) 

and that of Reader. They proved to be only tem- 

porary arrangements to meet the special needs of 

the early years of the reformed church. But they 

cannot be omitted from a survey of the Scottish 

ecclesia t.cal polity of 1560, since they played an 

important part in the life of the Church for some 

eighteen years, and since the origins of many of 

the duties of the later court of the Presbytery are 

to be found in the office of the Superintendent. 

§ Su2erintendents . 

In the early years of the reformed 

churches on the continent, the new organisations 

suffered from the incompleteness and imperfect organi - 

,sat,1on of their systems of ecclesiastical courts. 

The/ 

(1) Knox's Works. IL . 201 --03. 

(2) Ibid. IT. 195 -96. 
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The Swiss town churches, for example, felt that 

their control over congregations in country de- 
(1) 

pendencies was too lax and indefinite. To remedy 

this, as in Geneva, one or two men were appointed 

to conduct tours of inspection regularly, and there 

were delegated to them varying powers of adminis- 

tration in the districts they visited. Francis 

Lambert's proposed constitution of 1 526 had pre- 

viously entrusted similar duties to the three 

Visitors, who were to be elected yearly in the 
(2) 

Hessian Synod. The Lutheran churches had employed 
(3) 

Visitors from the first. The Superintendent in 

a'Lasco's Church in London was also to keep watch 

over the faithfulness and diligence of the ministers 

of the various congregations of foreigners in the 
(4) 

city. The main duty incumbent on the Swiss Visitors 

was that of inspecting the conduct and work of the 
( 5) 

Ministers in outlying y g pa,ri.shes, as in Zurich (1532) , 

(64 
and in Geneva (1537-59). 

In the Roman Catholic Church the function 

of the Archdeacons and deans of Christianity was 

that/ 

(1) Calvini Opera. X. 98. 
(2) Richter's Evangelischen Kirchenordnungen etc. 

p. 67. 
(3) Sehling's Ibid. I. 33: 142:143: 
(4) Kuyper's Johannis a'Lasco.Opera. II. 58. 
(5) Richter's Evangelischen Kirchenordnungen etc. I 

173. 
(6) Calvini Opera. X. 45-48. 
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that of being 'the Bishop's eye' in watching over 

the lives and behaviour of the parochial clergy of 
(1) 

the diocese. The points of similarity between the 

function assigned to the continental visitors and 

the duties devolving on arch-deacons and deans of 

Christianity in the Mediaeval church points to a 

probability that the example of the old church had, 

in the first place at least, suggested the adminis- 

trative usefulness of some such office in the German 

and Swiss churches. 

In the Scottish Church of 1560, the cor- 

responding office of Superintendent was established 

from a different motive. As being an office in- 

fringing on the Presbyterian principle of equality of 

ministers, the "First Book cf Discipline' gives a 

full explanation of the reasons for instituting it. 

"We consider that yf the Ministeris whole God hath 

end ewed with his singular graces amangis us, should 

be appointed to severall and certane placis, thair to 

mak thair continuall residence, that then the greatest 

part off this Realme should be destitute of all doc- 

trine; . . . Thairfore we have thocht it a thing 

most expedient for this tyme, that from the whole 

nomber/ 

(1) Chambers Encyclopaedia. I. 386 -87. III. 712 -13. 
Dowden's Mediaeval Church in Scotland, 213. 
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nomber of godlie and learned men, now presentlie in 

this Realrne, be selected twelf or ten (forin ea many 

Provinces have we d ivid eid the hoir:) to whome charge 

and commandiment shall be Bevin to plant and erect 

churches, to set orcl our and appoint ministeri.s 

to the cuntrei s that all be appointed to thair cay re 

whaire none ar now . . . no thing desire we more 

earnistlie, than that Christ Jesus be universallie 

once rreached throuchout this Realme; whiche shall 

not suddanlie be wiles that . . . men be appointed 

and compelled fai.thfullie to travell in such Pro- 
(1) 1) 

vinces as to thame shall be assi.gnit . . Thei 

must be rreachearis thameselves . . . thei must 

thry i se everie Neake at the least preache e . a efter 

thei have remaned in thair cheif town thre or four 

monethis at most thei shall he compelled . . to re- 

enter in Visitation, in which thei shall not onlie 

preache, but also examyn the life, diligence, and 

behaviour of the ministeris; as also the ordour of 

th.air churches, and the maneris of the 1?eople. -lei 

must farther consider how the poore be provided ; how 

the youth br., instructed; thei must ad_monJsche whaire 

admonitoun neidith, dresse suche thingis as by goods 

c cunsallL 

(1) : sox's Works II, 202-203. 
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counsall thei be able to appease; and, finalie, 

thel must note such el-Tines as be haynoRse; that by 
(1) 

the censure of the church the same may be corrected" 

The disciplinary and administrative duties 

which were the main object of the office in Switzer- 

land, are in Scotland treated as accessoiT duties, 

which can be conveniently performed by these travel- 

ling preachers. 2here is one obvious instance of 

the use of travelling preachers to supplement an in- 

adequate ministry. In the English reformed church 
(2) (3) 

under dward VI., both Knox and i;!llok had exer- 

cised the office of travelling preacher. Burnet 

has stated that the object of the a)pointment of 

these travelling preachers in England was to spread 

the knowledge of Reformation doctrine through the 

¡any districts, where there were no competent 
(4) 

clergymen. When there is added to this yrecedent 

Knox's declaration, that the principal office of a 
(5) 

BIshop is to preach, presumably throughout his 

diocese, a point of connexion appears between Edward 

vPSL 

ti) Ilnox's Works II. 204-205. 
(2) Lorimer's,John Knox and the Church of Enpdand 

pp. 79-80. Strype's Ecciesfastical Memorials 
II. 521. Parker Society's Letters relative to 
the Engl. Reformation Ii. 472: 485:495.11. 22-5 

(3) ibid. II. 428: 431: 
(4) Lorie,aer's John Knox and the Church of England 

p. 80. 
(5) Knox's Works. III. 26. 
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VI's court preachers and the Swiss visitors. The 

internal evidence of the "First Book of Discipline" 

points to the supposition, that the influence ofEno.x 

and Willok reproduced in the Scottish Superintendent+ 

the temporary expedient of travelling preachers, and 

the administrative advantages secured to a little - 

organised church polity, by the Swiss office of 

Visitor. Already in Geneva alone among the continen- 

tal Reformed churches, the combination of . two offices 

is suggested by the inclusion of preaching among the 
(1) 

duties of a Visitor. But the emphasis laid by the 

"Book of Discipline" on the lack of qualified minis- 

ters as necessitating the institution of the office, 

points unmistakably to the reformed church of Edward 

VI., as the source of the principal duty of the 

Scottish Superintendent. The point, that the Magis- 

trate and Council of the chief town of the Superin -- 
(9) 

tendent's district were to take part in his election, 

again slightly recalls Genevá, the method of choosing 

the Visitors there being by election by the Minis - 
(3) 

tern and Magistrates from among their own number. 

In the si::_ilar part to be taken by the Ministers, 

Elders, and Deacons of the Superintendent's chief 

townL___ 

(1) Calvini Opera. X. 47. 
(2) Knox's Works. II. 206. 
(3) Calvini Opera. X. 46 :98: 
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town, there is also a curious parallel with the 

Hessian church constitution of 1526. In the latter 

polity, the church of the Synodal, or chief provin- 

cial city, was to have the power between Synods to 
(1) 

elect a new Visitor if a vacancy should occur. 

There is a further suggestive parallel between the 

First Book of Discipline and Lambert's polity in 

this matter of Visitors. The latter polity reads; 

. . "For this year, while the Church is not estab- 

lished . . . there will be considered as Visitors 

those men whom our Prince with the Lien Elected by 
(2) 

the Synod" ( a committee of Synod) "shall elect''. 

The First Bock of Discipline directs, "In this 

present necessity . . . we think sufficient that 

eather your Honouris by yourselves, nominat sa mony 

as may serve the fore -written provinces; or that ye 

gif commissioun to suche men, as in whome ye suppoise 
(3) 

the feir of Sod to be to do the same . . . " In 

the absence of either direct or presumptive evidence 

that any of the Scottish reformers of 1560 had 

studied Lambert's constitution, no trustworthy con- 

clusions can be drawn from such parallels. But they 

at least suggest that the Hessian reformed constitu- 

tion/ 

(1) Richter's Evangelischen Kirchenordnungen, p. 66. 

(2) Ibid. p. 66. 
( 3) K,.nox' s Works. II. 205. 
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constitution may subsequently prove to be one source 

of the principles underlying the Scottish polity of 

1560., The greater part of the mechanism for the 

elections of Scottish Superintendents rather recalls 

a'tasco's constitution, since the main part was to 

be played by the Ministers and Elders of the pro- 

vince, in which the Superintendent was to fulfil 

his office. The provisionary series of ecclesias- 

tical authorities, to which the Superintendent was 
(1) 

to be subject in the matter of disciplinary censure, 

is peculiar to the Scottish polity, but the principle 

is the same as that which called for the correction 

of a'Lasco's Superintendent by the Assmebly of 

Ministers, Elders, and Deacons of all the Congrega -- 
(2) 

tions. 

Mainly on the basis of a similarity between 

Knox's "Form and Order of Election and Admission of 
r1 

) 

Superintendents and Ministers," and a'tasco's 

"Forma inaugurandi Idinistros Verbi et Superintendenten 

ad Ministerium ipsorum", Dr. Mitchell has suggested 

that the Scottish office might have been derived from 
(4) 

that of a'Lasco. But the parallel between a'tasco's 

Superintendent/ 

(1) Ibid. H. . 207 -08 . 
(2) Kuyper's Johannis a' Lasco Opera. II. 59. 
(3) Knox' s Works. 11. 144-150. 
(4) Mitchell's The Wec?derburns and their Work. p. 

81 onwards. 
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Superintendent, the Swiss Visitors, and the Scottish 

Superintendents ends with their inspection of the 

faithfulness of the other ministers. For a' Lasco's 

Superintendent was to be, as it were, the centre of 
(1) 

the whole church organisation. Nothing vas to be 

done in any of the congregations without his know - 
(2) 

ledge. He was to oreside at church assemblies, 

to maintain order, to enforce the observance of 

ecclesiastical discipline, to guard against heresy, 

and to maintain unity of doctrine. As standing in 

similar relations to all the churches, his election, 

his correction, and if necessary his deposition 

were to take place in the a sEmoly of the Ministers, 
(4) 

Elders, and Deacons of all the churches. It is 

obvious that the functions of this office were quite 

different from those of. the Scottish Superintendent. 

From a comparative study of the Scottish 

office of Superintendent of 1560, it would then 

appear that, in its chief purpose, that of missionary 

preaching, it followed the example of the Edwardian 

Church of England and the Genevan church, while in 

its / 

(1) Kuyper's Johannis A'Lasco Opera. II. 58. 
( 2) Ibid. H. 59. 
(3) Ibi.d. II. 58. 
(4) Ibid. II. 59. 
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its administrative duties, the Swiss churches in 

general, and possibly also the Hessian church con- 

stitution of 1526, contributed suggestions to the 

Scottish reformers. 

§ Readers. 

The office of Reader occurs only in the 
(1) (2) (: ) 

reformed churches at Bale and Zurich and in Scotland. 

In Scotland the institution of the office arose from 

that same lack of qualified ministers, which neces- 

sitated the appointment of Superintendents, and the 

Reader remained at the disposal of the Superintendent 

throughout his tenure of office. The "Book of 

Discipline" explains, "For the Kirkis quhair no 

minieteris can be haid presentlie, must be appointed 

the most apt men, that d l stinctlie can read the 

Commoune Prayeris and the Scripturis . . . in pro- 

cess of type he that is but ane Reader may atteane 

to the further gree, and . . . may be permittit to 
(4) 

minister the Sacramentis ". In Bale (1F29) and in 

zurich 111532) the Reader's work was to be supple- 

mentary/ 

(1) Richter's Evangelischen Kirchenordnungen etc. 
122:125. 

(2) Ibid. 172. 
(3) Knox's Works. II, 195- 96 :200.cf. also Calvini 

Opera. II. 788. 
(4) Knox's Works. II. 195-96. 
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supplementary to that of the Minister. In Scotland 

the double object of the office was to instil 

Scriptural instruction where there was no minister 

obtainable, and to supply likely young aspirants to 

the ministry with a field for theological training, 

until better arrangements for their instructr.on could 

be made. It seems very probable that Bale was the 

source whence Knox gleaned the suggestion of such an 

office. For in Bale as in Scotland, there is re- 

ference in connexion with the office, to the necessity 

for providing a supply of lren, well versed in Scrip - 
(1) 

Lure, to fill up the ranks of the ministry. The 

peculiarity of the office in the Scottish Church was, 

that, in gradually supplying the early lack of 

ministers, Readers would automatically disappear 

out of the church polity. The nature of the office 

made it a temporary expedient, which fell into 
(2) 

disuse in the l,ter years of the 16th century. By 

that time, as Knox had doubtless hoped, the Scottish 

Universities had been developed into more suitable 
(3) 

training schools for theological students, and the 

second purpose served by the office of Reader had 
much 

become as /out of date as the first. 

The/ 

(1) Richter's Evangelischen Kirchenordnungen. etc. 

p. I. 122. 
(2) Acts of the General Assemblies of the Church of 

Scotland. II. 513. 
(3) M' Cries Life of Melville. I. 69-70:164-66. 
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The Scottish title of Exhorter was merely 

one given to a Reader who was capable of explaining 
(1) 

the Scriptures he read. 

§ Doctors. 

"she office of Doctor is referred to in 

the "Book of Common Order ", as one entailing the 
(2) 

duty of instructing in sound doctrine. At Geneva 

the term seems to refer to those on the Staff of the 

College there, who taught the Scriptures and Theo - 
(3) 

logy. From Quick's "Synodicon" it appears that, 

as the French Church developed, Doctors were given 
(4) 

rights of attenç ance at church courts, and special 

rights and duties 
(5) 

when questions of doctrine were 

under discussion. But in Scotland, from being a 

projected office in the Church, the term came to 

be used more as a title of learning and honour, 

its only claim to retaining its character as an 

office, consisting in the right to attend the church 
1(6) 

courts. 

(l) Knox's Works. II. 199. 
(2) Ibid. IV. 177. 
(3) Calvini Opera X. 21. cf. also Calvini Opera II 

780 in the Institution de la Réligion Chré- 
tienne. 

(4) Quick's Synod icon I. 32. 
(5) Ibid. I. 106. 
(6) Acts of the General Assemblies of the Church of 

Scotland II. 49.5:497-99:500:560: 
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The Church Courts. 

The essential principle of Presbyterian 

church government consisted in the participation 

of office-bearers other than ministers in the 

business of the church. ccurts. The application of 

this principle gave scope for great variety in the 

composition of comrts, and in the particular duties 

assigned to particular combinations of office- 

bearers. 

In the contemporary documents relating to 

the Scottish Church up to 1560, four Church Asse:n- 
(1) 

blies, or Courts, are mentioned - he Consistorie, 

the Weekly Assembly for the Interpretation of. 

(2) (3) 
Scripture, the Superintendent's Council, and 

(4) 
the general Assembly. Of these the procedure of 

that for the Interpretation of Scripture is given 

in most detail. The main business of the Consis- 

tories stands out plainly. But the composition 

and duties of the General Assembly were left quite 

vague. This is natural in a movement just entering 

on/ 

(1 ) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

x'nox's 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 

works. IV. 177-78: II. 228:230: 
IV. 178-79: II. 242-45. 
II. 189: 206-67. 
IL . 194 : 208 : 226 . 
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on the struggle to form a new national ecclesias- 

tical opinion, and it is in the records of the 

years following 1560, that the gradual development 

of the principal church court must be traced. 

In the territorial extent of their juris- 

diction the Superintendent's Council corresponded 

roughly to that of the Roman Catholic Diocesan 
(1) 

Synod and of the Bishop's Consistorial law Court, 

and the General Assembly to that of the old Provin- 
(2) 

dial Synod. But there is no evidence whatsoever to 

suggest that the new assemblies were an adoption 

from the old church organisation - their composition 

and powers will be seen to be entirely different. 

The completeness of the break with the mediaeval 

church organisation is emphasised by the fact that 

titles similar to the old - Consistory and Provin- 

cial Synod - were used, without confusion , of church 

courts which had close parallels in reformed churches 

abroad, but no likeness to the former Scottish 

courts of the same names. 

10:4: 
(i) Dowden's Mediaeval Church in Scotland./ 1nox's 

Works. IL . 202 - 204 , 10: 16: 

(2) Patrick's Statutes of the Scottish Church, 
xliii -xliiii. 
Dowden's Mediaeval iaeval Church in Scotland. 239: 
287-88. 
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The Consistory. 

(1) 
The Consistory was the congregational 

court, and it was one common to all the Presbyterian 

churches of the time. In Scotland it was composed 
(2) 

of ministers, Elders, and Deacons. Of contemporary 

churches, only two others had formed their Consis- 
(3) 

tories of these three orders -- the French Church, 
(4) 

and a'Lasco's Church of the Foreigners in London. 

The Scottish Consistory resembled the French court 

perhaps more closely, as a'Lasco's Deacons a,tten6 ed 

only on being invited to do so, while in Scotland and 

Prance they attended by right of their office. 

In regard to the business with which it 

was competent to deal, the Scottish Consistory again 
(5) 

closely resembled the French Church and a'iasco's 
(6) 

Church. The three principal duties of the Scottish 

Consistory were: the administration of ecclesias- 
(7) 

tical discipline, the l- Management of general congre - 
(8) 

gat i onal affairs, and, without the Deacons, who 

would apparently be temporarily merged in the congre - 

gation/ 
(1) Knox' s 4r7orks . IT. 225 -6 : 228: 230: 
(2) Ibid. H. 225-26: 228. 
(3) lust. Ecclésiastique. I. 218. 
(4) Kuyper's Johannis a' Lasc o Opera II. 228 -230. 
(5) Hist. EcclésQUe I. 216 -220. Quie 's Synddicon L 
(6) Xuyper's Johannis a'Lasco Opera. 11.228- 9 :65 -67. 
(7) Knox's Works VI. 294. ITT. 177-78: II. 228:23C: 

235: 256-37. 
(8) Ibid. II. 225 -26. 
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congregation, to take a leading part in the election 
(1) 

of their ministers. 

In the matter of subjecting the members of 

the church to ecclesiastical discipline some differ- 

ence of opinion existed among the reform churches. 

In Switzerland it has been pointed out that some of 

the churches opposed the practice altogether, in 

particular at Zurich at the Synod of St. Gall in 
(2) 

1530. Calvin's memorable struggle with the Genevan 

Magistracy in 1538 ultilitely led to the adoption 
(3) 

of ecclesiastical discipline in that city in 1541. 

Those reformed churches which adopted the practice, 

differed as to the composition of the court which was 

to administer it, especially when dealing with office - 

bearers. According as the consequences of the doc- 

trine of the oriesthood of all believers was less 

clearly realised, there a tendency to autocracy 

in the church courts, and to a s~.necial treatment of 

office-bearers in distinction from lat?men and ordinary 

church members. Geneva was a typical example of the 

more autocratic form of Presbyterian church government. 

Its Consistory was composed of ministers and eiders 

uvithouti 

(1) Ibid. VI. 293. IV. 175 III. 190. 
( 2) R uchat's Hist. de la Réfon.ati on de la Suisse 

IT. 222-23. 
(3) Ibid. V. 157-58. 
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(1) 
without deacons, while the personnel of the office 

of Elder was still further limited by the condition 
(2) 

that only magistrates could become Elders. Further 

the exercise of ecclesiastical discipline over the 

ministers lay, not with the Consistory, which dealt 

with the rest of the church, but with a special 
(3) 

periodical meeting of fellow -ministers. The 

Scottish Consistory, composed of all three orders 
(4) 

of office- bearers, administered ecclesiastical 

discipline in respect of Ministers, Su'7,erintendsnts, 

Elders, Deacons and all members of the congregation, 

even to the rulers of the land, at least in theory, 
(5) 

with one and the same procedure for all. The 

French 'hurch was the only other ecclesiastical body, 
(6) 

which followed a method equally democratic, and it 

seems highly probable that it was the new French 

constitution which the Scottish reformers had in 

view in this matter. This is rendered the more 

probable by the fact that, after 1560, the more 

elaborate system of courts, which the growth of the 

Scottish 

(l) Johannis Calvini Opera. X. 29. 
(2) Ibid. X. 22. 
(3) Ibid. X. 20. 
( 4) Xn ox' s 4orks . IL 237. 
(5) Ibid. VI. 294. IV. 177-78. II. 23.; : 235-36: 

237:207: 228: 230: 
(6) Hist. 11Ecclesq-Ue e I. 216-18. 
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Scottish Church necessitated, developed largely 

along the lines laid down by the French Church in 

1559. a'Lasco's Consistory also dealt with all 

classes of offenders, and this is a possible model. 

But there is the slight differentiation, that in 

dealing with office -bearers, the same body met in 
(1) 

special and less frequent session. 

The administration of congregational 

affairs was so generally entrusted to the Consistory 

in all reformed churches, that its $numeration among 

the duties of the Scottish Consistory provides no 

clue to the source of its adoption. 

In assigning the Consistory its part in 

electing a minister, it has been shown, at an 

earlier point in this enquiry, that the Scottish 

polity of 1560 seems to have followed the model of 
(2) 

Pullain's and a'tasco's Churches. In the matter 

of deposing a minister, neither the Scottish nor 

Pullain's not a' Lasco's polity, stated the respon- 

sible authority, leaving it to be inferred that the 

Consistory would be the most suitable body, as with 

it lay the disciplinary authority over ministers, 

On/ 

(l) Kuyper's Johannis a'la.sco Opera. II. 230. 

(2) See above p. 72:. 



On the other hand, the French Church explicitly 
Ewe (1) 

eu oted . Cons i.st ory as the authority responsible. 

On the Affole the Scottish court seems to 

have been of composite origin, with a preference for 

the French mock el in i ts1 important functions. 

There is a minor ¿1uty assigned to the 

Scottish Consistory by the "Book of Common Order ", 

which emphasises its composite origin 1 introducing 

a trait borrowed from Geneva. The Consistory wac to 

settle disputed points cf doctrine, referrer' to it 

by the. Weekly Assembly for the Interpretation of 
(2) 

Scripture. This was a function of the Consistory 

:eculi ar to 7eneva. It -4a._ characteristic of the 

of the Ilagistracy in the Swiss Churches, 

that with the L gi str ate s not with the Consistory, 
() 

lay the final decision in this matter in eeneva. 

The Exercise. 

Assembly for the Interpretation of 

Scripture is an excellent illustration of the apparent 

care, with which the framers of the Scottish polity 

selected, from one modiel and another, those details, 

Which/ 

(1) 
(2) 

( 3) 

. 

Hist. ticclësciue. 

Knox's Works. VI. 
Calvi ni Opera. X. 

I. 217. 
294. IV. 

18: 96. 
178-79. 
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which they considered nearest the New Testament 

injunctions, or most suited to the conditions of 

Scotland. An assembly for the study and discussion 

of the Scriptures was exemplified among the Swiss 
(1) (2) (3) 

Churches where in Bale, Berne, Lausanne, and 
(4) 

Geneva, the ministers of the district met regularly 

for this purpose. Yet,in _spite of Knox's deep 

admiration for Geneva, this assembly in Scotland was 

not modelled on these meetings, but on the democratic 

organisation arranged for such discussion in a'Lasco's 

Church. In this instance the whole congregation 

were expected to attend weekly, and all were eligible 
(5) 

to contribute to the discussion. The Scottish 

Assembly, also to meet weekly, , was to be open to all 

office -bearers and members, of the town and district, 

and all men of parts were entitled and encouraged to 

take part in the proceedings, with a view to dis- 
(6) 

covering men suitable to train for the ministry. 

:there is a striking resemblance between 

a'Lasco's London Church and Lambert's Hessian Church 

constitution of 1526 in the matter of these meetings 

for the study of the Scriptures. . 
In the Hessian 

Church/ 
(1 ) auchat's Hist. de la Reformation de la Suisse 

II. 77. 
(2) Ibid. V. 382-384. 
(3) Ibid. IV. 417-18. 
(4) Ibid. S. 158. Calvini Opera X. 18. Kampschulte's 

Johann Calvin. p. 410. 
(5) Knyper's Johannis a'Lasco Opera II. 101r-102; 

104..05. 

(6) Knox's 'dork,; , V 1. 294. IV. 178-79. TI. 242-43. 
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Church the whole congregation was to meet weekly on 
(1) 

Sunday to transact all congregational business, 

and one function which is mentioned is "To judge 

concerning the discourse of their Pastor ". a'Lasco's 

Prophesying was to consist of the congregation 

assembled for Sundae morning service, and its func- 

tion was to give expression to all doctrinal doubts 

and objections on the part of the congregation, such 

doubts receiving answers and refutations from the 
(2) 

ministers of the word. the Scottish Exercise 

embodied the Lambert- a'Lasco traits of being a 

weekly meeting open for participation to all church 

members, while in describing its function as being 

the study and discussion of Scripture, rather than a 

solution of doubts arising from the Church's preach- 

ing, and in making it a district rather than a 

congregational affair, it proclaimed its connexion 

with the Swiss, and especially the Genevan assemblies 

for this purr >ose. 

The Superintendent's Council and the 

General Assembly. 

On the basis of internal evidence up to 

1560, it is not possible to form any opinion as to 

the/ 
___ 

(1) Richter's Evangelischen Kirchenordnungen. ßa.61 --S2 
(2) Kuyper's Johannis a'Lasco Opera. 1l. 101 -02. 
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the origin of the remaining church courts of the 

Scottish polity of that year, the Superintendent's 

Council and the General Assembly. It is not clear 

from the Book of Discipline whether the Superinten- 

dent's "Counsall", mentioned in connexion si th the 
(1) 

election of ministers, is meant to refer to the 

Consistory of the Superintendent's own congregations 

or the assembly which was vaguely described as con- 

sisting of "the irlinisteri s and Eld eri s . . . of the 

hoill Province over the whiche he is appointed over - 
(2) 

sear", and to the ecclesiastical discipline of which 

he was to submit. 

The composition of "the Bret Counsall of 

(3) 
the Church" was left undefined. The duties 

assigned to the General Assembly by the First Book 

of Discipline were three - To transfer a Superin- 
(4) 

tendent from one district to another, or a minister 
(5) 

from one church to another, and to receive from 

Superintendents the yearly accounts of the c ongre- 
(6) 

gations in their districts. These matters are not 

such as were to be dealt with b:,7 any other contempor- 

Aty/ 

(Z) Knox's Works. II. 18 9 . 
(2) Knox's works. II. 207. 

(3) Ibid. H. 226. 
(4) Ibid. II. 208. 
(5) Ibid. II. 194. 
(6) Ibid. áI. 226. 
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contemporary Synod. However, it seems most probable 

that the suggestion for the formation of a Synod of 

national scope muld come from France, as the French 

church polity was the only one of the time which had 

constituted an ecclesiastical Synod , whose members 
(1) 

represented one nation -wide church. The Swiss 

diets, at which ministers from various Swiss Churches 

met together for the discussion of difficulties aris- 

ing between them, cannot be considered as on a 

parallel with the French National Synod and the 

Scottish General Assembly. For the object of the 

Swiss diets was merely to maintain some degree of 
(2) 

uniformity among separate churches, not to adminis- 

ter the common affairs of a national church which was 

a corporate whole. hose courts of the Churches of 

the Foreigners in London common to all their con - 

gregations, cannot be e ons id. erect to have suggested a 

national central ecclesiastical assembly to Knox. 

For their membership was -Jo include all the ministers, 

elders, and deacons of all their congregations, and 

such a comprehensive principle of membership was 

evidently one which could only be applied within a 

purely/ 

(1) Hist. ;cclésque . I. 216. 
( 2) Ruchat's I-Iist. de la Réformation de la Suisse, 

II. 360. 
( 31 Kuyper's Johannis a' Lasco Opera. H. 68: 230:234. 
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purely local organisation. 

While it thus seems most probable that the 

Synode National was the model which suggested the 

institution of the Scottish general Assembly, the 

fact must not be overlooked, that Lambert, in his 

Hessian constitution of 1526, had previously out- 

lined the constitution of a central ecclesiastical 

court representing, through parish ministers and lay 

commissioners of congregations, a national church of 
(1) 

some extent. There is no direct evidence that 

Lambert's constitution was familiar either to french 

or Scottish reformers. But, on the other hand, there 

is nothing improbable in the supposition, that it 

might have been known to both sets of reformers, and 

it should be regarded as a possible source of sugges- 

tion in either the French or the Scotti.s . polity. 

It was left to the practical experience of 

the years following 1560 to develop and define the 

spheres of activity of the national Assembly, and to 

introduce intermediate courts, which would link up 

the 3enoral Assembly with the congregational Consis- 

t on es. 

There remain to be examined two more as- 

pects of the Scottish polity of 1560 - the relations 

of/ 

(1) Richter's Evangelischen Kirchenordnungen. p. 64. 
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of the people organised in congregations to the 

government of their church, and the relations be- 

tween the church and the civil magistracy. 

The Members of the Congregations. 

In the ' Sc otti sh Church there were a number 

of administrative functions to be perforaed directly 

by church members. Most important of these was the 

responsible part which they played, as has been 
(1) 

previously explained, in the elections of ministers, 
(2) (3) 

elders, and deacons, a practice traced to the 

examples of Pullain' s and a' Lasco' s churches. 

Another reminiscence of a'Lasco's polity, was the 

duty and right of all to attend the Meekly Assemblies 

for the Interpretation of Scripture, and to take part 
4) ( 

in thei. A minor right enjoyed by Scottish congre- 

gations was that of giving advice on any disputed 
(5) 

outlay by the Deacons $gym church funds. his may 

also be traced to the influence of a' Lasco , as in 

the Church of the .Foreigners the people were present 

as spectators at the assembly to receive the Deacontr 
(6) 

accounts. Another minor point in the Scottish 

polity! 

(1 ) Znox's Works. VI. 293. 17. 175-76. II. 189-91. 
(2' Ibid . VI. 293 IV. 176. II. 152-53: 233-34. 
(3) Ibid. II. 152: 225: 233-Z4. 
(4) Ibid. VI. 294. IV. 178-79. II. 24 2-45 . 
(5) Ibid. II. 226. 
(6) Xuyper's, Johannis a'I,asco Opera. II. 229. 
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polity was the necessity for obtaining the consent 

of the congregation before the pronouncing of sen- 
(1) 

tences of excommunication passed by the Consistories. 

The complementar7 right of objecting to sentences 
(2) 

of excommunication had appeared in a'Lasco's Church, 

This enumeration of the rights and duties of members 

of congregations in Scotland, illustrates the demo- 

cratic influence, in the matter of church government, 

exercised by the example of the polity of a'Lasco 

on the early form of the Scottish polity. All these 

powers of direct action b:7 the members of congre- 

gations appeared in Lambert's Hessian church consti- 
(3) 

tution of 1526. But from the :articular manner in 

which these powers were to be exercised in Scotland, 

it seems certain that Knox took a'Lasco's Church as 

his model in these matters. At the same time the 

pronouncedly democratic spirit pervading the polity 

of the London Church of the Foreigners, is very 

suggestive of a'Lasco's having been himself deeply 

impressed at some time by the Hessian constitution. 

Ecclesiastical Discipline, 

The emphasis laid on the exercise of 

ecclesiastical discipline by the early Scottish Church, 

is popularly re ryrdec, as conclusive proof of the 

predominant/ 

(1) Knox' w Works, VI. : 53. IV. 205. I I . 230. 
(2) Kuyper's Johannis a'Lasco Opera. II. 183. 11, 

25-32. 2+. 

(3) Richter's Evangelischen Ki z.°chenord h.ungen etc. 
o). 61-6 3. 



predominant influence of Geneva upon the Scottish 

polity. 

In so far as Calvin was the first reformer 

to regard the exercise of discipline by the reformed 

church, independently of the state, as of fundamental' 

importance, Calvin's opinions ere undoubtedly the 

ultimate source of ideas on ecclesiastical disci_pine 

in Scotland, as elsewhere. 

On the other hand, the question as to which 

was the immediate example followed by Knox and his 

collaborators, is an entirely different matter, and 

one much less easily settled. 

Apart from the participation of the state 

authorities in the administration of the church's 

discipline in St. gall, Bale, Zurich, Berne and 

Lausanne, the disciplinary procedure was so nearly 

identical in these churches, in Lainbert's Hessian 

constitution, in :.eneva, in the French and Dutch 

Calvinistic churches, and in a'Lasco's and Pullain's 

polities, that a comparative study of these proce- 

dures with that in the Scottish Kirk, gives no clue 

to the particular sol,rce, whence the Scottish reform- 

ers drew, in laying down their disciplinary regula- 

tions. 

'wo poi hts have already emerged in the 

course of our inquiry, which supply inconclusive 

evidence on the matter. 
One/ 



One point lies in the fact that I nox declar- 

ed, that he believed in the necessity for ecclesias- 

tical discipline in the reformed churches, when call - 
(1) 

ed before the English Privy C.nunci l in 1553, before 

he had ever .:. been in geneva. This suggests that his 

first acquaintance Yvi th euch discipline had arisen 

from his earl7 connection either with the French 

Church, or with a'Lasco's or Pullain's English poli- 

ties. In this connection it may be added, that Mitch- 

ell considers, that the 'Order of Excommunication and 

of Public Repentence ", drawn up by Knox in 1569, "co- 

inc i d es remarkably throughout both Tn general struc- 

ture and in language Ni th those of a' Lasco " (in his 

"Ratio ac Forma Pcenitentiae" and his '..[uIus ac 1Zitus 

Excommuni cati onis ") "so that there ca:- be no question 
(2) 

that the one is derived from the other. 

The second instructive point lies in the 

possibili tit of comparing the varieties in the jnernber- 

ship of the Consistories administering ecclesiastical 

discipline, in the different churches. We have already 
( 3) 

pointed out that as regards the composition of the 

Scottish consistory the balance of evidence is in 

favour of the French church, as the model followed. 

111t/ t/ 

(1) Xnox's pro rks .III . 86. 
(2) iU tchell's The ti'dedderburns and their Work - 

p, 81. 
(3) Supra. p. 94. 



That all estates in the realm were to be 

subject to ecclesiastical discipline, was a principle 

which had been emphasised in :vishart's translation 
(1) (2) 

of the Helvetic Confession, enunciated by Calvin, 

and maintained by Knox as a fundamental of the Scottish 
(3) (.3 (F ) 

reformation. In Geneva, as in Scotland, the 

master of a household was to be held responsible for 

the religious instruction of his children and servants. 
(6) (7) 

; 

Tn leneva, in the French Church: within limits, 2).224 

(8) (9) 
Pullain's Church, and in the Scottish Church. those 

excommunicated were to be allowed the piiivi îeg,e of at- 

tending public preaching. 

Sc far as our evidence goes, it seems that 

the peculiarly composite origin of Scottish ecclesies- 

ti cal institutions is once more exempli f i.ec in this 

1 matter of the administration of discipline. 

The Relation of the Civil Power to the Kirk 

There was one more point, in which the 

influence of the Swiss reformation appeared in trie 

Scottish polity of 1560, that of the relation of the 

civil power to the Church. It is not a ma';ter of 

permanent importance, since in the early years of 

the Scottish reformation i t remained purely theore- 

tical. U ) till 1567 the actual relation of the 

Scottish/ 
( 1) Roger's 
(2) Calvini 
(3) Knox's 
(!'± ) Calvini 

;Jisha,rt. p. 58. 
Opera. 
dorsk. 

II. 
...- -T. 

851 
233. 

11. 38-45, 

Opera. X. 10-11: 52. 
(a) Knox's r>rors . IL 241. 
(6) Calvini Opera. X. 10-11. 
(7) Hist. F,cclésqu°. I. 218. 
( 8) Liturgia Sacra. etc. 

() Knox' s Works. TJI . 335. Iv. 6 II. 231. 
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Scottish . crown to the reformed Church was almost 

continuously one of passive resistence. In the 

latter half of the sixteenth century, the handling 

of the problem of church and state, which is reflected 

in the ecclesiastical theories of 1560, was to prove 

impracticable in the political circumstances of the 

time. -Later ioars prod _ _,- . - i _ T 

relat4on -o of Church and State. 

The reformers of 1560 were evidently 

imbued with the Swiss view, that the power of the 

civil magistracy should be available to defend the 
(1) 

Church against Roman Catholicism, to assist it in 
(2) 

difficulties of internal administration, and to 
(3) 

guard the doctrinal purity of the Church. This 

guarding of the Church's orthodoxy appeared also in 
(4) 

theory in 4i shart' s Helvetic Confession, in the 
(6) (6) 

churches of Bale and Berne, and received a prac- 

tical application in Geneva, in the arrangement for 

the referring of disputed points of Scriptural Inter- 

pretation by the T:linisters and Elders to the Magi s- 
(7) 

tracy. In the matter of internal administration, 

the 

(i) Knox's Works. I I , 186:188:254. 
(2) Ibid . II. 195: 202-03: 205: 241: 245: 246: 254: 
(3) Ibid. II. 187. 
(4) Roger's Geo. ;iishart. p. 72. 

(5) Richter's Evangelischen Kirchenordnungen etc. I. 

121 11. 13-16. 11. 35-43: 
(6) Ibid. I. 105. par. III. 
(7) Calvini Opera. X. 18: 96. 
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the First Book of Discipline specially mentioned 

that the magistracy was to deal with cases of wilful 

i. gnorance where excommunication had failed, presu - 

(1) 
ably by civil punishment, and to compel men of 

(2) 
suitable gifts to enter the ministry. This supple- 

menting of the ecclesiastical power by that of the 

Magistracy, in matters of church cl i.scipline, has 
(3) 

protot; pes in dishart's Helvetic Confession, in 
(4) (5) (6) (7) 

Bale, Zurich, and Berne, and in Geneva. The 

First Book of Discipline gave the lccal magistrates 

of the Superintendent's town a direct voice in the 
( 8 ) 

election of their Superintendent. There is a re- 

minder here of the Genevan magistrates, who, with 

the mini:tters, were to choose some of their own 
(9) 

number to serve as Visitors, and also of a'LPsco's 

arrangement, that, in case of disagreement in the 

London Church over the election of a Superintendent, 
(10) 

the decision was to rest with the ring of England. 

§, 

(1) Knox' s dorks . II. 241. 
(2) Ibid. II. 195: 245. 
(5) Roger' d Geo. ' ' i shart . p. 72. 
(4) Richter's Evangelischen Kirchenorcnungen etc. 

I. 105. par. III. 
(5) Ibid. I. 170 last 2 paragraphs. 
(6) Ibid. I. 121. first paragraph. 
(7) Calvini Opera. X. 10 -11. 
(8) Ehox' s Works.. H. 206. 
(9) Calvini Opera. X. 46: 98: 
(10) Kuyper's Johannis a'Lasco Opera. II. 68. 
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Summary of Conclusions in regard to the 

Kirk of 1560. 

As far ifs may be judged from the internal 

evidence to be gathered from ,a comparative study of 

the polity of the Scottish Church of 1560, that 

Church appears to be highly composite in origin. 

The Churches of B ie, Zurich, and Geneva, the 

Edwardian Church of England, a' I,asco's and Pullain's 

Churches, and the French Reformed Church, and 

possibly Larnbert' s Hessian polite, of 1526, all con- 

tributed to the Scottish constitution. The Scottish 

polity apparently followec the lines of the churches 

of a'Iasco and Pullain, and possibly of Lambert, in 

the election of ordinary office-bearers; of the 

French Church and of that of A'Lasco in regard to 

their duties and discipline.. In the matter of the 

constitution of Consistories, the examples of the 

French Church, and of those of a' :gas co and of Pullain 

were made use of; the French Church probably, and 

Lamnbert's Hessian constitution possibly, suggested 

the General Assembly of the whole 'national church;and 

a'Lr sco's Church supplied the model for the Scottish 

Assembly for the Interpretation of Scripture. 
the 

Scottish ,polity embodied rights declared by a'Lasco 

to/ 
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to pertain to members of the church, in the matter 

of excommunications, and in regard to disputed 

financial outlaz; in the congregation. The purely 

Genevan example was followed in some details of 

the administration of ecclesiastical discipline, 

the general procedure followed being somewhat more 

analogous to aTLaseo's administration than to that 

of Geneva; in some aspects of the offices of 

Superintendent and Doctor; in the minor duty of the 

Consistory to give a decision in doctrinal disputes; 

and in the early theories of the Scottish reformers 

on the problem of the relations of Church and State. 

Lhe reformed English Church of Edward VI. seems to 

have suggested the chief duty of the Scottish Super_ 

intendent..'1_.e influence of Zurich was extremely 

slight. It served merely to ,supply earlier examples 

of the Visitor and the Reader, the more direct models 

for the two offices being supplied by Geneva and 
r 

Bi,7. e, and the Scottish offices being in the main 

original in the Scottish Church. 

It has become apparent in the course of 

the enquiry, that Scotland in 1560 had made little 

contribution of her own to progressive development 

in reformed church government. ' is position was 

inevitable, in view of the fact that, within two 

years of the organisation of the first Presbyterian 

congregations/ 



congregations. in Scotland, the secular government 

had demanded that the Reformers should draw up a 

constitution for a national church. 4i.th so limited 

an experience in Scotland, they were bound to look 

abroad for guidance -- to their own experiences in 

exile, and to the example of foreign Protestant 

churches. The only originality, observable in the 

Scottish polity, lay in adapting to the peculiar 

and temporary needs of Scotland the two offices of 

Superintendent and Reader. er. 

On the other hand, the Scottish reforma- 

tion movement did not consist in any blind following 

of any one foreign model polity, or of the polity 

of any one foreign reformer. Of the diverse church 

rolities, familiar to the Scottish reformers, there 

is internal evidence, that the strongest influences 

on the formation of the Scottish constitution were 

exercised by the reformed Church of France, and by 

those of a' lasco and of Pul lai n. But it was the 

most progressive features of each of these, that had 

most strongly influenced the Scottish Church. It is 

clear that the Scottish polity was founded on the 

most progressive ecclesiastical thought of its time, 

and that, in its governmental principles, it began 

far in advance of that Genevan model, whose great 

founder inspired Knox with an enthusiasm that carried 

his Scottish mission triumphantly to success. 
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CHAT!. I. nHE 3E1AERAL PROBLEM PRESENTED 

by the SECOND PA.;.i1 of the 

and the METHOD of DEALING i1 t.d 12, 

The Conditions of the second Part 

of the Inquiry. 

The constitution of the Scottish reformen 

church of 1560 had laid down essential principles 

o.î Presbyterian church government. But it was more 

of the nature of a siretch, than of a finished pi.ctur 

As an ecclesiastical polity for a national church, 

the contituion was incomplete, and two of its 
(1) 

offices proved to be temporary expect ients. ; e have 

seen that there was a wide gap in the church's ad- 

ministrative machinery, between the single congrega- 

tion and the superintendent's council. The office 

of Superintendent itself had been designed to fill 

this gap temporarily. Between 1560 and 1592, the 

plan of making use of Superintendents was tried and 

found wanting, the new institution of the Presbytery 

was devised, and other parts of the constitution were 

somewl at altered, to brain the into their proper 

rela.ti..ona1 

i -.) ?ñ,':: ,Norks. H. 2"'2-3: 195-6. 



relation With the new arrangement. 

thin this period, there d evelcped the 

early _)hases of the long struggle between ring and 

church in regard to the office of Bishop. Two 

ecclesiastical circumstances made such a struggle 

possible - (1) Me unsatisfactory financial ar ran. 

ments of the reformed church, which left the 

sources of income of the ministry ez t ire ly in the 
(1) 

hands of the Crown up to 1567: (2) ,?lie actual 

use, ber the Church, of Superi ntend erns, fer the 

fulfilling of cruties, which were equally consistent 
(2) 

with the office of 15ishop. llor the student of the 

general history of the Scottish Church, this 

struggle forms the main interest of the period. 

_t from the point of view of a stucì:7 of the origins 

of .Fres'o terian institutions, it is less important, 

except in so far as it forced on the . ueeti on of a 

substitute for the office of u.Jer intendent, which . 

would be more in harmony with Presbyterian princi- 

ples of Church government. 

2he party favouring the introduction of 

episcopal forms of government i,ito the Scottish 

church, succeeded in 1572 in inducing the mirk to 

adopt the titles of Bisho ̂ s:.:and Archbishops. This 

Y YTas 

(1) Knox' s Works. IL . 301: 310: 529: privy Council 
Register I. 201 -03. Act. Pari. Scot. III. 24. 

(2) Acts of General Assemblies of Church of Scot- 
land. I. 209. 
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was, however rather a nominal than a real victory. 

For the fundamentals of Presbyterian church govern- 

ment were but slightly affected by the change. More - 

over, unwilling acquiescence in the old titles, only 

served to spur on those, who were guiding the ad- 

ministration of the Scottish Kirk in the 3eneral 

Assemblies, in their search for a more satisfactory 

solution of the problem of local ecclesiastical ad- 

ministration. The problem was solvec:' by the in- 

stitution of the new court of the Presbytery. The 

remod' elle d constitution was outlined in the Second 

Book of Discipline in 1578, and received legal re- 

cognition as the polity of the Church of Scotland in 

1592. 

The course of ,events traceable in Scottish 

ecclesiastical history, between 1560 and 1592, 

divides this period clearly into two parts. From 

1560-1573 the Scottish reformed Church was being 

built up, as far as conditions allowed, according to 

the plan laid down by Knox and his colleagues in 

1560: between 1575 and 1592 the leaders of the Kirk 

were definitely e lgage'd in remodelling its polity, 

to enable the church to meet the c emands on its local 

administrative machinery, without having recourse to 

episcopal organisation. 

That the Church regarded the principles of 

1560 as their main guide, (luring the earlier. 

ye`',rs, 

the/ 

is clear from the record. s of 



the 74-eneral .-issembly. In 1562 the Book of Discipline 

and the Order for the Election of Superintendents 

were referred to, as the authorit7 for the relations 
(1) 

between Ministers and Superintendents, and the Book 

of Geneva or the Book of Common Order as the litur- 
(2) 

gical guide to be followed. In 1570, those re- 

qjiiring informItion as to the jurisdiction of a 

Superintendent were referred to the Book of Disci- 
(3) 

pline. In 1571, again, a dispute as to the juris- 

diction of a Superintendent was referred to the 
(1) 

direct3ons of the Bock of Discipline; and, in 1572, 

it was ordained that ever Province should be poss- 

essed of the extracts from the Book of Discipline 
(L) 

relating to Superintendents. In 1F74 the conditions 

ef the commissions, issued to Comaissioners from the 

J-enerel Assembly to visit certain districts, were 
(6) 

defined as in terms of the Book of Discipline. In 

1576 the c11nlifications enabling a Reader to remain 

in office, were declared to be those defined in the 

(7) 
3ook of Discipline. ':xen in 1582, the "Ordour of 

the/ 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

Acts. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
ibid. 
Ibid. 

of 
I. 

I. 

I. 

I. 

I. 

I. 

aen. Ass. 
30: 312: 
179. 
195. 
266. 
312. 
372. 

I. 15. 
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the 2,lectioun of Elderis and Deaconis in the Envie 

Kirk of Dlinhargh in the hegLinning", was recommended 
(1) 

as the best guide in the choosing of Elders. 

But the Scottish reforme church constitu- 

tion of 156C left much of the detail of the polity 

indefinite and undefined, and the arranements for 

the local administration cf ecclesiastical business 

Incomplete. the development of the Oetils of the 

theory of PrEsbyterian church government after 1560, 

are clearly traceable In the transactions of the 

General Assembly, in the recilodeJ3ed church polity of 

the Second Book of Discipline, and in the Acts of 

the Scottish Parliament. 

The lack of Direct 1;vidence. 

As WE'P the case in the period ending in 

1560, there is no contemporary statement, either h 

an; i leading 2rotestant or in an official document, 

that any existing church constitution was regarded 

b: the later Scottish Protestants as a model, to be 

followed in any respect in developing these details. 

On the contrary, in 1578 the General Assembly, in 

reaesting the support of some of the iohility ':or a 

new Book of Discipline, carefully pointed out "quhat 

C are/ 

(1) IbliL Il. 568. 



care and studie the --irk of 300 had" tane to inter- 

teine and kelp the puritie of the E-incere 'lord of 

3-od unfilixt with the invention of their awn heids, 

tYair seciall care was to preserve to the 

posteritie hcirafter . in that part have they 

also implot tl air witt and studie, and drawin 

foorth fro,, the fare fontaines of God's word, sic a 

discipline and policie as is meit to remaine within 
(1) 

the IF:irk". 

Yet, notwIti'standiLP, this statement, it 

has already been pointed oat, that in order to 

transform the Inea,fl're references of the 1;ew Zestraent 

to the oro.miation of the 1postc1ie clarches, into 

a national rresbyteran con1-2titution suite( to 

sixteenth century life in cotiand, the reforilers 

were inevitably obliged to have recourse to some 

admixture of "the invention of their awin heids'', or 

of that of others. 

Method of Attacking the 2L,roblem.. 

Hence, as in the earlier part of our 

investigation, if we are to discover the origins of 

the ne.er Scottish Presbyterian institutions, RF they 

appear in these later years of the sixteenth century, 

we/ 

(1) ,'Actf, of 11-en. AS II. 419. 
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/, e are forced to follow our earlier 7.rieth.od of 

enquiry once more. ìe LluEyt first ask:- i'rc?rrt the 

antecedents of the leaders in the church, may we 

expect the example of other i,olit:ies to continue 

to influence the d evelop{ien t of the Jc,ot :,s sh church? 

The course of events in Scotland fron 15e0-72 shows 

Knox as the dominating leader in all matters both 

ecclesiastical and -political., rom 1575 onward 

Andrew became the protagonist of 2 ree ú7ter- 

y c C:° 
_ A 1.. - .. 

C.t . .... ., 
C, 

r 
?.,.1, ?,u o;.: j7o..ec to iä1)i,opa.L, tote.:taY d.uli: in 

a:otland., and an ecbles ias ti cal leader of r eco4nf sed 
(1) 

pre-eminence. 

It would appear from the earlier ,_art of 

our i.nvest i ;at i oll, that Wherever 1111o1y was ucti.ve , 

there his ardent interest in foreign for:J.s, of 2ro- 

;estantI.sr. could not fail to penetrate. In regard 

to Andrew ï:_eville, Nhen we come to talTe note of 

his studies in France, and h.is :,ears as a Profesor 

in the Kca,derv of Geneve,, it will be clear, that 

the influence of the protestant churches of the 

continent ui)on the Scottish Kir}<, woald not be 

likely to pass awa:, on t,r:}_e death of 1:xloxo 

de may then proceeC te take our cue from 

the personal experiences of ,euch leaders in the 

con}TreFa,tion 
, 

( 1) 1.i.'C.'l'it''S T.lLe of Andrew T. 1`.2.5-2Ù. 
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congregation as Knox and Telville , in selecting the 

constitutions of those reformed churches, whose 

further development must be studied for the purposes 

of comparison with developments in the Seotti 'h 

polity. This comparison, together with cons 4,deration 

of the general course of ecclesiastical and political 

affairs in 6cotlarld, may be expected to throw some 

li; iit on the origins of the new ecclesiastical 

institutions, and on the later developments of the 

old. 
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CHAPTER II. LEVELC.ï'ï,I:LNT of the 

SCGT:2ISH CHURCH POTaITY DURING IzrOh'S 

LEADERSHIP of the HIIK from 1560 to 15 72 . 

SECTION I. :HE 2.á 1SOLAL: i TEB. of the LEADING 

:.02.r SIA TS, and their EARLIER EXPET.ILLCE 

of ECCLESIASTICAL POLITIES. 

JOHN KNOX. That Xnox' spersonality v9 s the 

main driving and inspiring force behincl. the mid- 

century Reformation movement in Scotland, is aÿ i rent 
(1) 

from the accounts that have come down to us. }úe 

have seen him with a small committee, drawing up the 
2) ( 

Confession of Faith,t4the First Book of liiscipline, 
(3) 

and later he devised the :.:anner of :ï'a,sting and the 
(4) 

Form of Excommunication. His parish was from the 

first that of the capital. But we hear of his 

preaching G-1so before she assembled Protestant Lords, 

whenever a crisis arose, wherever those leaders 

might be. In 1562, 1565 and 1567 the General Assemb i 

c oIT mi s s i one 1! 

(1) Knox's -'rorks II. 92:128: 132: 297-99: 347:405: 
377: 414: 115: 424-61: 517: 541-44: Acts of 
Gen. Ass. I . 37: 38--39 : 73: 84-90: 113. 

( 2) Knox's jorks I. 326: 441--43: 466-73: II, 8-9: 
15-43: 157: 156: 347: 351: 563. 

(3) Knox'v "iüorks. VI. 389. 
(4) Knox' s ',Works. VI. 390. 
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commissioned Knox to preach and to superintend the 

organisation of the churches over wide areas of the 

Lowlands. He it was who exhorted and rebuked the 

great and the powerful, such as the Lord James 

Stewart and the Earls of Argyll and zIrran. ,;ith his 

little remaining strength he protested in 1572 against 
(1) 

the introduction of BishoDs into the Scottish Kirk. 

In 1563 the General Assembly acknowledged, 

that the church looked to Knox to call the Protes- 

tants together whenever danger threatened the cause, 

and had found him zealous in doing so. Accordingly 

ih 1566, again we find him warning the Professors thgt 

a grant of jurisdiction to the Bishop of St. Anclrews 

threatens the Church's rights, and drawing up a 

petition on the Subject to the Privy Council. In 

the earlier struggle for recognition of the eformed 

Church, we hear of his helping in the organisation 

of the military defence of Edinburgh; remonstrating 

by letter with the French Ambaceador, the French 

General, the French soldiers, for their using 

arms against Scotsmen born; urging the deposition of 

,aeen Regent 
; 
organising negotiations with Eng- 

land for a Vrotestant alliance, and b:).7 his corres- 

pcndence keeping himself posted in the situation in 

Francea 

(1) Hume Brown's John Lnox. 11, 271-72. 
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France; in 1562 calming the south, and organising 

the military measures of the 'lords of "Jarrick and 

Kyle, while Huntley vas plotting in the Forth, in 

1564 giving expression to the 2retestant view of 

the respective limits of the duties of Princes and 

subjects one to another, in 1566 negotiating with 

others to bring in the Hamiltons and the neutral 

ords against ueen Lary; in 1567, as the _irk's 

veteran representative, preaching the sermon at the 

coronation of King James. 

Hence we must continue to regard Knox's 

opinions as highly influential in the Cbuncils of 

the Church to the end of his career. 

In considerin7 the foreign influences 

which Knox had encountered )rior to 1560, those of 

Engl9ad, "Teneva, and 2rance were found to be the 

chief. During his later years no occasions for new 

foreign influences arose. Knox was only once or 

twice out of Scotland for short -,eriods, an on 
(1) 

these occasions he visited England. There is no 

evidence, that any parties of exflee Protestants 

sought refuge in Scotland, only one or two farJilles 
( 2 ) 

of refugees being referred to. In Etcland before 

1560/ 

(1) Knox's darks. II. 32-34. Acts of en. Ass. I. 

84-88. 
(2) Acts of sen. Ass. I. 306. H. 462: 5E1: 655: 

657. 
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1560 two gro aps of men had influenced 1 not -- a' Tas co's 

Church of the Foreigners, and the English- Puritans. 

s.' Lasco 's Church had been broken up during Queen 

ldIar`J's persecution, and, in its renewed life under 

Elizabeth, it had no Superintendent of international 

influence and reputation, such as a' Tasco , whO had 
(1) 

died in Poland in 1560. On the death of Edward VI., 

the .nglish Puritan party lost its political power, 

and under the strong rule of Elizabeth struggled in 

vain to influence the official development of the 

English Reformation. Knox still clung to England as 

a political ally, and as the one strong bulwark of 

Protestantism against Roman-Catholicism. But, under r 

Elizabeth's policy of "the middle way ", he could 

look for no ecclesiastical inspiration from England. 

"'here remain the influences of France and 

Geneva. The earlier part of our investigation has 

showninox himself to be peculiarly sensitive to the 

examples both of France and Geneva. 

At this time a motive of fear and a motive 

of sympathy combined to intensify the interest of 

the Scottish Protestants genera117 in French policy'. 

'While Queen Iviary of Scotland and her son,in turn, 

wore/ 

(1) Hermann Dal ton' s Johann a' Tasc o :.bens,,. The 
Dutch C?h,urch Registers, Tondon. Intro. XX. 
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wore the Scottish crown, and while Elizabeth refused 

to recognise direct1:7 their right to succeed her on 

the EngliSh throne, there continued to be an ever- 

present danger of a closer alliance between the 

Stewarts and Roman Ctholic Prance. It was evident, 

from the religious persecutions and massacres in 

that country , what such an alliance would mean to 

Scottish Protestants. Thus it became the part of 

prudence for both the ecclesiastical and the folitl- 

eal leaders in Scotland to watch events in Prance 

most closely. Knox's personal admiration for 
(1) 

Calvin and his work was sufficient surety for his 

Leep~ng alive a special interest in Geneva among the 

Scottish Lords and Congregation. But in addition, 

as the el% of refu,-re of the French, an the train- 

ing school of their preachers, it was impossible to 

separate sympathy with the Protestants of France 

from adNiration for the work of the Church of Geneva 

L1i 2IV& JOHNS. le may take it that the 

other five compilers of the First Book of Discipline 

would also continue to be influential members of 

the 3enral Assembly in the years following 1560, 

and we are confirmed in this assumption, by finding 

that! 

(1) Lnox's darks. 17. 240. IL 17. M'Crie's Life 
of Knox. 336-37. 
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that 6.. }ottiswoode, Winram, and 4 flock were among 

the first Superintendents appointe in the new 
(1) (2) 

:irk. de have already pointed out that the pre- 

dominant foreign interests of these :n.en lay in the 

reformed churches of France and En.iand. 

:OBERT PONT. One other name should be added 

to the list of those ministers who would seem most 

likely to have contributed to forming the polity of 

the Scottish Kirin: during these years - that of 

Hebert Pont. He acted as Commissioner of the General 

Assembly for Murray, Inverness and Banf in 1563, and 

was aypointed Superintendent of the North in 1564. 

He was on the Committee a^pointec'I . in 1566 to decide 

difficult questions submitted to the Genera? Assembly 

In the same year he was requested to revise a reply 

to Bullinger's book on The Habits of reachers, 

while his own translation of the Helvetic Confession 

received the aoproval of the Assembly, -Ind a year 

later he was asked to revise Knox's Order of Exoorn- 

muni cation. His knowledge of Law was recognised to 

be sty valuable that i_n 1572 he was appointed a 
(3) 

Senator of the Celle` ̂e of justice. Unfortunately 

ford' 

(1) Knox. Hist. H. 87. 
(2) Supra. p. '64-67. 

(3) Wodrow's Lives of the .Aeformerw . . 163-171. 
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for our particular purpose, we do not know where he 

received his training in law. 2hus we cannot 

idelitify h.. foreign interests more definitely than 

to .point out that French and ItL1ian Universities 

vere the centres most attractive to studente of law 

in the 16th century. On the other hand, his trans- 

lation of the Helvetic Confession and the answer 

to Bullinr7er, remind uE' that we must not ignore the 

possibility of the influence of 3w1 ecclesiastical 

example after 1560. Others besides Pont, apparently 

watched the coune of 1-ieform in Switzerland, for in 

1560 a meeting of superintendents and minftters at 

St. Andrews sent a letter to Beza exoressinp: their 
(1) 

approval of the Helvetic Confession. 

JOiii aiii4EWELL, Knox mentiond two other men 

as among the Superintendents appointed in 1560, 

john Oarsewell and John c,rsi,ine, Laird of D'in, Of 

Carsewell's earlier life nothing is known, beyond 

the fact that he had been 20man Catholic rector of 
(2) 

Eilmartine. AF' he does not seem to have tai-en a 

prominent virt in church affairs, we _nay regard his 

influence as unimportant from our point of view. 

';'1117.-? 

(1) .Knox's Hist II, 534. Parker Socy. Zurich 
Letters (2nd Series) 362-65. 

(2) L'Orid's Life of Knox. p. 196. 
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TIE LAIRD of DUN and the EARL of MORAY. 

On the other hand, the n9me of the Laird 

of Dun may be coupled with that of Lord James 

Stewart, later Ziarl of lioray, as those of perhaps 

the two la;!men in the Protestant party, whose 

opinions carried most weight in the General Assembly. 

Since the new :;cottish Church had adopted a Presby- 

terian form of government, the leading la7men in 
and occusionally as lioerintendents or Doctor 

the country could and did sit as elders/in that 

General Assembly, through whose transactions the 

reformed polity was moulded, while for man years 

the ,q,ueen's advisors seem to have been accepted as 

ex officio o:bors of Assembly. Further, In the 

particular circumstances of the second half of the 

16th century in .,cotland, the reformers were greatly 

dependent on 16-he Material and military sapport of 

the Protestant 1,or6s, in carrying on their reforming 

mission, and could not afford to ignore their 

opinions in matters ecclesiastical. These circum- 

stances make it advisable for oar purposes, to look 

for guidance not only Into the life-histories of the 

iinisters, but also into those of the most influen- 

tial of the -,3rotestant Lords. It is probable that 

the Liird of Dun studied in France in his youth, since 

it/ 
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it seeiis that he had studied somewrhre abroad, and 

he certainly,; procured a schoolmaster for Lcntrose 

from that country, in his earlier years. further 

he procured licenses tc travel there crd. in Italy 

in 1F37 and in 1542, and was one of the Commission 
(1) 

for Scotland at ,ueen Lary' smsrr; age in 1E564 

'he Lord JÇ -cries Stewart was in France in 

1548 for the ourpcse of studying in the 'Sculis' 

in 1550, in 1FF2, in 1558 and again in 1F61, 

',ravelling by wa : of England. bs the half- brother 

of ,,ueen Lary, and as one of the earliest and most 

po:;erful leaders in the Congregation which looked 

to England for an ally, his foreign interests in 

natters French and En -lish muet have been so keen, 

as to lead M. to keep hi ::self fully informed in 

regard to the progress of rroteetantisn in these 

two countries. 

Here again l' rance and England are indi- 

cated as possible foreign examples influencing the 

development of the Scottish reformed polity. 

A 
''E:: BUTE of CHATELHERAULT and the EA:.ìL of 

these same foreign influences are repeated 

in/ 

(1) Dictionary of National Biography. p. 419;420. 
V odrow's Lives of the Reformers. I. 5. _nox's 
Kist. I. 263 note. 
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in the cases of the Duke of Chátelheraul t and his 

son the Earl of Arran. Although the Duke had 

accompanied James V. to France in 1536, he was 

apparently not e. gain abroad till his banishment in 
(1) 

1566. , b y which ti ie his 7.7- cillating policy had 

completely c.i estroyed his influence .. ith all the 

parties in ;cotland. Yet the Scottish Protestants 

hoped much in the early years of the Reformation 

from the support of the sE cond person in the Kind om 

and for some Tears after 1560, his opinions must 

have carried weight. It IS clear, from his: constant 

diplomatic intrigues with both Lngland and .prance, 

that he must have been thoroughly conversant with 

affairs ecclesiastical and political in both these 

countries. 

-she interests of the Duke of C1, ,telher- 

ault's son, the young Earl of Arran, were more 

predominantly . 'renc tl. IIe had lived in prance for 

about ten years prior to his return to Scotland as 

an active Protestant in 1Ç-59, fighting in the French 

wars as an officer in the Scots guard , .. and it was 
(2;' 

in France that he became a convert to Protestantism. 

Ilïá EARL OF =CAIRN. Yet another Protes- 

tant bord had had personal intercourse with the 

French/ 

(1) Di.ctionary of National Bi ogrephy. 168-70 

(2) Dictionary of ï.;ational Bio,zrarhy 173-74 . 
^r.nox. 
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I reach and. the : n`lish,w Alexander 5th, r1 of 

Glencairn, one of the most capable and zealous of 

the leaders of the Conregation. In 1543 he was 

living in ; ,4,-land as a hostage for his father's 

efforts on behalf of the English alliance, and in 

1559 and 1560 we find hire active himself in promotil 

an alliance between the Scottish Protestants and 
(1) 

Elizabeth. On the other hand, in 1550 -51, already 
(2) 

in sympathy with the Protestant cause, he ha{ 

accompanied Mary of Lorraine on her gear' e visit to 

France. 

2H;; EARL OF AaúrY.iaL. Alone aalong the r.ro- 

t;3taît Lors, Archibald, Earl of Argyll, seems un- 

likely to have received Fny bias from foreign 

Protestantism. There is no evidence of his ever 

having travelled abroad during his long and active 
r. 

3 ) 
life. 

1%0R1L BUCILANAN. %:nong the Protestant a.aymen 

of the time, George Buchanan stood In a unique 

pos i. t i on. 7Urne Brown has made it clear that he was 

a hu:/Ia.nist and an educationist firstly, . and ;~econdly, 

and 

( 1) Dictionary of National Biography 303-Cn . 

( w) Xnox' s Eist. I I. 240-41. 
( 3) Dictionary o f National BBiography. 
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(1) 
and only thirdly, a reformer. Yet that member of 

the General _'ssembly, who was appoin red to one of 

its important commissions on his first appearance 

in that church court in 1563, was reappointed to 

equally important commissions in the three follcv- 

ing years, and guided its sessions as .ioderator in 
(2) 

1567, cannot but be regarded as an influential 

Protestant. here clan be na 0 ou.bt as to which 

along the European countries attracted Buchanan's 

interests and affections. From 152C--1561 much the 
() 

greater part of Buchanan's time was spent in prance. 

GEORGE HAY. Perhaps the four other reformed 

ministers .most prominent at this ti ,e in the recore s 

of the General Assembly and Xnox's History, were 

John Craig, George Hay, David :Lindsay and David 

Ferguson. Of these George Hay and David Ferguson 

appear never to have been abroad and hence we have 

no clue to their foreign interests. But George 

having been a Roman Catholic priest up to 1559 or 6C, 

we may expect that the influence of the old church 

con: t i to t on may continue in his person. iiccorr+. ingl ' 

we find him one of those arguing in the General 

Assembly/ 

(1 ) Hume Brown's leorge 
T zchwnan. 1-4 1.1F. l5 ? -60: 

354 -58. 
(2) Hume Brown's George Buchanan, 190 acts of 

n 
len, Ass. I. 93. 

(3) Hume Brown's George Buchanan. 
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Assembly of 1575 in favour of episcopacy. 
(1) 

JOHN CRAIG and DAVID LINDSAY. 

John Craig is known to have been cones 

vertei while ;ector of the Dominican College of 

Bologna, by reading Calvin's ' Instituti o Reli gi. oni s' , 

Of David Lindsay it is recorded that he imbibed 

Protestant doctrines while travelling in prance and 
r+ 

) 
h 
Ci 

Switzerland. Here we have the influence of 

France again, and if Switzerland means Geneva, Craig 

and Lindsay may both have favoured distinctively 

Genevan institutions, 

this survey of the ecclesiastical 

interests of the leaders of the Scottish Church 

during the years 1560 to 1F72, it ape ars that for 

the purposes of our inve .t i ga.ti on, we mast still 

compare developments in ootti sh ecclesiastical 

institutions vvitll the conteAporary reformed polities 

of :trance, and 0 ;zer3.a;nck and must not 

lose sight of a possible influence of the old cWillan 

Cats :a.olic cr, gani.sati on. The marked prec3 ominance of 

interest in Wrench affairs, would lead us to expect 

al 

(1) M'C1"i.e*s Zife of And' %:ielvi.11e. I. 137. 

( 2) Dictionary of National Biography. 

( 3) Dictionary of National Biography, 29 7. 
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a correspondingly marked influence of the French 

church polity during this period. On the other 

hand, in view of the reports of Randolph. English 

ambassador in Scotland, on the lack of favour with 

which the Scottish reformers regarded the govern- 
(1 ) 

ment of the 'llizabethan church, it does not seem 

probable that the example of the English poli 

will be found to have influenced the shaping of the 

Scottish constitution. 

SECTION II. ?Hi DEV.L.ILC2IENTS of the ria I OD 

1566 to 1572 TRACED to their SOURCES. 

2he eficiencies o the First Polity. 

she Pirst Scettish Book of Discipline, 

adde0 to the separate "Orders" for the Election of 

Su:perintendents, .ilders, and Deacons, Inc' the litur- 

gical instructions of the Book of Common Order, had 

ver:, fu1J7 with the appointIllent and duties 

of the office-bearers in the reformed Church, with 

their relations to one another and to their neople, 

and with the ecclesiastical discipline, to which all 

aliLe were to be subject. 2hese early directions 

de'lt with scattered con7egations, and gave very 

riea-re instructions for the holding of those aEsein 

blies/ 

(1) 2noxi,e jorks. VI. 119: 138: 139: 
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assemblies of the :irk, which were to administer 

the business or wide areas and of the Church as a 

national unit. Accord inly in the nears succeed in'g 

1560, the general .,assembly IE found defining the 

composition and jurisdiction of these courts. 

I t has been pointed out, that in 1560 the 

church courts had been d eclar d to be of four Rinds - 

(1) 
the Con; istor ie , the Weekl;,? Exercise in each Otis- 

C- ) 

tri et for the Interpretation of Scripture, the 
(%) (4) 

Superintendent's Council, arZ the `reneral s,5e :Úlct 

of office- bearers from the several con reMati one; 

as parts of the national church. In the organisation 

of single congregations, the Luropean reformers 

had had amyle experience. The Scottish reformers of 

1 560 could draw upon this experience, and, knowing 

the kind of Nork which it would be necessa.r 7 for the 

Consistor.y to undertake, could set dcwnat once very 
(5) 

fall regulations for its guidance. S.imi_lar1:7, in 

the case of the Scottish Assembly of the Exercise, 

such meetings had previously been held in Switzerland 

and in a'Lasco's Church of the Foreigners in London. 

Coneecsuenti j 

(1) 
(2) 

I:noxTs ,vorks. IV. 177-78. lI. 

Ibid . 17. 178-79. lI. 242--4_5. 

228:230: 

(3) Ibid. II. 189: 206-07. 
(4) Ibid. II. 194 : 208: 226. 
(5) Ehox';-- TI. 207: 225-26: 228:230: 233: 

235-36: 237. IV. 175: 177-78. 
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OonseL,aentl:;7 the 1xercise aol)eareC fro' the flyst in 
(1) 

Scotland in full TvarMng order, 

Iith res,-trd to the organication of a 

n'ationLt1 reformeO ch,rch on a -iresb-jterian basis, 

the case was quite different. The era:7 similr 

attemlA was almost oo3]tepiroraneous with the setting 

up, of the Scottish ,2olitz-. In 1559 a doctrinal 

dicmite in one congregation in France, had forced 

the Huguenot leaders to the decislon that it was 

necessar: for the succes of their ca-ase, that the 

scattered congregations of France should be united 
( 2 ) 

in one nntional organisation, Thereupon the first 

6jnode -14ational had drawn Ili) a "Confession de 'e'oi" 

and a form of "DiE.cipline IccIésiasticue', which 

constituted such a national church organisation, as 
(3) 

serned fiec6scar: to the persecuted church of Prance. 

e have seen hox deepl:!7 this 'Illrench polity had in- 

fluenced the ecclesiastical constitation f the 

Tirst 6cottish Book of Discifline, even thouTh it 

was itself of the nature of an ex)eriment. 

I- 1560 the 6cottlE,h reformers had ()lilt-tee 

to 1-7 Cown ''e,tails in the natter of their national 
(4) 

Assemblu. In reo-ard to the local organisation of 

the 

(1) Ibid. IV. 178-7D. II. 242-, 7. 

(2) Fist. I]cc1(,sclue. I. 199-20C. 
(3) colielr'2 Sz7noalcon. 
(4) 4or-kF. Ii. 194: 206: 226. 
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the churches, the: had provided the Superintendent 
(6) 

and his Coulici l as the only link uniting the congre- 

t a.tionsof a district. the fact that the chief duties 

of the Sup jrintenc? ents were to preach and t, :. plant 
churches, emphasises the missionary nature of the 

work to be undertaken by tie Scottish reformed church 

for the time being. The French Church, though 

issuing its reformed polity only one year before the 

reformers in Scotland issued theirs, had previously 

passed that first stage, curing which the main effort . 

of reformers must be directed to delivering their 

message, and organisation hid become an imperative 
(3) 

need. Political circumstances had forced the Scot- 

tish reformers to issue a sketch of their cons t1.tu- 

tien, before the development of their congregations 
(4) 

necessarily demanded it Consequently they could 

;a,i t to fill in details, unti. l their movement had 

spread more widely. On the other hand, the refor- 

ma.;ion move lent spread (Iuickl-¡ in Scotland after 

1560. Bhe Scottish reformed church, unlike that of 

France, was not a persecuted body, but worl(ed in a 
(5) 

land where Popery was disestablished by law. It is 

true/ 

(i) Ibid. SI. 189: 2C7: 226. 
(2) 1.r,:nox' s orh s . U. . 202-U3 : 204-05. 
(3) Hi. st. Ecc16scive. I. 199-200. 
(4) "', f' ' Y 123 a..í1U:y sU1 lT,, 

Tl..i 

. 128. 
(5) ino.'s ':or''.-.r.. II. 122-125. 



true th'it the presence of a i ornan Catholic .:queen in 

,)cotl - grid for long I.mlerille,7 the legal position 

of the r eforvied Chu ch. 'Nevertheless, it will 

appear, from a studz- of the enactments of the 3eneral 

Assemblies, that the Scottish Church passed u_ic :ly 

from the stage of mi. s si onary endeavour, to that of 

a national c3rurch, carefully o-fvaxiised locally, and 

with a central authority exercising an e `fective 
(1) 

control over local activities. 

l'he Synodal As ;~ emb ly . 

It was evidently intended f oí. the first 

that the Superintendent should work with a provincial 

Couarci.l . In the 21rs.t Book of Discipline (1560) the 

Superinten? ent's Council was mentioned as acting 

with the Superintendent in appointing a minister to 
(2) 

a church vacant more than forty days; and the 

Superintendent's conduct in office was declared to 

be subject to censure by the ministers and elders of 
(3) 

his whole province. In 1562 this "ynod al Assembly" 

was defined, as consisting of the Superintendent, and 

a minister, with one elder or deacon, from each churn 

in 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

Acts of len. Ass. 
Ynox' s Tork s . II, 
_a.bid. II. 207. 

I. 14: 
18 9 . 

72-53: 165 etc. 
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On the other hand, since there is not 

merely a closer similarity in form, between the 

French 'rovincial Synod and the Scottish synodal 

Assembly, but also a close corresptnd ence in func- 

tion, there can be no hesitation in pointing to the 

French court rather than to the old Roman Catholic 

Synod, as the model in the minds of the Scottish 

reformers. 

The French Frolrincial Synod was defined, 

in 1559, as consisting of the ministers of all the 

churches of the province, accompanied by one or two 

elders or deacons deputed by the Consi.stories to 
(14 

meet once (156C), or twice (1571) a year. The 

nrench SynOd - the term Synod is again common to 

the two courts - has every appearance of being the 

prototype of the Scottish court. Since there puas 

no official in the French Synod corresponding to 

the Scottish Superintendent, who was naturally 
(2) 

chairman in his own Council (1576), the French 

court chose its moderator from among its own members, 

to hold office for the duration of the annual or 

half- yearly meetings. 

The/ 

) 

( 1) Hist. Ftcclés`'ue. I. 216. uick's Synodicon, 
I. 13:96. 

(2) Acts of gen. Ass. I. 357. 
( 3) Mist. Ecclesqz1e. I. 216. Quick's Synodicon, 

I. 23. 
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The functions assigned to this -Synod in 

the two church polities were similar, but there 
`al so 

appears a specific difference, due to the differing 

political conditions of the two countries in the 

.XVIth. century. The 4'cottish court, working with- 

out the hampering and paralysing effects of perse- 

cution, and with the advantage of possessing in its 

Superintendent a continually active link between 

itself and the various congregations within its bow 
was permitted to _ initiate administrative action, 

while in most instances the French Synod was to act 

only after being requested to do so. The Synodal 

Assembly was to appoint a minister tc a church left 
(1) 

vacant longer than fort) days (1560) , to translate 

a minister on occasion from one church to another 
(2) 

(1562) , to consult on the common affairs of the 
(3) 

province (1562) , to exercise ecclesiastical disci - 
(4) 

pline in the case of their own Superintendent, as 

well as in the case of a neighbouring Superintendent 
(5) 

who had been unchecked by his own Council (1560) , 

to act as court of appeal from decisions of the Kirk 
(6) 

Sessions (1563) , and to choose the ministers and 

commissionersL 

(1) Knox's Jorks . IT. 18 9 . 

(2) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 29. 
(3) Ibid. I. 29. 
(4. ) Enox's jorks . II. 20?. 
( 5) Ibid. II. 207-08. 
(6) Acts of qen. Ass. I. 33. 
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commissioners of shires to attend the general 
(1) 

Assembly (1568) . On the other hand, the Frenoh 

Provincial Synod was to assist in the election of 
2) 

ministers when requested to do so (1559) ; to act 

as court of first instance for charges of desertions 

of flocks by ministers and of changing from one 
(3) 

church to another; to give judgment as to the 

plans of action in one congregation, which involved 
(4) 

the interests of another (1559) ; and tc submit to 

the National Synod articles passed as rules for the 
(5) 

Province; to judge cases of the lesser vices of 
(6) 

pastors (1559) ; to act as court of appeal from the 

decisions of Consistories, in regard specifically 

to all the relations between ministers and their 

Consistories 0,559) and congregations, and in regard 
(7) 

to excommunications. the French Elders and Deacons 

w.o were to attend the National *nod, were to be 

chosen, at first by the Consistories, later by the 
(8) 

Provincial Synods. From a comparison of the duties 

of/ 
(1) Ibid. I. 124. 
(2) úuick's Fynodicon I. 3. 
(3) Hi st. 1,cclésgue. I. 217. 

(4) Hist. ""cclës'Ue .I. 220. 
(5) 4,.ui.ck's Synodicon I. 35. 
(ô) Hist. licclésque. I. 217. 
( 7 ) Hist. Ecc16'sque. I. 216: 217: 218. 

(8) Hist. . 

r±icclés`lue. I. 216. ".uick's Synodicon. 
I. 2: 65. 
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of the Scottish and the French Synods, it is clear 

the former was Oven the more effective powers of 

control over the ecclesiastical activities carried 

on within its area. 

rhus it a:pePrs that the F-,ynodal Assembly, 

as defined in 1562, shows evidence of the influence 

of the example of the organisation of the French 

reformed church. But clearly, the Scottish reformers 

did not feel themselves bound to slavish imitation, 

and introduced such modifications into the working of 

the court, as made it a more effective instrument 

of church government, in the happier circumstances 

of the reformation movement in Scotland, 

The s:ystern of Reformed 7cclesiastical 

A-peal Courts. 

B the year 1562 three reformed ecclesias- 

tical courts for legislative,administrative and 

judicial action h d been instituted in the Scottish 

polity. In 1563 the administrative machinery of 

the Church was bound more clGsely together bi the 

enactment of the general Assembly, that any person, 

feeling himself hurt by any sentence pronounced by a 

Kirk/ 
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Kirk Session, might appeal to the Superintendent in 

his Synodal Assembly. Thereupon the S :modal Assembly 

was obliged to take up the case, and to give their 

decision u;on it. If the appellant was still dis- 

satisfied, he was to be allowed to appeal to the 
(1) 

General Assembly, Jhose decision v,n,s to be final. 

Up to this time the Only other reformed 

church, which had introduced such a system of a :zpea.ls, 
(2) 

was that of France. The decision of the Genevan 
(3) 

C onsi story was final. a' Lasco' s Church of the 

:foreigners in London had held courts, which were 

attended by the ministers, elders, and deacons of 

all the congregations within its organisation. But 

none of these meetings were competent to revise the 
(4) 

decisions of the congregational courts. Thus it 

appears highly probable that this system of appealing 

ecclesiastical cases from one court to another in 

`2cotland , was due to the example of the French Church. 

The French system differed in two matters 

from that laid down by the Scottish general 2.4ssembly. 

In the French regulations, the particular types of 
(5) 

cases, which might be appealed, were enumerated. 

The 

( 1) Acts of Gen. .Ass. I. 32-33. 
(2) Hist. iácclés°ue. 216: 217: 218. 
(3) h'ampschulte's Johann Calvin, p. 439. 
( 4) Kuyper's Johannis a' Laseo Opera. II. 68:230:234. 
(5) Hist. Eccléeue. I. 216-18. Quick's Synod icon 

T. 3:4:5: l3-14: 16. 
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The regulations seemed to amount to this, that be- 

sides disputes connected with the election and de- 

poeition of office-bearers, only cases important 

enough to involve excommunication could be appealed. 

In the second place, the local assembly of a dis- 

trict, known as a Colloquy, was declared in 1567 to 

be a court of appeal from the French Coneistory as 
(1) 

well as the Provincial Synod. Consistently Nith 

the advanced democratic principles of its church 

polity, the Scottish Church gave to all cases of 

possible ecclesiastical injustice, involving laymen 

or cleric, of minor or greater importance, the same 
(2) 

privilege of appeal. 

The French Colloquy. 

The Scottish Church of 1560 had no assembly 

corresponding to the French Colloquy (1559). The 
(3) 

Collociuy apparently met more often than the Provin- 

cial Synod whose meetings were to be at first once a 

year, and later at least twice yearly. One of its 

functions was to deal with ministers intruding them- 

selves unconstitutionally upon congregations when the 
(4) 

Frovincial Synod was not in session, and it had the 

same/ 
(1) Quick's Synodicon. 
(2) Acts of gen. Ass. 
(3) Zuickes Synodicon. 
(4) Synodicon. 

I. 72. 
I. 32-33. 
I. 3:4: 
I. 4. 

96. 
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same power as the Svnoa to assist in the election 
(1) 

of ministers to churches within its district. The 

main objects of its institution appeared at first 

to be the administration of church affairs between 
(2) 

_synod s , and the keeping of the congregations of a 

district in touch with one another. The latter 

purpose appears in the injunction to the Colloquy, 

in . 1572, to consult on difficulties common to the 
(3) 

C #urches of a district, and in its function of decid- 

ing in controversies as to doctrine, mentioned as 
4) 

belonging to it in 1571. It was the dis- 

cussion of points of doctrine, which had suggested to 

the Huguenots of 1559 the necessity for a national 

assembly, by means of which the ministers might keep 

in touch with one another, and so preserve the unity 
(5) 

of the French Church. The Scottish 'Church had not 

the same necessity for Pit wining such objects by 

means of a similar assembly. A church which was not 

under persecution, could more easily make use of the 

ordinary means of social intercourse in order to 

keep congregations in touch locally, and the Su perin- 

t end entj 

(1 ) r'uick t sSynod ic on. I. 13: 107-08. 
(2) Ibid. I. 4. 

(3) Ibid. I. 106. 
(4) Ibid. I. 96. 
(5) Hist. i ccl6sque. T. 199-200. 
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Superintendent in his rounds of visitation could 

serve the same purpose. The Superintendent was 

competent to deal with troublesome ministers, 

Readers, and Exhorters, by suspending them from 

office, till the matter could be settled by the 
(1) 

General Assembly (1565). However restricted in 

practice, according to the theory of their ecclesias- 

tical polity, the Scottish congregations had full 

power to choose their own ministers without outside 
(2 

assistance. The Weekly Assembly of the Exercise, 

though formally meeting for entirely different pur- 

poses, informally served as a close bond of union 

between the Kirks of a small district. 

( <; ) 

The Consistory or Kirk Session. 

The limitation on the jurisdiction of the 

Scottish Consistory, which mas entailed bpi its in- 

clusion in the church's general system of appeals 
(4) 

in 1563, was the only change in this court during 

the period between 1560 und 1574. 

§ 

(1) Acts. of Gen. Ass. I. 65-66. 

(2) Knox's forks. II. 189-91. VI. 293. IV. 175. 
Acts of 'fen. Ass. I. 16. 

(3) See Acts of Gen. ,Ass. I. 29. 
(4) Ibic'. I. 33. 
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The General Assembly. 

It remains to trace the develcpment of the 

General Assembly in the early years of its activity. 

The first Book of Discipline had declared 

that the General Assembly was to meet to authorise 

the transferring of a Superintendent from one dis- 
(1) 

trict to another, or a minister from one church 
(2) 

to another, and to receive: from Superintendents the 

yearly accounts of the congregations in their dis- 
(3) 

tricts. The first formal meeting of the General 

Assembly in December, 1560, declared that its members 

met to consult upon these things whilk are to sett 

forward gods glorie, and the Weill of his Kirk in 
(4) 

this Realme ". The additional functions assumed 

by the General Assembly, as the work of the church 

grew, were these: (1562) Superintendents, Ministers 

and "llders present to be tried in life, doctrine, 
(5) 

and execution of their office. Then the Superin- 
(6) 

tendents were to report on their districts. The 

General Assembly was (1563) to give final decisions 

on/ 

( 1) I!,nox' s ,ti orks . II. 208. 
(2) Tbì.ca. I.?. 194. 
(3) Ibid. IT. 226. 
(4) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 3. 

(5) Ibid. I. 14. 
(6) Ibid. I. 14. 
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(1) 
on appeals from Synodal Assemblies; (1563) to 

give permission for the publication of religious 
(2) 

works submitted by Superintendents; (1564) to 

decide, if the Superintendent has not done so, 
(3) 

whether a minister may leave his charge; (1565) 

to exercise ecclesiastical discipline on ministers, 

exhorters, and readers, who are mutinous against 

their Superintent'ents, and have been suspended by 
(4) 

them. 

The functions, exercised by the General 

Assembly, which controlled the activities of the 

Superintendents, obviously could not have been de- 

rived from the example afforded by the French Nation- 

al Synod as that church did not number such an 

official among its office-bearers. Of the remaining 

functions, the duty of the :Trench Synod (1560) to 

decide matters of general interest to all the 
(5) 

churches, may be taken as corresponding to "The 
(6) 

weill of his (God's) Kirk in this F:ealme". The 

French Synode National wns likewise the final court 

of appeal from the Provincial Synods, and thus, 

amongst other cases for those of ministers wishing 

to leave their charges. There was in the Synode 

Hat.11211/._ 

(1) Ibid. I. 33. 

(2) Ibid. I. 35. 
t31 Ibid. I. 50. 
(4) Ibid. I. 65-66. 

Quick's svnodicen I 15-16. 
(6 Acts Ass..I..3. 
(7) Quick's 'yndicon I. 16. 
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National also, "amiable and brotherly censure of all 
(1) 

present ", but merely as a general .method of keeping 

order at each meeting and of disciplining the members 

of the Synod e National as such, not as a means of 

maintaining the control of the church as a whole 

over the activities of its office -bearers throughout 

the country. On the other hand, this exercise by 

the central ecclesiastical assembly of disciplinary 

control over the official conduct of Superintendents 

and I: '1inisters, is also seen in Lambert's Hessian 
(2) 

constitution of 1526. 

On the whole it a_ pe ars, that in two 

general principles the functions of the Scottish 

Assembly were probably derived from the French 

synod - those of deciding on matters of general 

interest to all the congregations, and of acting as 

the final court of appeal from the local church 

courts. In regard to the office of Superintendent, 

the bearers of which were answerable to the General 

Assembly for their conduct in office, that Assembly 

took upon itself further and original functions, 

which enabled it to exercise a much more effectual 

control over the lccai administration of the church, 

than was possible to the French Synod. The 7reneh 

"Discipline/ 

/ cue 
(1) Hist. Eccles' . I. 216. 
(2) ili_chter's F]va.ngEl ischen Kirchenordnungen etc. 

p. 65. 
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"Discipline Ecclesiast5.que" of 1559, declared that 

the Synode National was to judge of the expediency 
(1) 

of changing the rules of their "Discipline" - that 

is to say, it was to be the ultimate source of 

legislative power in the Church. The general Asseu,- 

bly did not definitely lay down any such claim. 

But apparently, the Assembly took it for granted, 

for its meetings acted upon it - as, for exam ale, 

in 1562, in enacting the times at which the Synodal 
(2) 

Assemblies were to meet, which office-bearers 
(3) 

were to attend, and what business beyond that 

suggested in the First Book of Discipline, was to 
(4) 

be treated of. 

As to the personel of the National Synod s 

in 77rance and Scotland, only in the first few 

General Assemblies did the Scottish closely spproxi- 

mate to the French. The French Synod was to consist 

(1559) of at least one minister from each province, 
(5) 

with Elders and Deacons deputed from Consistories, 

and at times Henry of Navarre, his court, and French 

Portestant :Nobles attended, as at the Synod of 
(6) 

Rochelle in 1571. The first formal meeting of the 

General 

(1) Hist. Fcclésque. I. 220. 
(2) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 29. 

(3) Ibid. I. 29. 

(4) Ibid . I. 29:33:124:162:357:366 etc. 
(5) Fist. ncclésque . I. 216. ':,uick's Synod icon I. 

2:15. 
(s) Bai rd' s Theodore Beza, p. 245-46. 
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General 'Issembly consisted of ministers and repre- 

sentatives from the indiviOual congregations of 
(1) 

9cotland. The personnel of the two following 

Assel!iblies is undefined in the records, but by June 

1562, the Superintendents were added to those 
(2) 

mentioned as present. In December 1563, it is re- 

corded that uany of the nobility, ,ueen's Ministers, 

Barons, Burgesses, and. Gentlemen were present, 

besides the Superintenents, Ministers, and repre- 
(3) 

sentatives :f congregations. The composition of 

this Assembly has a parallel much cicser than that 

of the French Synode National. It is that of 

Lambert's Hessian constitution of 1526. In this 

polity, a representative of each congregation was 

to be elected yearly to attend with their ministers 

the Provincial Synod, which was to be the central 

ecclesiastical assembly of Hesse. The Visitors were 

also to be present, -Ind the Prince, his courtiers and 

the nobles of the land, were not onli to attend, 

but to have first vote, and to be free to propose 
(4) 

motions in their capacity as leaders of the people. 

In/ 

(1) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 3. 
(2) Ibie. I. 13. 
(3) Ibid. I. 38. 
(4) Richter's Evangelischen Kirchenordnungen etc. 

p. 64-65. 



In view o. the usual presence and leadership of 

the "Lords of the "ongregati on" at the (!cottish 
(1) 

Cleneral Assemblies, this parallel with the Hessian 

constitution would appear to be significant of a 

closer connection betseen the Hessian and the Scot- 

tish church polities than is sugested by the direct 

hists.:rical evidence at present available. At the 

general Assembly held in June 1563, those Queen's 

'iiniç tern, Barons, Purgesses and ;entlemen, are not 

mentioned, but to the members of 1562 were added 
2) 

representatives of provinces. In December 1565, 

::exhorters were mentioned, and also representatives 
( :z 

from towns. In June 1566, a number of the nobility 
(4) 

were again present. In Jule 1568, representatives 

of Universities were mentioned, and those competent 

to vote were declared to be Superintendents and 

Commissioners appointed to visit kirks by the gener&l 

fkssernbly, ministers brought with these forenamed, 

representatives of burghs and shires, and represente- 
(5) 

rives of Universities. Apparently some ministers 

were designated by S}}peri.ntendents to attend the 

(6) 
(Teneral Assembly with them. In 1568 it was also 

enacted! 

(1 ) t nox's ,rorks . II. 422-424. 
(2) Acts of gen. Ass. I. 46. 
(5) Ibid. I. 65. 
(4 ) Ibid . I. 77. 
(5) Ibid. I. 124. 
(6) Ibid. I. 14. 
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enacted that ministers and reDresentatives of 

shires should be chosen in the Synodal Assemblies, 

and representatives of burghs be appointed by the 
(1) 

Council and Kirk of their own towns. It is not 

clear whether the Council referred to is the Town 

"ou.ncil, or the Kirk Session of the town church. 

If it refers to the Town Council, the function 

assigned to it would seem to be a reminiscence of 

the part plr -yed b:,/ the Genevan City i agistracy, in 

a opo int ing to the ranks of the Venerable Compagnie 
(2) 

-: ,nd of the C ons ist ory . 

The r- od erator of the leneral Asse labl.y. 

In connection with the composition of the 
( ) 

General Assembly, one curious parallel has been noted 

between the organisation of the Scottish Provincial 

Councils under the Roman Catholic Church, and that of 

the reformed General Assemblies. 'rior to the estab- 

lishment of the Archbishopric of t. Andrews, i.e. 
i.' 7 

before 1572, all the Bishops in Scotland were of 

equal rank, nd there was no one among them who could 

claim to be chairman of the Provincial Council by 

right of precedence. Thus it became the rule that 

the/ 

(1) Ibid. I. 124. 
(2) Calvini C,,T)era. X. 17-18: 22. 
(3) Patrick's Statutes of the Scottish rnhurch. 

p. xxxvii. 
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the cilairrnn or "Conservator ' of the Council should 

be chosen by the Council members from among their 

own number to hold office during the year, which by 

Canon Law, was to elapse before the Council met 
(1) 

again. Since 1563 it has been the arrangement in 

the Scottish seneral Assemblies that a Moderator 

should be elected from among the members, to hold 
( 2) 

office till the opening of the next assembly. The 

c.uestion arises:- Did the xeneral Assembly derive 

its procedure in this matter from the example of the 

Church of the old regime? The explanation of the 

new departure of 1563, that is given in the Assembly 

records, is to the effect that a Moderator as to be 

appointed to avoid confusion in reasoning - an ex- 
no 

planation which gives us/blue as to the source from 

which the device hart been adopted. Jere there no 

other precedent, we should be forced to acknowledge 

it probable that the idea had come from the old 

Provincial Council. But there are precedents to be 

found among the reformed churches abroad. The re- 

cords of the Swiss Churches , which refer to this 

matter are not very precise. But there seemed to be 

a tendency to arrange that if a magistrate was a 

member/ 

( i) Dowd en' s i,ied i aeval Church in Scotland, 
(2) Acts of sen. Ass. T. 38: 157. 

p 230. J.. 
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member of a church court, he should preside ex 
(1) 

officio. On the other hand, in Lausanne from 

abolit 1537 to 1558, the assembly of the classe was 

to choose its own Doyen or Moderator, who was to be 

changeable at its pleasure, and in Geneva, at least 

from Calvin's death in 1564 till 1580, the chairman- 

ship of the Vén4rable Compagnie was settled by 
(2) 

annual election. Before 1564, the force of his 

personality seems in practice to have secured the 

chairmanship for the great reformer himself, but 

even then it seems probable that the theory must 

have been one of election for short periods con- 

stantly renewed. In any case the most striking pre- 

cedent is that of the French church polity, in which 

from 1559 every assembly for church administration 
(3) 

was to elect a president for its own duration.. 

It does not appear that the Scottish re- 

formers followed the example of the Roman Catholic 

church organisation in any other point, while the 

influence of the example of the French reformed 

church is clearly discernible in many directions in 

the reformed Scottish polity. In view of these con- 

siderations, although there is no positive evidence 

of 
Ruchat s His ()ire de la -2-eformafion de la uisse 
Berne. 1529 or 30. Neuchatel 1530, adine 
1538. Lausanne 1558. 

(2) qaberel's His. de l'Eplise de leneve Vol. II. 

(3) Quickq ynodicon (London 1-99) b - p. YXXIX: 23. 
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of any kind, the balance of probability is heavily 

against the borrowing of the Assembly Mod eratorship 

from the procedure of the Roman Catholic Provincial 

Councils, and in favour of the follcwing of the 

example of the French reformed church. 

on the whole, it seems that, having 

borrowed from the French or possibly from Hesse, 

the outlines of a supreme national church court, the 

Scottish Church either developed independent and 

original principles, on which to base the repre- 

sentation of the body of the church members, or 

again applied some of the principles of the early 

Hessian polity. While the French Church regarded 

the members merely as representing independent congre- 

gations, the Scottish polity grouped them in larger 

territorial units for purposes of representation, 

and gave wider rights of attendance to the laity, 

the Lords of the Congregation being expected to 

take their natural place in the General Assemblies 

as leaders in the Church of the people under the 

reformed régire. Further, the Scottish polity 

recognised the Universities as in a special 9osition 

in relation to the Church, a recognition pointing to 
(1) 

Geneva as its source. 

(1) "a.lvini Opera. II. 21. 
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r,Tinisters. 

In regard to the office-bearers of the 

°.cotti sh Church, the majority of new regulations 

passed by the General Assembly, during the period 

from 1560-74, bore on their relations to the Super- 

intendents and to the church courts. As the office 

of the Superintendent in Scotland has been shown to 

be largely an original contribution to the con - 

temporary problem of the reformed church polity, so 

the regulations defining the relations between 

Superintendents and Ministers were en lines quite 

independent of other reformed churches. Of the 

remaining regulations, the injunction to the Parish 

minister (1562) to attend the Synodal Assembly with 
(1) 

an elder or deacon, has its prototype in the Disci- 

pline Ecclesiastique (1559) and in the Acts of the 
(2) 

French Synod of 1560; the necessity for submitting 

to the direct exercise of ecclesiastical discipline 
(3) 

by the General Assembly ( 1562) C o es not occur in the 

French polity; the prohibition that a minister may 

not leave his charge without the permission of his 

congregation, the Superintendent, or the whole 

church/ 

(1) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 29. 

(2) Hist. Ecclésclue. I. 216. :;uick's b ynod icon I. 

3. 13. 

(3) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 14. 
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(1) 
church f1564) corresponds to the French prohibi- 

tion that a pastor may not do so without the per- 

mission of his Cohsistory) ,ndneighbouring churches, 

and the Provincial Synod. In 1565 the General 

Assembly sternly prohibited ministers from revert - 
(3) 

ing to civil life, while the French Church mildly 

laid down in 1559, that a pastor on wishing to 

leave the ministry, can only be exhorted to remain 
(4) 

in it; on the other hand, while it was necessary 

to obtain a licence, only to be granter in the most 

exceptional circumstances, from the General Assembly 

in order that a minister of the church might also 
(5) 

hold civil office (1671) , the French Synod d. ecl .red 

in 1559 that the pastor was to have no other call - 
(6) 

ing. 

.71d ers. 

As regards the functions of the Scottish 

F'ld ers , their positions and duties had been so care- 

fully enumerated in 1560, that the only later 

additions needed, were such injunctions as would 

enable] 

(1 ) Ibid. I. 50. 
(2) ui.st. 'acclésue. I. 217. Synod icon. I. 

4 r 3 . . 

( 3) Acts of Gan. Ass. I. 74. 

(4) Hist. i,'cclésque. I. 216. Synod icon. I. 

3. 

(5) Acts of Gen. Ass, Z. 206. 
(6) S`' nod i c on. I. 3. 
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enable them to fit into the developing system of 

internal organisation. Like the French Elders 
(I) 

(1559), they were (1562) to attend the nodal snd 
(2) 

General Assemblies when chosen. Unlike the 

French Elders, those in the Scottish -church were 

to be ready, when required, (1562) to report to the 
(3) 

General Assembly on their ministers' conduct, 

and to submit themselves, as members o that body, 
(4) 

to its direct exercise of ecclesiastical discipline. 

In another minor matter the functions of the Scot- 

tish Eiders differed from those cf the French. 

The former were to assist their ministers to examine 
(5) 

the children in religious knowledge (1570), whereas 

the French office-bearers were forbidden (15F9) to 
(6) 

catechise in public. According to a rule, laid 

dom in 1F62, should a Scottish Elder trouble his 

::inister by persistently neglecting to attend church 

assemblies, after due admonition by the consistorj, 

the minister might call in the aid of the Superin- 

tendent, 'Ind on hie advice excommunicate the Elder, 

if/ 

(1) Hist. Eccléscue. I. 216. Quick's Synodicon. 
I. 2-3: 13. 

(2) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 14:29. 
(3) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 14. 
(4) Acts of Gen. Ass, I. 14. 
(5) Acts of gen. Ass. I. 176. 
(6) Quick's Synodicon. 1. 5. 
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if necessary. (Acts of len. Ass. I. 16) This is 

a regulation peculif -.r to the Scottish Church. 

Deacons. 

Tho modification in the office of Deacon 

is to be observed during the period from 1560 -74. 

§ Readers. 

In 1565 it was arranged that euperinten.- 
dent might suspend a cersured Reader or exhorter 

until the next meeting of the General Assembly, 
(1) 

where the matter would be investigated. 

Doctors. 

The office of Doctor was again formally 

recognised as having a distinct function in the 
(2) 

Scottish Church in 1574, As in "eneva and in 

France, the office was to be discharged in the 

Universities. In 1567 it had been arranged that, 

,yrevi.ous to their appointment, the Doctors should 

be tried in doctrine bì the Superintendents and 
(3) 

Visitors appointed b:y the general Assembly. Here 

the/ 

(1 ) Acts of len. _Ics. I. 65-66. 
(2) Ibi.cl. I. 305. 
() Ibid. I. 108. 
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the Scottish Church differed from both eneva and 

France, the former making the Fro -essors of the 

College and the ministers responsible for the 
(1) 

appointment of Doctors, and the latter causing them 

to be both elected and tried in life ar2 doctrine 
(2 ) 

b;- the Provincial *nod or the Colloe.uy. 

§ ..: upe ri nten' ent s . 

ä2erinp, ye.ers 156C-74, the functions 

of the office of Superintel;aznt,cr ComnlisEioner 

from the qeneral A:: sambly,gi'ea.-t"ly increased in sco t,;e. 

ThouEh this office was dropped froel the polit:: of 

the c;co-tti sh Churcri in 1578, á t is necessary to 

trace its development in detail, in order to recog- 

nise how the 1:: ter court of the t_'reebv tery ;vas built 

up from the ex ;erience gained in the workirxe: of the 

office of ;,ä.erintes:lïtent. rom the Assembly recortls 

it ai: pears, that the Superintend. ents came to be 
(7) 

nominated principally -y the ;ener£,1 Assembly itstl.°. 

This was somewhat cf a reversion to the Swiss corl- 

cepti o n of a Visitor s elit out by the C,o n si.s t o rv' and 

T,a.gistra,cv of the capital of the c.,.r;ton, exce'et for 

the/ 

(1 ) 
.alvins Oper= . X 69. 

( «) nynocl icon I. 106. 

(:;) Acts n f en. Ar,-1s. T . :fi. 7"r. 
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the Facts that in Scctle:tncl. the Ch:3rch wes acting 

i-ndependen.t1y of the i.iap.i tne.cy , and on a national 

instead of a local scale. rreo,ching continued to be 
(1) 

a prominent duty of the äco tti sh Luy,erintend ent, 

ti:Li; in course of time the nee for his planting 
( 2) 

churches became rarer. ae duty, probably .ry erived 

from the S°uvi.ss visitar, of reporting on the ministers 

8,1-0 parishes to the central a, uth o r i t y, remained 
(3) 

(1562). ae injunction (1F52) t'ie,t the exercise 

of ecclesi ;.,::_. t,. cal ci sciplir:re over Superintendents 

was to be the first trensacti on of e..cr;. ;'eners,l 

(4) 
Assembly, enabled the A8sembly to exercise direct 

control over their conduct in office. Such control 

has its only precedent in Lat bert's T- Iessian. Church 
( ) 

constitution of 1526. It Tuas the more necessary 

in the Scottish Church, in that the Superintendents 

had aider powers, than :-vere -ranted to the Swiss 

Visitors. It was ar:Taneed in 1565, for instance, 

that i:_ 
pm.i.nisters, exhorters, and readers refused 

to follow their Sum rintendentts admonitions, the 

latter/ 

(1) Acts. of Gen.. Ass. 

(2) Acts of Gen. Ass. 

(3) Ibid. I. 14. 

(4) Ibid. I. 14. 

( 5) ,i chter' s Evangelischen YJ rchenorc nu.gen etc. 
P. 65. 
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latter could suspend them from their ministry and 

stipend, until the next General Assembly should 
(1) 

decide the matter. It was the duty of the Superin- 

tendents from 1563 to warn shires, towns, and kirks 
(2) 

of the dates of reneral Assembly meetings. This 

recalls the duty of the Superintendent, in a'Lasco's 

Church in London, to c ßl1 together unexpected meet - 
(n 

J 

) 

ings of church courts. But the arrangement was 

ccai to as likely to have arisen from its mere con- 

venience in the circumstances of the time. Probably 

from the same motive of convenience it was laid dole, 

that the Superintendents (1570) were to present t to 

the general Assembly those difficulties of inc' ividual 

churches, which hed proved insoluble in the Synodal 
(4) 

Assemblies. It was the Sunerinte..ndent who was to 
(5) 

salmon the Synodal Assembly twice yearly (1562) , 

to preside at all its meetings (1567), and to take 
(6) 

part in ail its business. These functions are a -,a,in 
7) 

siriilai to those exercised by MLasce's Superinten9ert 

.'here were other functions of the Superinten9 ent, 

which were entrusted to such an office -- bearer by the 

Scottish; 

( 1) Acts of Aes. I. 65-66. 
(2) Ibid. I. 36. 
( . ) Knper's Johannis A'Lasco Onera. II. 229:230: 
(4) Acts of (;en. Ass. I. 191-92. 
(5) Ibid. I. 29. 

(o) Ibid. I. 357. 
(7) Kuyper's Johannis a.'Laaco 0T,era. II. 58:59. 
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Scottish Church alone among reforried ecclesistical 

constitutions. It h s been pointed out in another 

connexion, that the complaints of parish ministers 

against elders, who neglected the ,'ut-:7 of attending 

church assemblies,were to be directed to the SuL)erin- 

tendents, whose advice was to be obtained before 
(1) 

roce, ding to excommunication (1562). In 1563 it 

became the Superintendent's duty to examine books on 

religious subjects, for the purpose of deciding 

whether or not the Church should allow them to be 

published, and only in doubtful coses was it necessal:v 

for him to take the advice of the 12,teneral Assembly 
( 2 ) 

in the matter. The high degree of theological 

learning, expected of a Superintendent, was further 

emphasised, in 1567, in the duty laid upon him, of 

examining in doctrine those aspiring to the office 
(3) 

of teacher in schools or of Doctor in the Universitice 

Le2bers of the 3ongregations. 

In one respect there was a fundamental 

bha:ige, soon after the church constitution was .laid 

down in 1560, in the relation of the individual member 

of/ 

(1) Acts of aen. Ass. I. 16. 

(2) Acts of aen. Ass. I. 35. 

(5) Ibid. I. 108. 
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of the church to that church as a corporate body. 

It has been i,ointed oui;, in considering the reformed 

.)olity of 1560, that the Scottish method of electing 

the 'Elders and Deacons, who with the ilinister formed 

the Cons istory or Kirk Session, had freed that body 

from the disadvantages incident to a cl se corpora - 
(1) 

ti on, in contrast with :h the re Álatien.s of the church 

polities of 3eneva and France. 2here still re Y7ai ne0 

the danger o:. injustice in the Consistory's exercise 

of ecclesiastical discipliné over the individual, 

arising from accident or local prejudice. In 1563 

even this source of injustice was removed, :vhen as 
( 

has been 1.ccinted out above, every aggrieved individ- 

ual was given the right to appeal to the Synodal 

Assembly, and thence to the supreme court of the 

church, from any particular decision of _ 'n inferior 
(r) 

court. 

Summary of Conclu. ions . 

In summary, we may say, that our inquiry 

has revealed the French as the predoinati.ng foreign 

influence, in the development of the Scottish church 

( i) if10F r IL 152: 225: 23 3- n r 

(2) 2 ) Su ir a . 
r n n 

( '' ) Acts of .en. Ass. I. 2-.,_. 
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polity between 1560 and 1574, thouh there are sote 

traces still of the influences of aiLascois London 

Church, and possibly of the Hessian Constitution 

of 1526, 

The strong formative influence of France 

during this period mainly affected the composition 

and the chief functions of the Synodal and 3reneral 

Assemblies, the setting up of a system of appeals 

extending throughout the ecclesiastical courts, tLe 

develcping of the office of Doctor in the Church, 

and the laying down of some minor regulations in 

regard to the office of parish minister. 

he enactments of the aeneraa AsseAbly also 

increased the efficac7 of the Scottish system of 

church courts independently of any contemporary 

example. This increased efficacy was secured:- 

(1) 3;1) entrusting the Superintendent On his 

annual visitations throughout his district with 

power to suspend ministers, readers, and exhorters 

from their office, and to [-rive decisive advice to 

iliniPtors in dealin9: with troublesome elders. 

(2) 37 allowinp- the Synodal Assembly to 

initiate administrative action on its on account, 

(3) By '-.117inr the 7,reneral Assembly powers to 

exercise ecclesiastical discipline directly over any 

2aperintendents/ 
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Swlerintendents, Linisters or Elders throup'hout 

the Church. 

During,: the period 1560-74, there was no 

development of the Jcottish church polity ,hich 

retricted the delaocratic spirit, which Inox had 

introduced into it, alrarent17 from the examples of 

atLasco and Lambert. On the contrary, in adopting 

the French eystem of appealing eccleailst'cal cases 

from court to °curt, care ;as tcl,en to make this 

new de)arture an additional safeguard for indiviOual 

freedom throughout the Church. The French Church 

had defined the limited classes of cases, which 

could be appealed, whereas the Scottish Church has 

declared, that any individual member, who felt 

aggrieved by any decision of any church court, was 

to be free to a.dpeal to a higher ecclesiastical 

authority for redress of that r_Tievaace. 

_21-,e Scottish system of church courts, with 

their aCivitics thus cLecl and restrained by a 

graduated system of ape;ls, were fouhd to ,erforLL 

tho4r many functions with such success and moderation, 

as justified the Church in transferring the functions 

of the Superintendents, in the Second Book of Discs- 

to the new similar court of the Presbytery. 

The/ 
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a.e elcctin of the ministers and elders who were 

to constitute the personnel of these ecclesiastical 

courts, ,.1..ncl dailc/ experience of their controlling 

activities within the comunities, ccnferred two 

benefits on the Scottish people. They were given, 

L1 the first place, a valuable training in the 

methods of democratic government, and, in the second 

place, ,A :evoti on , tc: the principle of in.c ividt.zal 

freedom und -r democratic institutions, as ex.peri .erc 

in their reli Pious life, that bore fruit in the 

support :-i ven to the orponents of the reactionary 

tvrran.n-Iy of úh:-trle s T. in the following century. 
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Church and State. 

During the years 1560 -67, it was natural 

that the (luestion of the function of the ilagistracy 

in the Church, and consequently of the exact rela- 

tions between Church and State in Scotland, should 

have lain dormant. An avowed d:oman Catholic was on 

the throne, and the actual position of the reformed 

Church was that of being tolerated bG, a (ueen who had 

no sympathy with the reformers, but was not in a 

position to suppress the new church. -she irk en- 

joyed the advantages of legal recognition, if not 

of the details of its polity, at least of its ganeral 

poe i ti on as the national church. 

his position of mutual toleration between 

state and church was not accepted as final by either 

party. The Church accépted this working arrangement 

only 
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only until the .ueen might have time to be converted 
(1) The ,uue en, 

to Protestantism, anclAuntil she might have time for 

intrigue, which might release her from her difficult 
(2) 

position and enable her to overthrow the Kirk. But 

the Queen's difficulties rapidly multiplied, and 

political circumstances brought about her abdication 

in 1567. James VI. being a minor, the ;arl of Moray 

was appointed Regent, and at last the head of the 
( 
n 
í` ) 

state was a professed Protestant. The Church could 

now look to the Magistracy to take up the position 

assigned to it in theory in 1560 by the Scottish 

Confession and the Book of Discipline - the position 

of strengthening the hand of the Church against all 

its opponents, and of ensuring the complete "ref or- 
(4) 

matioun and purgatioun of religioun'. From the 

steps taken at this time by the Church and the govern - 

ment, it is clear that both parties recognised that 

some readjustment in their relations was necessary. 

The Church called a special meeting of 

General Assembly for July 1567, t'ciuherby ane pe rpet- 

uall ordour may be takin for the libertie of the Kirk: 

of xod, sustentation of the ministers and faiizeit 

memnbers thereof, and that ane sure union and con - 

junctioun' 

(1) ''nùx' s 4orks . U. 272. 

(2) Ibid. II. 286:376-77:380:408-09:483. Hume 
Brown's John Knox. IL . no te on p. 208. 

( 3 ) .;.ü7o:<.;,10, II. 566. 

(4) Ibid. II. 118. 
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conjunctioun may be had amongst the haill members 
(1) 

for the libertie of God's Kirk ". At the meeting 

in July, articles were passed asking for confirmation 

of the parliamentary acts of 1560 in regard to the 

church, that the arrangements made by the Privy 

Council in 1561 for the financing of the reformed 

ministry be carried out faithfully by the government, 

and that the Kirk be shortly granted its rightful 
(2) 

patrimony. 

The government, on its side, in the Parlia- 

ment which met in December, confirmed the Acts of 

1560 against the Church of Rome, and declared the 

reformed church, as at the time established, to be 

the true Kirk, to which parliament confirmed its due 
(3) 

freedom, privilege, jurisdiction and authority. ` .'he 

question of the church's finance was a much more 

difficult matter, and one so closely bound up with 

the most delicate problems of Scottish politics at 

the time, that its treatment came to involve a 

?Menace to the Presbz7terian constitution of the Scot- 

tish Kirk. 

According to the financial arrangements of 

1561, the Privy Council had decreed a tax of one 

third/ 

(1) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 95. 

(2) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. (107 -10) . 

(3) Acts of Parl of Scotland. iII. 35 -37. 
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third on all Roman Catholic benefices, the proceeds 

to be divided between the crown and the new church, 

while the remainder of the ecclesiastical revenues 

were to support the Roman Catholic clergy during 
(1) 

their lives. In practice the crown had had first 

claim on these Thirds, and the reformed church had 

been unable to obtain any adequate payment of even 

that part of the revenues of the old church, which 

was legally its due - "at every light occasion the 
,,(2) 

minis trie frustrat of all life and sustentation. 

In relief of the pressing needs of the 

church in 1567, the Parliament of December "statute 

and ord ani , that the haill thr i.d di s of the haill 

benefices of this Realme salt now instantlie, and 

in all tyres to cum first be payit to the minis-beris 

of the - vangell of Jesus Christ and thair success - 

ouris; or thair colle ctouris , to be nominat be the 

saidis ministeris, with avise of my Lord Regent , 

ay and quhill the Kirk cunt to the full possessioun 

of thair propir patrironie, quhilk is the tendis . 

. . swa that the Ili pister is :tìß.;; be first answerit of 

thair stipendi.s . . . and the rest and superplus to 
(3) 

be applyit to our Souverane mordis use 

This/ 

il) Registers of Privy Cüttnc il I. 201 -203. 
(2) Acts of gen. Ass. I. 94. 
(3) Acts of Parl. of Scotland. III. 24. 
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This measure left unsettled the vexed 

question of the patrimony of the Kirk. The peculiar 

complication of the state problems of policy and 

finance involved in the treatment of the question by 

,he successive Regents, and by James VI. himself, 

is a matter beyond the scope of our inquiry. What is 

of importance from our point of view, is the particu- 

lar method of dealing with the financing of the church 

adopted by the Regent liorton in 1572.. Ror ncrton's 

policy set in clear relief the necessity for abolish- 

ing the office of Superintendent, if the Presbyterian 

basis of the church constitution was to be preserved, 

and so led to a reconsideration by the General Assem- 

bly of the whole question of the efficacy of the 

Kirk's administrative organisation. 

2he Convention of Leith, 1572. 

Horton conceived the idea of inducing the 

church to introduce the titles of Archbishops and 

Bishops into the reformed church, nominally as a 

legal device, whereby the revenues of the old church, 

attaching to these ecclesiastical offices, might be 

available for the ;'ustentati. on of the new church. In 

a/ 
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a carefully selected "Commission of the King's 

Lia j e s ty and the reformed rira: of Scotland", early 

in 1572 the Regent secured the passing of articles 

embodying this innovation by Superintendents and 
(1) 

Ministers r, Tr. nis ers representing the 1:irk. 

the General Assembly meeting in August, 

protester. against the use of the titles desired 
(2) 

by the loverninent even though the enactments of 

the Convention had laid down that the new incumbents 

were to perform their functions, as if they were 

simple Superintendents under the Presbyterian polity 
(3) 

of 1560. This arrangement led to constant friction 

between the nominal Bishops and the General Assembly, 
(4) 

to which, as superintendents, they were responsible. 

J en it was found in the course of the next couple 

of years, that the Crown and the Nobility were so 

manipulating the hierarchy, by the device of Tulchan 

Bishops, that they were draining the bulk of the 
(5) 

ecclesiastical revenues into their own -dockets, 

the feeling in the General Assemblies ran very high 

against the titular Bishops. At last the Regent 

realised / 

(1 ) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 2C7--36. 

(2) Ibi.d. I. 246. 
(3) Ibid. I. 209. 
(4) Ibid. I. 255:261: 269-70: 273-74: 286-7: 288: 

300: 301: 315: 320. 
(5) Ibid. I. 27C: 310-11: Z14-15. 
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realised that the policy of 1E72 must be modified, 

dhat had formerly been, from the church's point of 

view, purely a question of finance, had, by dor. ton' s 

policy, become inextricably bound up with the matter 

of the organisation and government of the church. 

Hence the Regent's recognition that the arrangement 

of 1572 was too unpopular to be longer upheld, took 

the form of the a- pointrnent of a p r1iamentary com- 

mittee to reconsider the question of "a decent and 
(1) 

comely government in the church'''. 

ti The Ecclesiastical Polity Reconsidered. 

The Assembly which met in 1 arch 1575, 

immediately followed suit, by re- appointing a former 

committee of their own, to report their opinions 

on "the policy and jurisdiction of the Kirk" to the 
(2) 

Assembly. Andrew Melvi, l e was a member of Assembly 

for the first time on this occasion, and was appoin- 
(3) 

ted to the committee. In the Assembly held in 

August of the same year, the question was debated, 

whether the office of Bishop, as permitted in the 
(4) 

Scottish reformed Church was orthodox or not. 

LTelville/ 

(1) M'Crie's Life of Melville I. 109. Act. Parl. 
Scotland. III. 89. 

(2) Acts of Gen. Ass. I . 325. 
(3) James Meìville's Diary. p. 52. 

(4) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 342 -43. 
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Melville at once took up the leadership of the anti - 
(1) 

hierarchical party. 
(2) 

Having recently returned to Scotland, 

Melville could view the questions at issue unpre- 

judiced by the passions of past conflicts, while 

at the sarcle time the Assembly attached great weight 

to his opinions, as those of one who was in a position 

to expound the point of view of Beza, (a"lvirl's suc - 

cessor in Geneva. The Assembly had pursued a vacil- 

lating policy since Knox had ceased to lead the church. 

In Melville there appeared at a critical moment just 

the leader that was needed. He could hold to his pur-- 

pose as inflexibly as inox himself, and in his person 

he renewed the tie between the Scottish Church and the 

Franco-Genevan reformation movement. 

SECTION II. 2HE PREVIOUS CONS I TIONAL EX )ER 

IENCE of the LEADERS in the KIRK in 15775. 

ANDREW TIl'LVILL:. Six years of s tudy in 
(5 ) 

France, and five years of .te,ching and study in Gene - 
(4 ) 

va, formed Leivi.lie:'s educational theory and practice 

on the lines of the Protestant Humanism of Calvin and 
(5) 

Beza. Melville's early sympathy with French Protestant 

thought is attested by the fact of his having been 

re zardedJ 
(1) i.l'Crie's Life of 1,1elville. I. 125 -26. James 

Melville's Dia. p. 52, 
(2) James Lielville's Diary (Wodrow Soc.) -gip. 37 :44. 

(3) Jas. Melville's Diary 59 --41. M' Cri e's Life of 
And. Melville. I. 17 -18: 28:31. 

(4) Jas. Lielville's Diary pp. 41 ff. Li' Cri e's Life 
of And. Melville. I. 32-35: 54. 

05) Ibid. I. 67. Jas. Melville's Diary. pp. 49 -5C. 
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regarded as a Huguenot suspect before leaving 
(1) 

France in 1568. Throughout his residence in 

eneva, Melville had every opportunity and inducement 

to study the conditions and development of the 

French reformed Church in detail. He was a close 
(2) 

. 

friend of Beza, and Beza was constantly consulted 
(3) 

by the French Church on all its problems. In 1571, 

in particular, the Genevan Church very unwillingly 

risked Beza's person, by allowing Min to preside at 
(4) 

the Preach National Synod of La Rochelle. All 

Beza's colleagues in Geneva would naturally take a 

keen interest in the proceedings of that Synod. 

There the constitution of the French Church was dis- 
(5) 

cussed and reaffirmed. 7ihen the French refugees 

next year poured into Geneva, after the Massacre of 

St. Bartholomew, discussion would naturally centre 

again on the affairs and problems of the wrench 

Church. 

I.elville ' s long residence in Geneva as 

Professor of Humanity in the Academy, gave him an 

intimate knowledge of the constitution of the re- 

formed Church of that city. 

One outstanding characteristic cf Beza's 

personality/ 

(1 ) î,i'crie's Life of And. *Melville. I. 30. Jas. 

ilelville's Diary. 40-41. 
( 2) H'Crie's Life of Melville. I. 38. 
(3) Baird's Theodore Beza. 243: 252-54. 
(9: ) B'ird's Theodore Beza. 245: 247. 

(5) Ibid. 246-48. 
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personality was the amazing industry, that he 

bestowed on a correspondence, which kept hi._q in 
(1) 

touch with the reformeC churches all over Europe. 

intiil..acy with Beza could not fail to 

give him a familiarity with the Swiss Church consti- 

tutions outside Geneva, and greater width of out- 

look on l:,:e whole :uropean situation. i'hese contin- 

ental connexions of Melville make it probable that 

the constitutional changes, effected in the Scottish 

Church between 1578 and 1592, should betray their 

foreign origin by resemblances to those reformed 

churches, with which it is known that was 

familiar. 

Common to Knox and Melville was a realisa- 

tion, that the fate of the reformation in Scotland 

was dependent on the fate of the other reformed 

churches of Europe. Having themselves lived in the 

midst of the alrrms, occasioned in France and 

Geneva by the 'numerable intrigues of the French and 

Spanish courts with the Vatican, they could estimate 

the great political and military resources of the 
(2) 

enemies of the reformed faith. "hey realised, as 

their/ 

(1) Baird's Iheoclore Beza. 259 :254. 

( 2) Acts of Gen. Ass. IL 602. 
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their home -bred followers could not easily do, the 

necessity for alliance and common action, among 

those states which had declared for the Reformation, 

It was Knox, who by his strenuous personal endeavour, 

ha.d shared with LIai.tland of LetIl ington the responsi- 

bility for the negotiating of the alliance between the 

Scottish "Congregation" and Protestant England in 
(1) 

1559. In 1F88 it was Melville who convened an extra- 
(2) 

ordinary meeting of the enEr al Assembly, which led 

to the rallying of the -rotestants of Scotland to sign 

a bond to defend their fa=ith and country. In conse- 

quence, Spanish Papist intrigues at the Scottish 
(3) 

court were checked, 'and the Spanish Armada, deprived 

of assistance from Scotland. Knox's policy had aimed 

at convincing England, that the French attack on Scot- 
, (4) 

land was an indirect at :ack on England. Melville's 

aim was to impress u;.pon the Scottish Protestants, 

that they were as vitally interested as their ;ngli sh 

neighbours, in the result of the challenge of ì Oman 

Catholic S9ain to the seapower of England. 

As/ 

(1) Knox's 'Works. I I . 15-43. 
(2) ìCts of Gen. :E'ii. Liss. II. 3 
(3) M'Crie'., Life of And. Lelville. I. 291-93. 
(4) Knox's Works. II. 37. 
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As long before the Armada as 1567, there 

is proof in the Acts of the General Assembly, of the 

anxious interest, with which the leaders of the 

Church watched the struggle of the Protestants of the 

Low Cpuntri.es against In the circular letter, 

requesting the Nobility to attend the special meeting 

of the Assembly, to take place in July 1567, the 

Assembly of June referred to "the whole flock of 

Jesus C1lyr st within this realme continuallie threatnit 

with the execution of that most cruell decreit of the 

last counsell of ,rent, wherein was determini t and 

decreeit to make ane sacrifice of the whole professors 

within all Europe ope b e the tyranny of that 1-ìoinan Ant i - 

chryst. ;'ie are not ignorant how farre the samein 

was attempti t be way of Oeid within the realme of 

France, how farre now in Flanders and the parts neir 
(1) 

adjacent theretól. . . . The Assembly of ebruarc 

1588, announced as a reason for nroclai.ming a fast, 

"the universal conspiracies of the ennemies of the 

trueth against Christ's EirTh to put in executioun 
(2) 

the bloodie determination of the Counsell of Trent". 

It is evident from these quotations, that the Scottish 

Church anxiously watched the fortunes of their fellow - 

protestants, 
(1) Acts of ixen. Ass. I. 94. 

(2) Ibid. H. 727. 
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Protestants in the Low Countries. It is therefore 

necessary to look into the Protestant Church con- 

stitutions forming there, as there is apparently a 

chance of their having influenced the Scottish 

polity. 

§ The Reformed Churches of the Netherlands. 

Through the long years of Spanish per- 

secution up to 1569, the Protestants of the Mow 

Countries could only form themselves into secret 

congregations - an exception being Friesland, where. 
(1) 

a Church was organised throughout a district. 

After 1568 the Protestants began to rally round 

William the Silent, as their leader against the 

Spanish tyrants, and a number of attempts were made 

at holding Synods drawn from wider districts, and at 

reach3.ng a uniformity of church constitution. Those 
2) 

church polities sit forth, at Embden in 1569. at 

(3) (4) 

Dordrecht in 1572, and at the Hague in 1585 -86 

were framed on the lines of the French and Swiss 

Churches, with a preference for the French indepen- 

dence/ 

(1) Blok's list. of the People o± the Netherlands. 
Vol. H. 

(2) Brandt's Hist. of the {eformetion in and about 
the Low Countries. I. 294. 

(3) Ibid. I. 311. 
(4) Ibid.' I. 405. 
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independence of State control; those drawn up by the 

Prince of Orange and the States of Holland and 
(1) 

,ealand and their confederates in 1577, and by the 
(2) 

States of Holland in 1590, while also accepting a 

combination of the French and Swiss arrangements of 

church courts, limited the independent action of 

the Church, by placing the stateiagistracy in a 

relation to the Church, similar to that mhich it 

occupied in the lenevan polity. The state of the 
t:3) 

country was so war- ridden, and the jealousy so great 
(4) 

between State and State, and between State and 
(5) 

Clergy, that no one of these varieties had any long 

life, or area of application. But the main considera- 

tion from the point of view of their possible in- 

fluence on the Scottish polity, lies in this, that 

none of their enactments contained any constitutional 

arrangement, which was not already present either in 

the French or the Genevan polity. The organisation 

of the church constitutions of the Low Countries was 

mucti later in date than the organi. sati on of the gene- 

van and the +Tench. churches. Through the personal 

connexion of F..nox and Melville with 'xeneva and France, 

familiarity with their church constitutions would be 

earlier/ 

(1) Ibid. I. 318 -25. 
(2) Ibid. I. 438_39. 
(3) Brand t' s Hist. of the Reformation in and about 

the Low Countries I. 389. 
(4) roi'. I. 4139 , 3rd pari 385. 
(5) Ibid. I. 438: 311: 40F. 
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earlier gained in Scotland, and more widely diffused 

throughout the Church. Traits in the cottish polity 

therefore, suggestive of canons common to two or 

three of these European churches, may be confidently 

assumed to have been suggested by France or Geneva, 

and the distinctive influence of the Low Countries 

during the period of Scottish reform, uay consequent- 

ly be presumed to be negligible. 

§ The Committee of 1577. 

From 1575 --78 the General Assemblies nomina- 

ted committee after committee to consider the problem 

of adjusting the reformed ecclesiastical polity, to 
(1) 

fit the new political circumstances of the time. 

In 1577 a committee of eight reported to 

the General Assembly their conclusions in regard to 

the task entrusted to them of forming the "heads" of 
(2) 

the polity. Of these eight, six were veterans of 

the Kirk - Row, Pont, Erskine of Dun, Craig, David 

Ferguson and David Lindsay. 'heir foreign interests 

we have already esti nate:' as comprising among them, 

the/ 

(1) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 362: 397-98: II. 409. 

(2) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 384. 
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the reformed churches of France, Geneva and Switzer - 
(14 

land, while Row had also once been an active re- 

presentative of the old church unreformed. Two new 

names appear on the Committee, those of Andrew Hay 

and James Lawson. Of Andrew Hay's training and travels 

we now know nothing. Of James Lawson, únox's 

successor in d inburgh, we snow that before 1567 he 

had spent some time in Paris, Dieppe and Cambridge, 
(2) 

as tutor to the sons of the Countess of Crawford. 

Here we have the influence of the French reinforced, 

and a possible influence of the English. Revising 
(3) 

the work of this committee we find. Craig and Lawson 

again, CI-orge Hay, once a priest in the old church, 

and Andrew 12:elville representi.nt the Genevan and 

French polities. 

§ Other Members of the Reforming Committees. 

2hese names appear repeatedly on the 

various committees of 1577 and 78, linked with those 

of John Duncanson, James Carmichael, John Brand, 

Patrick Adamson, William Christison, James Craig, and 

Alexander/ 

(1 ) supra. p. 1ir27VV. 
(2) Diet. of National Biography 291: 302: Wo` row 

l:liscel7. any 447. Lord L.znd su' s Lives of the 
.r 

Z31-333. ; i nd s a S. I. pp. 
(3) Acts of "xen. Ass. I. 385. 
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Alexander Arbuthnot. Ji th the exception of Arbuth- 

not, we have no sufficient information about these 

men to yield us any guidance in our enquiry. Arbuth- 

not was the Principal of the University of Aberdeen. 

Having studied civil law for five years under Cu jacos 
(1) 

prior to 1563, he re;?resents the influence of the 

Trench Church once more. 

In this new attack on the problems of 

church government, we find the influences of teneva 

and France strongly reinforced by Andrew Melville, 

and that of France by Alexander Arbuthnot, and may 

expect to see these influences reflected in the re- 

modelled constitution. .Further it would seem to be 

wise to keep an open mind still as to possible 

suggestions arising out of the constitution of the 

Roman Catholic Church, and out of the reformed 

polities of Switzerland, the I4etherlands and England. 

The probability of English influence however, is 

greatly lessened by the fact, that the project cf 

remod ellinp. the polity had been made imperative by 

the attempt of the executive to force a hierarchy, 

similar to that of England, upon the reluctant Pres- 

byterian/ 

(i) Spottiswoode t s Hist. of the Church of Scotland. 
II. 319. 
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Presbyterian church of Scotland. she spirit of the 

Kirk in 1578 could not but be antagonistic to Eng- 

lish ecclesiastical example. 

SECTION Ill. THE ORIGIi S of the NEW and 

RELTODELI,ED IIS S TI 7U'.' IONS of the SECOND 

BOOK of DISCIPLIN á. 

In 1577 the revised constitution of the 

Scottish Church was ready to be submitted to the 
(1) 

King on the motion of the general Assembly. In 

1581. in the form usually known as the Second Book 

of Discipline, it was formally adopted b, the 

Church, and recorded among the Acts of the General 
(2) 

Assembly. Except for its claims in regard to the 

ecclesiastical possessions of the old Roman Catholic 

Church, the substance of the revised constitution 

was legally established by the Acts of Parliament 
(3) 

of 1592. 

The lines of development leading up to 

the new constitution can be traced in the series 

of Acts of the General Assemblies of this period. 

The First Book of Discipline had taken a 

survey of the whole duties and activities of the 

Church that was springing up. The Second Book of 

Discipline/ 
(1) Acts of 3e_,. Ass. I. 397-98. II. 404 -05. 
(2) Ibid. H. 487 -512. 
(3) Act. Parl. Scot. III. 541-47. 
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Discipline concerned itself strictly with the con- 

stitution of the ChurchA with the changes in the 

first outline, which the circumstances of the time 

called for. the two chief reforms consisted in 

the dropping of the office of Liuperintenc ent, and 

in the institution of the new court of the Presby- 

tery. 

The Independent Activity of the Superin- 

tendents Curtailed. 

.the First Book of Discipline had declared 

that the office of Superintendent was a purely 

temporary expedient, and we s not meant to infringe 

in any way upon the principle of the parity of 
(1) 

ministers. In practice, it was found that the 

duties, which had gathered round the Superintendent's 

office, were not of a temporary n -tune ; while the 

existence of such an office in the church had pro- 

vided a loophole by means of which Episcopacy had 

been thrust upon the Church. During the years from 

1572 -80, when titular bishops were first permitted 

to hold office in the Scottish Church, these bishops 

were regarded by the general Assembly as Presbyterian 

Suoerintendents or Visitors, and dealt with accordin` 
t 2 ) 

ly. Even apart from the Regent's policy of 1572, 

it 

( 1 ) Knox': :vorks 
---r - 

202. 
(2) Acts of Gen. Ass. I. 209:294:288:3C1:515: G2C: 

521:325. 
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it appears irom the Acts of the General Asseblies, 

that there ha;' cone to be a growing realisation of 

the dangers to resby teri an:i Jm involved in the 

office. 2here appears a. tendency to reduce the 

individual responsibilities 02 the Superintendent, 

by 3 i.vi.ng the ï'rCJv Z1'1c1a,i. Synod, the 17irk: S@sei ori, 

and even the Ixerc i s e, a share in his d .it i e s. 2hu2 

while in 1565 the Superintendent was given power to 

sus,,end refractory ministers, e.;.horters, and readers 

from their ministry and stipen0 till the next uee. t- 
(1) 

ing of ener4 1As; eïzibly could settle the matter, 

in 1r76 h i s pcmers to suspend or depose ministers 

were to be used only in co-operation with his S11o'.;? al 

Ase.embly, or in case of urgency, Jbl's,th the von,. itory 
(2) 

of the parish concerned an(7 the district :::_t«erci se, 

In 1570 áup er i nt encï ent s he.6 been directed t o ru.brni t 

the Books of their yearly Visitations to the 3ene ral 
(3) 

Assemblies. In 1576 the ovi.nc; ì a.l Synods were 

to testify to the accuracy of the accounts in these 

Books, by appending their subscription to them, 
(4) 

before they were submitted to the q:.neral Assembly. 

In 1580 every -2rovinci.al S7noc; was directed to 

nominate/ 

(1) 
(} 
(-) 
( 

-± ) 

Ibid. 
Ibid. 
ibid. 
Icici . 

I. 

I. 

I. 

I. 

65. 
357. 
1c34_. 
r. 

yn 6 . 
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nominate - lessors to share the responsibilities of 
(1) 

Commissioners o f Counties, i.e. Superintendents 

comaiss ioned be the leneral Assembly. 

ß ? 1870 another considerate on had gained 

in weight. It is clear that the Xenex'a1 Assembly 

had reached the conclusion that, wherever possible, 

lccal ecclesiastical business muet be conducted 

lc call,, in order to relieve the ,ressure of businese 

in the 3e neral ,assembly. "she latter ñcd' in that 

year decreed, that the Superintendents in their 

Synodal _ sse-.blies rqust endeavour to settle all 

difficulties cf in(iv,duaî conc'reations, anc' must 

only ;ares ent such problems to the :)en rai Assembly, 
(2) 

as the Synodal Assembly had been unable to solve. 

The Relationship between the Sio{ri.ntendent's 

Office and the New Court of the Presbytery 

Núhen it had bcen decic,e0 to Oiseer_se with 
) 

Superintendents, it mas still necessary that the 

local business, which the,i hbd conducted, should be 

carried out lcca.11z, , an0 experience of the -o<y t t.zlen 

b" the 5:noc? aî Assembly in the Suj'erintendent's work, 

had proved that lc.cal church courts were capable cf 

und e r t a's_ i ng1 

(1. ) lbic'. I. 460. 
(2) ,c i s of lz n. Ass. I. 191-92. 
(:' ) II, 469: 497. 
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undertaking such work. There was a p:ap in the 

ecclesiastical administrative machinery between the 

weekly meetings of the Consistories of each congre- 

gation, anf the half -- yearly meetings cf the Synodal 

Assemblies of the Province. Ills gap had been 

bridged previously by the Visitations of the Super- 

intendent. In 1580, when temporarily continuing 

the office of Visitor or r:. uperi.ntendent, the General 

Assembly clearly expressed its purpose, that the 

new :'resbyteri es should take the ,pace of this 

office. The words of the enactment run : - "Anent the 

office of Visitours; forsameikl.e as it is consid- 

derit be the 1irk to be ane corruption, and to sound 

to tyrannie, that sick kind of office sould stand in 

the office of aile man, quhilk sould flow from Presby- 

teries; and nottheless thy;- estate of tyme, and lake 

of present ordour for establ i s ching and cons ti tote ing 

of Pr&sbyteri.es, suffers not the present alteration 
(1) 

of Visitors . . ." etc. Again, in 1590, when 

Presbyteries were being established throughout the 

country, the general Asserribly resolved, That quher 

the Presbyteries are Weill and ordourlie constitute 

the yearlie electioun and nominatioun of Commissioneas 

ov e r/ 

(1 ) Ibid. :I:I. 469: 5;8-69: 587. 
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over countreyes, hitherto cuetomablie observit in the 

Assembly, is not necersar ncr expedient, the samein 

Presbyteries having establischit in thair awin selves 

a sufficient power to send out of thair awn number 

ins tructi. t with thair cornïni. ss ioun _oro re nata, to take 

o rd our with such things as falls out in thair bounds; 

2herfor it is thocht meitt and universallie concludit, 

'hat the said yearlie electioun of Commissioners over 

Countreyes where. Presbytri.es are Weill and sufficient- 
('l ) 

rt 

ly cohsti tute , sail cease in tymes comeing ... 
The Presbvtery. 

i'he Second Book of Discipline set up the 

new link between the local and the provincial ad- 

ministration in the court, which it designates ind is- 

ci^itinately as the Presbytery or the Eldership. phis 

Book of Discipline refers to the Consistory or Kirk 

Session under the same title of the Eldership, and 

groups both courts together as being 'of particular 
(2) 

kirkis and congregations, ane or mai'. :saki ng the 

Second Book of Discipline by itself, this confusion 

of title would make it cuite uncertain, Nether the 

functions assigned to the ?`ldership, referred to the 

Kirk Session or to the new Presbytery. Fortunately 

in// 

(i) Acts of 3erl. Ass. ?T. 775. 

(2) Ibid. IL 497. 
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in 1586 the leneral Assembly, in a series of 2c2ticles 

sabLiitted to the :ing, again enumerated these 

functions, in almost the identical words of the 3ook 

of Discipline, but this time clearl:, an0er the 

heading 'Latters to be intreattit in the ifesby- 
(1) 

tories'. ,1-11;= eiving of the ti;Lle of .dership to 

both courts, seems to have ori,z1nated in an uncer- 

tainty on the part of the framers of the polity, as 

to whether it might not be letter, in some districts 

at least, to sabstitue the new court for the Kirk 
(2) 

Session. "uhen we speik of ld.ers of particulare 

eongregationis, we meane not that everie particular° 

parroche kirk can, or m.az- have thair awin particulare 

elderschip, esspeciall to landwart; Dot we think 

three or four, ma or ewar, -earticular kirizis may 

have a commoun elderschip to thame all, to ;judge 

(:T) 

thair ecolesifisticall causes". A somewhat si:eilar 

arrangement was adopted in the 'Dutch Churches, where 

one Consistory ruled over all the conpzregatfons in 
(14) 

one city. However, it is clear that, in practice, 

h:- work of the Scottish Presbtery proved to be 

distinct from that of the con.zregational eldership; 

for 

(1) Mid. II. 665. 
(2) Acts of qen. Ass. 11..508. 
(3) Ibid. II. 498. 
(4) Lindsay's Hist of the .i.eforelation II. 272. 
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for, in 1586, the General Assembly declared, 'Anent 

r?;,.L'ti c1:1laY' Lirks; If they be rulit be 

sufficient á:íxlisteLs and 6eúsion, they have power 

and j uri sd i cti. oun of their awin con`rega,t i oun in 

matters E,cclesiasticall, to tn:?re ordcur therewith; 

and things that they cannot dec;rde, to bring t})em 
, 

t1) 
to the rresby ter i.e t'. 

he Book of Discipline, completed in 1E77, 

defined the Presbytery as being composedd of Pastors, 

Doctors, ana ß;:;1.ders, the Elders being chosen out of 
(2) 

each Y irk Session in the district. Deacons were 
:5) 

not to be me nbei s of this court. It was ex)lain- 

ed in 1582 that the rild.er s to be exhorted 

always to attend the Presbytery, an that they were 

bound to do so when summoned by the Pastors and 

Doctors for important business. The Ministers, on 

the other hand were uncc er an obligation to attend, 

under threat of penalties imposed by the Presbytery, 

and in case of contumacy complaint was to be made 
(4) 

to the General Assembly. In 1: -79 the General 

Assembly declared, that for practical pur_ loses, an 

established 1axercise was to be regarded as the ires 
(5) 

bytery for the district. In 1582 it was added, 

that/ 

(l) Acts of Gen,. Ass. II. 666. 

(2) Ibid. II . 499: 498. 
(3) Ibid. II. 501. 
(4) Acts of Gen. Ass. II. 567. 

(5) Ibid. IL . 439 . 
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that if the business before the Presbytery demanded 

it, the court could sit longer -than than the one day 
(1) 

weekly assigned, to the meeting of the -xerci se. 

It was further laid down in 1582, that the Presby- 

teries were to elect their onri mod. erators, to hold 

office from ohe synodal Assembly to another; and 

that during the exercise of ecclesiastical discipline 

Members of the Presbytery also were not :pastors or 

Doctors, were to be fewer in number than the number 
(2) 

of Pastors and Doctors. 

Such .nias the composition of the new court 

of the Presb:,tery. Its functions, as defined in the 

Book of Discipline were these - fresbv,tery was to 

see that the preaching was orthodox, the sacraments 

rightly administered, the finance honestly conducted, 

ecclesiastical discipline maintained, and the ordin- 

ances of the nrovincial and general Assemblies 
(7 ) 

carried out, in the con,gregations of its own district. 

That is to say, that the Pr-sbv °tery was to take over 

the duties of control over Eirk Sessions, formerly 

exercised b_ the Superintendents and the general 

Assembly. the powers necessary for the performance 

of these duties were confirmed to the Presb:teries in 

1582,! 

(1) 
(2) 
(z;,) 

Ibid, 
Ibid . 

Ibid. 

II. 
I3. 
IL 

567-68. 
567. 
498-99: 665-666. 
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1582, when the General Assembly declared, that 

Presbyteries were to try the conduct of Jinisters 

within their bounds - though parish ministers were 

still also subject to the ecclesiastical discipline 
(1) 

of their own i irk Session - and were empowered to 

administer ecclesiastical discipline, and to execute 
(2) 

justice in ecclesiastical affairs. r,uch powers 

were necessary to the Presbyteries for the purposes 

of their control over Kirk Sessions, and for the 

conduct of ecclesiastical business, as the court 

of first instance for a hurnber of serious offences, 
(3) 

enumerated in 1586, and as the court of appeal 
(4) 

from the Kirk Sessioxi. 

Presbyteries were further endowed, io:r the 

second Book of Discipline, with legislative powers, 

enabling them to enact any rules, necessary for the 

maintenance of order in their congregations, pro- 

vided their Provincial Assembly was notified of 
(5) 

their enactment. 1h.i.s recalls siinilar legislative 
(6) 

powers conferred on the French ? rovincial Synod. 

In coin:aon with the other church courts, 

the kresbyterdj could at any tiï e send out any two or 

more/ 

(i) Acts of Gen. Ass. II. 506. 
(2) Ibid. II. 570. 

(3) H. 666. 
(4) Iñid. II. 498: 666. 
(5) Ibid. H. 499: 666. 
( 6) ,.;u.ick's Synodicon, I. 35. 
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more of its members as Visitors within its own 
(1) 

bounds, to conduct any particular enquiry. By 

1586, so completely had the control of its own dis- 

trict passed into the hands of the Presbytery, that 

a Vi. si for sent by the leneral Assembly for any 

specific purpose, aaas to be accompanied on his in- 
(2) 

vestigati on by a delegated member of the Presbytery. 

The Presbytery was further empowered, in 1582, to 

apoint its own re-r;resentative to attend the 'Teneral 
(; ) 

Assembly. 

Instead of the extraordinary powers for 

the appointment and deposition of ministers, formerly 
(4) 

entrusted to Superintendents, there were given to 

the Presbytery powers of election to ecclesiastical 
(5) 

charges in its district and of deposition from theti. 

Eerely corollaries to this power, were the injunc- 

tions of general Assembly, that ( 1581) presentations 
(6) 

to benefices were to be directed to Presbyteries; 

that ( 1582) rreibyteries were to try and examine 

candidates for the ministry, to provide them with 
(7) 

churches, and (1583) to give a pastor licence to 

leave/ 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Acts 
Ibid . 
Ibic?. 

acts 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 

ILid. 

of Jen. Ass. II. 
II. 653. 
H. 568. 

of 'fen. Ass. I. 

499 
2:1, 51.(_: 402. 

II. 57G: 602. 

497. 

343: 357. 



(1) 
1 ave one co lyrep;at,i on to serve another. Formerly 

i. t one of the duties of the Syno' stil Assembly 

to con( uct iNportant examinations cf candidates 

for pastorships, since, in the early days of the 

reformation in Scotland, it the church court 

most likely to contain a sufficient number of 
(2) 

educated men. In 1578 the Presbytery was in a 

Bch, iti on to do the Tork aga well, and owing to the 

frequency of its meetins, more conveniently. The 

L econd Book of Discipline did not withdraw from the 

Session the right, assigned to it in 1560, to 

conduct the election of the parish minister. But it 

en .owed the 1.fesb.7tery 4i th similar ?ovwers; and it 

ignored, as uniresbyterian in s-ciri t, that actual 

lay and creel esiast i cal patronage in which the re- 

fonfled church was long forced by political circum -- 
(3) 

stances to acquiesce. 

such being the attributes of the ;coati sh 

rr 'Isbytery, the question arises, can the origins of 

this court be ascribed to foreign models? Courts 

for administering ecclesiastical business in a .Dore 

or less restricted district, i_c':_ exist in the re- 

formed churches of Prance, Berne, and Lausanne. In 

France/ 

, 

1 ) Ibid. II. 622. 
(2) Knox's Worhs. ?1., 139-90. 
() Acts of Gen. Acs. 1. .,. 1"7. 11. 509: 302. 

Acts of Parl. Scotland. III. 542. 
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(1) 
France the court was known as a Colloque (1559) , 

in Berne and Lausanne as a Colloque or a Classe, 

according as it met principally for the discussion 

of Scripture, or for the exercise of ecclesiastical 
(2) (6 ) 

discipline over 11i_nisters. The French Colloquy 
í4) 

and the Classe of Lausanne both had an important 

part in the Election of parish mini. ters. 20 the 
(5) (6) 

Colloques of France and of Berne was given a 

general commission to consider local ecclesiastical 

matters. :hey were also the assemblies at which 

discussions on the Scrirotures and religious questions s 

were carried one Ani in this connection, It is 

illuminating to remember that the c *eneral Assembly 

regarded an established ''. xerc 5.se'' as the nucleus 
(7) 

of the Presbytery v h i ch was to be. When the French 

provincial Synods Nere not in session, the Colloquys 
(8) 

were to deal with intruding ministers, and to act 
(9) 

as a court of appeal from the Consi stor.i.es. From 

1572, they were to undertake the duty of advising the 
(10) 

consi.stori.es in cases of disputed excommunications, 

All/ 

(1) ,:ui.ck,s S;;nodácon. I./A: 13: Db. 
(2) Ruchat's Hist. de la îeformation de la Suisse. 

IV. 417-19. V. 382-83. 
(3) ,;uic'17's Synod icon I. 3:13-14:107-8. 
(4) Ruohat's Mist. de la R'4formati on de la Suis e. 

IV. 418. V. 222. 
(5) ,uick's aynoc?icon. lf. . I = 

(6) Ruchat'. Hist. de la Réformation de la suisse. 
V. 382. 

(7) Acts of Gen. hC"s. II. 439: 567-68. 
(8) ,,uick:'s Synod3 con. I. 4. 

(9) Ibid. I. 72. 
(10) Ibid. I. 108. 
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All these functions of the district courts 

correspond to functions of t' .e Scottish Presbytery. 

It is undeniable that Andrew lle , who was the 

leader in the movement for the revisal of the con- 

stitution of the reformed Church in Scotland, was 

familiar with the French and with the Swiss reformed 

polities. It is very probable that Melville, in 

advocating the formation of the Presbytery, regarded 

the district courts of these foreign churches as 

corroborative proofs of the efficacy of such local 

organisation of the church. that those revising the 

Scottish polity cou=ld have regarded the Swiss courts 

as models, is disproved by composition of the latter, 

which was that of the ministers of the district 
(1) 

alone, led by the magistrates. The Trench. Colloquy 

was, on the other hand, very similar in composition 

to the Scottish Presbytery. It was to be an Assembly 

of Neighbour- Churches, with a minimum membership of 

six ministers, each of whom was to bring an elder 

with him. Deacons were. 'to be allowed to be present, 

and to have votes. Only in cluestions of doctrine the 

Deacons were to have no voice, and for the decision 

of doctrinal points, Doctors and Professors of 

Divinity were to be present) But the Scottish 

court/ 

(1 ) Ruchat's Eist. de la Reformation de la Suisse. 
IV. 417-18. J. 224: 3 8 2-8 4. 

(2) :y,uick' s S4 nod i con, I. 4: 95: 96: .106. 
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court differed even from the French court, in corn - 

position, in so far as it entirely omitted Deacons 

from its membership, and in the frequency of its 

weekly meeting, since as late as 1572 the Colloquy 
(1) 

was to meet only four tines a year. the 
omission 

of Deacons from membership in the new court sulests 

the increased influence of ?eneva on the Scottish 

Church under ;elvilleTs leadership. 

the Drench Colloquy and the Scottish 

Presbytery had some functions in common - the 

election and examination of ministers, the position 

of court of appeal from the Consistories, and the 

duty of advising Consistories, in cases of disputed 

excommunications. But even in these duties, the 

French differee' from the Scottish organisation, in 

that . in general, the Colloquy seemed only to be ex- 

pected to perform some of its functions when the 
(2) 

Provincial Synod was not in session. ?he election 

of French ministers qas to be by two or three neigh- 

bouring ministers and their Consistories, or the 
(5) 

Provincial Synod, or the Colloquy. Consistories 

could appeal , presumably in urgent matters , Euch as 

would/ 

(1 ) Ibid. I. 106. 
(2) Ibid. I. . 
(3) Ibid. I. 3: 107-68. 
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would be cases of disputed exco Tuunicati ons, to the 
(1) 

Colloczu) . Jlat the :'rovi acial klynocl in its half - 

v early ee ion was also an ordinary court of appeal 
(2) 

from the .drench Consi stor . Apa2en t7 y there was 

not enou21 ecclesiastical business in the smaller 

districts in prance to occupy a local court meetI.nz 

frequently. hence the general charge of local 

affairs cc.uld be given to L e 2rovin.vi. .l Synoca. w . 

the Cclloc ,.uy was instituted as an emergency court, 

at whose quarterly meetings urgent bu cinees could be 

disposed of. The Scottish Presbytery was to meet 
(3) 

regularly every week. Its rights in the matter of 

elections of ministers, were second only to the 

right of the congregation in lues ti on, te have tue 
(4 ) 

pastor of their choice. Appeal from the Kirk 

Session was to be in the first place to the 2r esby -- 

tery, and to the :synodal Assembly only after the 

judgment of the Presbytery had been obtained, and 
(5) 

had been deemed unsatisfactory. The French polity 

on the other hand , did not contemplate the exercise 

of any disciplinary control by the Colloquy over the 

Ministers/ 

(1) Ibid. I. 108. 
(2) Ibid. I. 3:4:5: 13-14: 35. 
(a) Acta of Jren. Ass. II. 439: 567-68. 
(4.) Ibid. I. 357. IT. 499. 
(5) Ibid. II. 498: 666: 665. 
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Ministers nci congregations of its district. 

:she fact of the .latter arpears to be, that, 

betwern 1560 and 1578, Scotland had shot far ahead 

of Prance in the development of the Yesbyt: -,Tian 

ecclesiastical polity. In 1559 France had sketched 

the riann .r in which a church, governed by Presby- 

terial courts, could expandd that government to a 

national c al e . From 1560 -1578 the ii rench reformed 

Church had remained in the position of a prescribed 

and persecuted corporation, a ic: was consequently un- 

able to rr ove its theoretic pol i t4; by the touchstone 

of full application on a national scale. The Scot- 

t. sh reformers, more fortunate in quickly acquiring 

for their church a national status, seized ther 

opp rtunity to apply Presb . teri.an church government 

to a church yearly increasing the area of its 

influence among the Scottish people. applica- 

tion of ecclesiastical theory to practical life, 

closed vital shortcomings, not only in the :rench 

outline so far as it hack been applied in Scotland , 

but also in the more purely Scottish parts of the 

church polity. Cnly one other reformed church had 

reached such an advanced stage of organisation on a 

centralised national scale - that of England. As 

the/ 
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the s]nglish Church was or_;anised on the system of 

hierarchical 
, overnment, its experience could be no 

Lu.ide to the Scottish Pre &byterian reformers of 

157F-78. Tt was necessary for the Scottish Church 

to selve for itself, the problem of combining, in a 

Presbyterian Norm of polity, local administration 

of local ecclesiastical affairs, iith efficient 

district, ÿrovi.ncial, and central control. The 

polities of the S v1.s 1 and the ..'reach Churches 

urperently suggested some of the ecclesiastical 

business which coule be left to district courts. 

But the further organisation and practical develop - 

rent of these suggestions was carried out independ- 

ently by the Scottish Church. The Scottish Church 

solved the problem, by built? ing upon the institutions 

of its polity of 1560, and upon its own experience 

in the intervening years. 

.Ohe institution of the court of. the Presby- 

tery was the main achievement of the Second Book of 

Discipline. Alterations in, other parts of the con- 

stitution consisted principally of adjustments to 

facilitate the smooth workinz of the new court, 
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§ 'she Exercise and the i i rk Session, 

Anon the Scottish church courts, these 

which show the least development are the xerc i e 

proper, and the Kirk .Eldership or Session, the court 

which the First Book of Discipline had called the 

Consistory. 1 he Exercise, as distinct from the 

rresbyter 7, ,rias unaltered by the Book of Discipline, 
(1) 

and continued to be referred to separately. In 1586 

the earlier powers of the l :irk Session were confirmed, 
( ) 

wLile both in the Book of Discipline, and in the 

.eneral Assembly of 1586, its jurisdiction was de- 

clared to be subject to ar,pea1 in the first instance 
(4) 

to the i?resby ter j . 

mhr? ;,'nGC al Assemblyr 

The president of the r4no ' a1 Assembly, 

whether in the person of the Superintenc ent, Visitor 

or Bishop of the Province, had been removed by the 

readjustments of the Second Bock of . iscipline, and 

it was arranged that a moderator should be chosen 
(5) 

from aeon` its own members, as wss the custom in 

all/ 

(1) 
( -3 ) 

(n)) 

(4) 
(F) 

Acts 
Ibid, 
Ibid. 
Acts 
Ibid. 

of 3en. Ass. U. 
II. 666. 
II. 498. 

of 3en. Ass. II. 

II. 497: 567. 

567. 

498: 666. 
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(l) 
all French Assemblies. 

In 1582, expression was given to the fact 

that t the PresbJ eri,' waé ; .lready regarded as an 

integral part of the polity, by the declaration that 

Synodal Assemblies were to be composed of the diverse 
(2) 

Presbyteries within their bounds. Like rd e other 

church courts, the fi -,7nod a1. Assembly was given powers 

to send out visitors within its own bounds for the 

execution of E oecif c investigations, and to ac? join 

one or more of their oven number to Visitors sent by 

3-eneral Assemblies into their Zrovinces. As in 

the cases of the other courts, these powers reflect 
(44 

the influence, of the Swiss Church organisation. he 

Synod was to be the first court of a.-_)peal and redress 
(5) 

from the new resb; tery . 2he assertion, in 1586, 

that the Synodal Assembly was possessed of the whole 
(6) 

power of the Presbd, teri e ,, was simply a mode of ex- 

pressing the fact, that to them was entrusted a power 

of control and supervision over Presbyteries, such as 

was to be exercised by Presbyteries over Kirk Sessions. 

(1) Hist. Eccles Le. 1. 216. 
( 2) Acts cf Gen. Ass. 6C1 
(3) Ibid. II. 497. 
(4) Calvin! Opera. X. 45-48: 99. 
(5) K c t E; of Gen. lss . IL 665. 
(6) Ibid, II. 500: 665. 
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The General Assembly. 

Advantage t.a,s taken of the new definitions 

of the Second hook: of Di,.cipline, to restrict the 

voting membership of the general Assembly to ec,:les i - 

aetical person, only, euch being defined in 1586 as 
(I) 

rastorç .Joy; tors and .ñlders. From the time of the 

earlier as in 1563, it had been the cus- 

tom for the tYotestant %roiî ty, T'barron.is, Gentilmen, 

Burgesses and U Vher is" to at lJendd and take part t in 
(2) 

Asse :lbl7 bu:usin.ess. Such raie ïbers are not forbidden 

to attend in 1581, but their part in the proceedings 
(3) 

was restricted; to }roposing hearing, and reasoning. 

ÿhe, t' o regulations, in excluding Deacons from member- 

ship of this court, and in denying full membership 

to officers of state and to lay attenders who were 

not Elders, betrays the renewed influence of Geneva, 

where all the church court were ei t .er of 
4 

ministers and doctors, or ministers and. elders. 

It was affirmed in 1581, and re-affirmed in 

the followin;. year, that the church courts, and con- 

sequently In particular the General Asset bly, were to 

enjoy/ 

( 1 ) Ibid. II. 500: 560. 
( 2) Knox's Jorks. II. 84:87:89: 422:424. Acts of 

Gen. Ass. I. 38. 

(3) Ibid. II. 500. 

(` ) Corpus RFlforrrlatòruz :VTII. Grberal Histoire 
de 1' glise ^Fnëve. vol. I. 
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enjoy full power to make and abrogate all statutes 
(I) 

and ordinances concernin; ecclesiastical natters. 

This was an assertion of the full sovereignty of the 

Church in the spiritual sphere. this recalls the 

principle of the trench "Discipline 3ccl esiasti.que ", 

that it laj ,pith the National Synod to decide upon 

the expediency of changing the rules therein contained 
( 2) 

(1559). 

Che original duty of the Scottish Superin- 

tendent, that of seeing to the establishment of a 

sufficient number of churches, was transferred to the 
) 

General Assembly. 

In a church pound eJ upon protest aga1 nst 

the erroneous doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church, 

it was of great iinportance that lapse of time should 

not allow errors o1 doctrine to slip into the re- 

formed Church. Accof.dingl1, in 1581, the trial of 

ministers' d ootrine was declared to be a function of 
( 4) 

the General Assembly itself. this was an arrange- 

ment differing some What from that of the French Church - 

which assigned this function, both to the National 
(5) 

Synod, ° =.nd to the Colloquy and the Provincial Synod. 

(1 ) Acts of Gen. Ass. H. 498: 557: 601. 
( 2) Hist. Ecclés`iuP. I. 220. SynoWi.con. I. 

7: 15. . 

(f3) Acts of Gen. Ass. II. 5030. 

(4) Ibid. II. 528: 529. 

(5) ;uich' sSynodi. c on. I. 16: 96. 
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§ Doctors. 

Doctors are for the first time enumerated 
(I) 

among the members of the Synodal Assembly. );. the 

.,econc1 Book of Discipline. 2his introduction of 

c, octors into the membership of Presbyteries, Synods, 

and General Assemblies may be presumed to be attri- 

butable to the influence of Andrew 
. elvi Ile. he 

worked unremittingly from 1574 to 1580 to raise the 
(2) 

standards of learning in Glasgow. University, and 
( " ) 

from 1580 onwards in St. Andrews. 2her e was the 

Treceden.t of the .?Tench Church, to point the advan- 

tages of having the official teachers of divinity 
( ;. ) 

among the members of the church courts. 

In 1580, the General Asrembly emphasised 

the importance , which they had come to attach to the 

office of doctor, by enacting that a minister might 

be L er,flitted to Y:ivc: up his pastorship to become a 
(5) 

octor. Lh_is permission received the more emphasis 

from r-ß.;.1 enactment by the same Assembly, that a minister 

havin for any other reason abandoned his ~ìini stry 

and lapsed into civil life, was not to be allowed 

re- assume office in the church, even to the e a:tent 

of 

(i) Acts of 'Gen. Ass.. U. 495: 497. 
( ;; ) M' Crie's Life of And. Melville. I. 66-70. 
() L'vri.e's Life of And. I. 163-171. 

ui ckf 0 Synod i con. 1. 32: 96: 106. 
( ) Acts o,f gen. As s< IL 4 69 . 
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(1) 
of becoming an elc?.er. 

§ ii_!.li: t':. 

'lhe institution of the PresbeT tery in 1F31 

somewhat changed the poli t i en cf the parish mini e ter; , 

in so far as the Presbytery was made the court - wvith . 

which h. they were pr inci pail ' to deal in matters of 

ele c't i_ on , depositions, and. the general control of 
(18) 

their cor(h.cct in office , cen .:pur es on their d octr ine 

only, being direct1 ì referrable to the ;general 
(2) 

Assembly. It has been pointed out, that' the 

French Colloquy held an im f rtant charge in relation 
( ". ) 

to the elections cf ministers. But in the matter 

of depositions and control of ministers' conduct in 

office, the Scottish polity diö. not follow the 

French. the French ministers were responsible' 
(4) 

in most matters to the Provincial Synod. In 1582, 

the onus of executing all summons concerning his 

parish, .r.d. of seeing that ;'resbrter' :.ns t:uctions 
,,. 

( ) 

were carried out, was .placed on the parish m.rnr2 ter e 

T-11-7-Acts of Gen. Ars. I ï. . 472. 

1) Acts, of Gen. Ass. 1T. 499. 
(2) Acts of Cxen. Ass. H. 499. 
(3) Synod.icon, I. 3:107:108. 
(4) Ibid. I. 3:4:5: 107-08. 
(5) Acts of Gen. Ass. II. 568. 
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zeaders. 

In 1581 the General Asembly dropped the 

office of Read.er,eltogether from the polity of the 

Church of Scotland, by forbiddirlgr any further ad- 
(1) 

_lissions to that office. 

Elders. 

the injunction .` of the ,:,eccnd. Book of 

Disc:ï, 1L1e, the àl(ters c)-2[ the Church 'ere to hold 
(2) 

office for life, if necessary dork.ing in relays, 

whereas they had previously been elected annually. 

iris change brought the Church of Scotland more into 

line with the French Church, where, though not ap-- 

poin-Lted for life, :lders could not leave their 

office until the Church had given them permission 
(3) 

(1559) , and with that of Geneva, Where an annual 

enquiry into the Elders' cone uct in office c? eci ded 
4) C 

whether or not their services should be retained. 

In 1582 the General .assembly declare 

that, for the administration of ecclesiastical dis- 

cipline in the meetings of Presbytery, members of the 

court/ 

(1) Ibid. II. 5130 
(2) Ibid. II. 496. 
(3) Dist. EcclesqUe. I. 218. uick's. Synodicon. I. 

5:14:66. 
(4) Calvini 0-0era. X. 27,. 
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court who were not pastors or Doc tors were to be 
il) 

fewer in number than the Pastors and Doctors. This 

ret:tri c ti on recalls the ver:% reasonable arrangement 

of 1560 in the 2rench Church, that on ues t i on> of 

doctrine in the 2rovi.ncial and?tioral Synods, the 

votes of Deacons anti ere to 'oe reuced to 
(2) 

be equal . to those of the ministers. As the Presb i- 

tcrcv we,e to be thenceforward the principal court for 

the exercise of ecclesiastical discipline in the ca 

of mini, tees, the new restriction suggests a retro- 

grade step, from the absolute equality of lay and 

cleric, before the courts of the church, and from 

the ffrinciple of the participation of :elders in all 

church administration, as laid down b? the Knoxian 

reformers. It has the api+: arance of originating in 

the 'lenevan experience of :.elvil_lc for there judg- 

Jlent of the conduct of the mi.nistr;,i lajjwith a court 
(3) 

composed of . ministers only. The Scottish re- 

;:tricti on of 1582 neither goes so far as the nrin- 

ciple of the Genevan polity, nor died the restriction 

apply solely to cases relating to ministers. But 

the/ 

(1) Act '' of :len. Ass. _CI. 567. 

( 2) :ii c1T_' ,.? S`7ncc' i_ con I. 16. 

(3) Calvi ni 0 2era. 
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the matter serves as an illustration of the greater 

formative influence of the «enevan Church on that 

of Scotland after 1574. 

Deacons. 

farther evi c, ence of the influence of 

t eneva a) ears in the curtailment of the importance 

of the office of Deacon in the Secona Book of Disci- 

line. In the polity of inox the Deacons were members 
(i) (2) 

of the courts of the Cons Story and Synodal Assembly. 

According to the r econd Book of Discipline, they were 
(3) 

not to be members of any church court, and this 

corresponds to the position which the Deacons held in 

the .kenevan Church. ':she ir popular election, 3nd . 

their responsibility to the .irk Session and Presbë:'- 

(4) 
tery, remained to distinguish the Scottish office 

from the Genevan. But with the loss of their right 

to membership in the church courts, the Scottish 

Deacons lost the main part of the dignity t of their 

Dositi on as office -bearers in the 7,Larch, and the 

popular basis of Lox's church courts was correspond- 

ingly narrowed. 

( 1 ) 

( 2) 
(3) 
k) 

á.nox' s II. 228: 27,0: 

Acts of Gen. 1. 29. 

Ibid. II. ait: 4.97. 

Ibi.d. II. 5C1. 

27/J. IV. 177-78. 
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The office of Visitor, as retained in the 

Second Book of ï scipline, was deprived of all those 

distinctive attributes, which had belonged to the 

Scottish Superintendent. ._`he title of Visitor was 

thenceforward only to be applied to any member of a 

church court, who was sent out bv that body to in- 

s pect ecclesiastical affairs ^r7_ thin the ,pounds of the 
(1) 

court's own jurisdiction. much was thepr3.nciple 
iN 

purpose of the Visitors chosen annually in Jeneva, 

and the Scottish office, in its new form, seems to ),D 

directly attributable to the Genevan example. But, 

having proved the dangers to be feared from the 

office, the Sco tish visitors were not to be appoin- 

ted at any regular intervals, as were those of .eneva, 

(3) 
but from time to time as occasion arose. 

Chur ch and 
' 

a t e. 

The second Book of Discipline and sundry 

enactments of the General Assembly , dealt in some 

detail with the vexed question of the relatons 

between Church and State. The church's treatment of 

this/ 

( 1 ) acts of xen. Ass. II. 497. 
(4) Calvin! Opera. X. 45-48: 98-99. 

of () Acts oÿ rJen. Ass. TI. 775. 
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this )roblem did not display a grasp of practical 

states.rianship, nor was any satisfactory and workable 

solution of the problem reaches? before 1689, Bever - 

theless, the attitude, '.pipi ch the Scottish reformers 

expected the State to adopt in relation to ecclesi- 

astival a fa,i rs, was c-1 e 1s_ß7 laid (loan, and mast be 

rç: cognised as a part of sixteeith century polity 

as then revised. the State wat2 to command the I i.rk 

to el%ecute ftEs office, without ;rescribing how it 

-as to dune; to l*ni..sh vice in general, and 1 n 

Í `trt i euia tc ir,fl ß_c t civil Penalties on those ex- 

communicated by the church courts; to maintain the 

_ ur3.sdicti. on, li G erty, quietness, and possessions of 

the Church, ans' to advance its interests by legis- 

lation; and to see to it that the Church had 
(1) 

sufficient funds. .she church was to be represented 

in Parliament by Commiss io1'iets appointed by the aener- 
(2) 

al Assembly, Yet the State was to re Riven no con- 

toi at all in the affairs of the corporate boa 

ecclesia.jti.cal. Full independent sovereignty as in 
c.r 

France, was claimed: for the Church in the spiritual 
(4) 

sphere, and also the right on the part of all the 

church assemblies to choose the ti-lies and places of 

their/ 

(1 ) Acts of Ce:,z. Ass. II. 490: 502-03. 
( 2) Acts of ;.en. fass:. Il. 527: 606. 
(3) Hist. EccJ.esquEF 1. 22{), ruick's Synodicon. 

T. 7: 15. 
(4) Acts of C,ten. Ass. .rl 498 F7 6Ul . . ; . 601. 
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their own next meetings, .A.thout interference by the 
(1) 

State. It was c1 ec ar.°e that the civil power had 

no control, or right of judgment, on any question 
( ' N ) 

as to the orthodoxy of ministers' doctrine. Those 

exercising the jurisdiction of the State were to 

exercise no jurisdiction in the Church, and vice 
(3) 

versa. Personally the Magistrates mere to be sub- 

missive to the ecclesiastical discipline exercised 

by the church courts, as in the cage of private 

citizens. It was part of the office of the 

ministry to teach. the Magistrate how the civil juriE.- 

di cti on should. be exercis éd accord in to the 6cri p- 
(5) 

tures, but the Magistrate was forbidden to y e- 

c;i^.i be any rule as to the wa: in which the Chue ch 
(6) 

should i;C'':^ :o?"el `;.lb' of J tç` functions. 

In ,:iedieeval Durope the claim of the 

Papacy . that the wls i r i tua1 power was supreme over 

the ternporal , leed in practice been te.znperec ,rds `hin 

the limits of each rati on, by the control which tLe 

crown exercised over the appointments to the national 

hierarchy./ 

(1) Ibid. 1.I. 497. 
(2) Ibid. Is. 528:529. 
(3) Ibid. II. 489. 
(4) Ibid. Iì. 489:490. 
(5) Ibid. II. 490. 
(6) Ibid. 490. 
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hierarchy. Th1 `, body of clerics had in turn, sui-);311Eò' 

the personel for the filling of the high offices of 

sta!,e, and so had,further., become i.].entifi_ed ,rß.th 

national rather than with Papal policy. 

2he mence to the authority of the Scottish 

cro.vn involved in a claim to til.iritual incepenc'_e.nce, 

on the lr,.rt of a rreEbyterian church, lay in the 

:imliossibility of any such control of church policy 

through an e.pi scopa,te. The claim threatened, to be 

par. t'. cularly dangerous in its results towards the 

close of th9 ki.xtee:nth century, owing to the nuaerous 

political factors of financial and : ocia.l unrest in 

the country, some of 4'vhi ch. have only recently been 
(i) 

ca.reful1G? e +ti_ia.te . 

Tilt it adpears from the church record. s, 

that the reformers had been impressed by Calvin's 
(2) 

opinions on the ,?r0blem of church <?.nd state, and by 

the example of the mutually helpful relations between 

church and magistracy in xeneva - especially by the 

advantage enjoyed by the Presbyterian church there, 

in bei.ng accorded the full sui poî' t of the authority 

and/ 

of y (1) lïcz.SOn's I1'tro. to ,]e Register o- -t;l_1r; rliv 
Council of 6 cQl l a.7d . I. (2nd series) \-r':T^'rT 'r 

C iXV- CI_n: ü & Scottish Review 
Jan. l) Ñ" . 11 --1ÿ (Ar t i c l. e by : ;. r. Hannay). 

9 .,) Calvin's I r ti tuti cn u e la Religion ut res l i erne 
(edited by Lefl:~anc Chatelain s, Pannier 1911) 
n. 7F5: 761. Zampschulte's j oha.n Calvin. p. 

v 
v 
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and prestige of the state. 2hey failed to realise 

that the successful morl,in,7 out of [-Qch relations 

between eleurch and state, depended entirely on 

conditions which were present in 1-eneva, but al)sent 

in Scotland. 

the city-stete of 7reneva in the first 

the persone] of the magistracy itf.elf, eL,u,e1747 

with the nlinistr:i of the church, was recruited fron 

the saine class as formed tLe ain 'body of the church 

,nee:bership. In the second place, throuh the 

conditions of election to the '10ership of the 
(j-) 

chucch, the I1 strac7 exercised a prevailing 

influence in the church cOurte, vhíie b the salae 

means gaining additional prestige for its political 

position, and an invaluable insight into the politi- 
(2) 

cal needs of the people: he La;-7,istracy, which was 

in such a poi on, could afford to sapeort the 

state church with its political authority and 

ecclesiastical revenues. 

More was no _possibility of similar re- 

lations betwen the Scottish crown and the reforried 

church, as constituted in the Second '3ook of Disci- 

pline. Zie demands made 1):, the Scottish church 

o on, 

fl) Calvini Ofiera. .. 18:20:29:100. Johann Calvin 
by Ziampschulte. p 431. , 

(2) r,laberel's Histoire de l'glise de leneve. 
Vol. Il. 
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-upon the state were impracticable under the politi- 

cal conditions of the time, and the impasse thus 

created led to the long struggle between the crown 

and the church, which continued to flare up inter- 

mittently for a century to come. 

21:e refor.aed Church was not in a position 

to force the ate to perform the functions assigned 
(1) 

to it in 1581. '2ut the Church ILade a determined 

struggle at this time, to maintain its own actvi- 

ties independent of State interference, and voiced 

the principles in a series of expostulatory declara- 

tions in 1F82. It claimed that the jurisCiction of 

the Church was not to be interfered with by an 

action in civil law; that no person outside the 

Church and no i..istracy in Scotland was,to presume 

to place or displace ministers, without the ;:irk's 

admission, or to silence oreachers or to judge in 

trial of doctrine, or to hin6er, or to stay, or to 

(isannull censures of the Kirk, or to exempt any 

offender therefrom; In 1586 it was petitioned 

that, in cases concerning deprivations of ministers, 

the Crieneral Assembly, not the High Court of Session, 
() 

should be the final court of appeal. 

in/ 

(1) Ibid. II. 487. 
(2) Acts of Gen. Ass. II. 582-84; 600-603. 
(3) Ibid. II. 661-62. 
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In consideration of some slight concessions 

on the part of the Church, the Crown, in the Pa,rl ia,- 

.ienta.ry Acts of 1592, confirmed all these claie' s a..s 
(1) 

to the independent jurisdiction of the Church. 

rliament unconditionally confirmed "the privelerne 

that God hes gevin to the spiritual) office berari s 

in the kirk concernin heads -f religioun, rna.eris 

of heresi e, excommunica tioun, oIlat oun or e iriva- 

ti oun of ministeris or ony sic essentiall censors 

speciall grounc +: i t and havand warrand of the word cf 
(2) 

xod ". In rezard to the Church's right to appoint 

the time and glace of mee tin. for ecclesiastical 

courts, a compromise was reached , in which the 

Church r rocti. cal l :' had the advantage. The 3-eneral 

A.ssernbly was to meet r.t least once a year, and 

oftener pro re nata, the Xing or his Commissioner, 

if in attendance, to a.-ypoint the ti_ -me and place for 

the next meeting; and in case the King or his C m- 

mi s i onr were not present, the General Assembly it- 
(3) 

self ;vas to make the a,rrangFmf:nt. 

One concession the reformed church was 

pressed into yielding to the vested rights in church 

patronage. It was enacted that any minister, pre - 

sented/ 

(f) karl. Scot:. III. 541 -47. 
(2) Ibid. III. 542. 
(3) Ibid. III. 541. 
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prosented Ti ̀ 7 a lay patron to a Presbytery, for 

a?poi.ntment to a charge within its bounds, must be 

appointed to that charge, if he was found by the 
(1) 

resbytery to be a qualified person. 

Otherwise, the Presbyterian constitution 

. the church, as exnounded in the :second Book of 

Discipline and in subsequent nactments of the 

Jeneral Assembly, was legally recognised as the 

polity of the Ü _:arch of Scotland, by the Parliamen- 

tary Acts of 15)2. 

SMUM' of CC`NCJaUkfIONS as to the OR TIIlNS 

of the COES2ISU' ION of 1592. 

To sum up. our consideration of the origins 

of Scottish ecclesiastical institutions, developed 

during the period of the production of the Second 

Book of Discipline, the most important foreign. in-- 

fluences appear to have been those of France and 

eneva. 

:Aeasure of restriction in the (lemocratic 

spirit of the Scottish polity was intrauced (:Luring 

this fieÿ od. The wide democratic basis of the 

Znoxian constitution was seriously interfered with 

in/ 

(1) Act. Carl. scot. III. 543. 
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in two respects. 

(1) It has been pointed out that the earlier 

constitution gave a .,hare in all ecclesiastical 

bu.s i neP s to ,iini sters, felt: ers, : E-.accns alike. 

This parity of office- bearers vas in ringed between 

1574 and 1592 by two enactments, both seemingly due 

to the influence of ;xeneva, viz. ?hat .Lieacons 

not to be members of any church courts; and that in 

the exercise of ecclesiastical discipline in Presby- 

teries, Pastors and Doctors erre to be more numerous 

than .F..ld er. s . 

(2) In considering the polity of 1560, it was 

found, that individual lay meubers of the convrega- 

t.ions possessed wider rights of (i rest action, than 

were exercised by members of any other reformed 

churches, except those of a'La co and of Lambert. 

These rights of church members were restri u ted by 

three new enacti.aents; - by that conferring on the 

Presbyteries powers to appoint parish ministers, 

s17.b ject only, to securing the consent of the congre- - 

gga.ti on to the minister chosen, a,n alteration due to 

French influence; by that clause in the rarliamentary 

acts of 1592, which laid down that any minister pre- 

sented by a lay patron to a :Presbytery for appoint - 

ment/ 
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a:)1)oint.olent to a charge 7ithin its bounds, ilust te 

a ))ointes1 to that charge , if he was found by the 
(1) 

Presbytery to be a qualified person; and by that 

which 2ut an enc, to the annual elections of Faders, 

and substituted election for life, as was the cus- 

tow in both prance and Geneva. 

$he breadth of the basis of voting member- 

ship of the C'renen:il Assembly was reCuce( in .1.,86 to 

the 1.1nisters, -,Joctors, and Elders, as in "reneva, 

whereas in the earlier years of the Scottish refor- 

mation the lords of the Jonsregation had taken a 

leading part in the bu2iness of the ;eneral Assemb17. 

During the period from 1574-)2 there are 

further traces of the forJiative influences of Prance 

and Geneva, which are not of this retrogressive 

nature. French influence on the Scottish system of 

ecclesiastiel courts was again evident in the 

similarity between the Prench Colloquy anf, the Scot- 

tish 2resb7tery in general composition and lccal 

character, in its position as Court of appeal from 

Consistorios, and in its fuLction of advfsinz' '..;on- 

sistories on excommunications. The examle of the 

-rj'reTich Ghurch was further followed in the claim of 

the Scottish Church to possess full indeendent 

sovereiz,:ntyj 

(1) Act. Parl. 6cot. III. 543. 
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sovereignty in ecclesiastical affairs - a claim 

embodied in the exercise of ecclesiastical legis- 

lative power independently of the State; in the 

constituting cf the 3-eneral Assembly the supr pie 

court in all church pleas; and in the right to 

choose tines and paces for the meetings of the 

church courts. 

:the Genevan influence further aj?peare&& in 

the :o-;Jer conferred on Scottish ecclesiastical courts 

to send out Visitors in the districts under their 

control. as well as in the fact that the function 

of such Visitors was bo make speci i'i_o enquiries; and 

in the claim of the Second Book of Discipline for 

definite and extensive assi stance from the State. 

During: this later period the Church of 

Scotland continued its earlier policy of freely 

clevelopi.n the system of ecclesiastical courts, 

su)e? ;estes` 1J:7 the example of trance, in conformity 

with its opportunities for more efficient organisa- 

tion, and wth the more de_aocratic basis of its 

constitution. Accordingly, the Scottish polit -: made 

sure that the new resbytery should have its district 

under efficient control, bL, holdi n that court re- 

sponsible for the organisation cf all ecclesiastical 

activiti.E s within its district, and empowering 

it to enact bue-rla,as . 

supervision/ 

tt the same time the efficient 
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supervision over the authorities of wider areas was 

ensured by empowering all ecelesiasteal courts to 

send out visitors for the parqose of making specific 

enquiries, ana b7 ziving the :)ynodal Assemblies 

full pc)Rer over Presbyteries. -2he original claty of 

superintendents to see to the establishment of a 

sufficient number of churches was handed over to the 

General Assembly. Uniformity of doctrine was secured 

by arranging that all questions in regard to Ooctrine 

were to be treateC of in the same court. ne con- 

tinued -parity of ministers was guaranteed by the 

,I.ovsion, that Visitors 'Nere to be appointec on1:: 

from time to tii)e as the neeC for specific enciuiries 

arose. 
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lENERAI SUalARY of COCLUSIONS as to the 

&Zia:GINS of the SCOTTISH CHURCH POLITY 

of the Y,TIth CE=RY. 

"zeviewing our incluiry as a whole, it may 

be said, that the eviOence arising out of this com- 

parative study of early Irotestant oolities, has been 

largely of an indirect character. But the parallels 

between Scottish ecclesiastical institutions, and 

parts of those foreign conctitutions which the Scot- 

tish reformers had had of,eortunities for studying, 

have in most cases so clear and sug2;estive, as 

to throw much light on the sources of the Hcottish 

polity. 

The examination of the earlier religious 

agitations leading up to :nox's first reformed 

ijnistry in St. Andrew: Castle, brought out the 

poITI,t, that up to 1FAr, although the reformation 

illovenient had advanced along anti-hierarchic lines, 

there 1:7 no eviZence o a distinctively Presbyterian 

church organisation. 

2he first ao2lication of iresbyterian 

principles of church government in Scotland appears 

to have taken place about 1558, when the perPonalt- 

ties/ 
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personalities of Knox and Willck had become pre-. 

dominant in the Scottish movement. -,rcee this point 

onward it was possible to seek in contemporary re- 

cords of the Scottish polity itself, for internal 

evidence of the origins of the Presbyterian institu- 

tions of the Scottish reformed Church. 

hat claim was note, e:lich was made in 

regard both to the original polity of 1560 an to 

the developed and altered constitution of lJ578 and 

1F92, that the onl7 model kept in view b the re- 

formers was that of the primitive church described 

in the New Testament. The similarities, which have 

aiTeqre(' in the course of the inquiry, between the 

Scottish polity in its various phases, and earlier 

and co]eteeaporary reformed church constitutions, are 

so numerous and so close as alone to invalidate the 

claim that the Scottish polity was purely Scriptural. 

In support of the -frobabliitL, of a constitutional 

inter-relation between other reformed churches and 

that of 3cotland, it was pointed out that lambert 

and al-Lase°, firm adherents of the f)rinci,)le of the 

perfection of the Apostolic Church of the ii,v/ 2esta- 

ment, each published the constitution of hi c cleurch, 

in' 
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in the expectation of its being regarde, as a olodel 

by succeeding reformers. _'here was also direct 

evid ence of the fact titi ît inox himself had sou.; ht 

conformity with other reformed polities, in hi .-ork 

on the continent. 

In contrast with the simple Scriptural 

origin claimed for the Scottish reformed poli. td, 

stands the highly composite origin, of which internal 

evidence has been found in the forms of the conet i. tu-- 

tion itself. There i. , evidence of the formative 

influences of Lambert z s Hessian c; onstituti on, of the 

Swiss, and es:.,eciallyy of the ;xenevan reformation, of 

the foreign churches of a l a.sco and of TuJ_lain in 

ngland , with slight influence of the Ed gardian 

Church of England itself, and of the 2rench polity . 
'.Qhe most obvious and striking influence 

was found to be that of France. From France came 

the framework of the Scottish system of church courts. 

From France, and from a' Lasco r s London poli_ t z came 

the distinctive principle that the three kinds of 

office-bearers common to all Presbyterian churches, 

as representing the general body of cony regati. onal 

members, were to exercise, in and through the ecclesi- 

astical courts, the legislative, administrative, and 

juci. is alf 
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judicial functions on of the church as a corporate 

body. 

But the pec 1iarly democratic basis and 

spirit of the Scottish ;olity became:=: apparent from 

the first in 1560 in the regulations as to the 

elections of office- bearers. these regulations lrere 

found to ensure that the representative courts of the 

Church should not become close corporations. Further 

the ¿ cotti ash polity secured to the general body of 

church members, rights of direct articipation in 
the election of ofil.ce- bearers, ald 

such ecclesiastical activities, as gthe d. iscussion 

and interpretation of the ¿cri ptures. these prin- 

ciles of church government appeared to have their 

origin in .'Lasco's and Fulla.in's foreign church 

oran, cati ons in ngland , Fnd pois ibly partly in 

Lai:nbert's proposed church polity, for the Scottish 

Church gave even wider powers into the hands of the 

cLurch members, than did that of "a' lasc;o or of 

ul lai. n . 

.ate re ptrictive enactments of t le period 

from 1:74-92 oeCed the congregational right to elect 

i. is own minister to the l're sbytery and the lay patron, 

and infringed the principle of the parity of office - 

bearers, in favour of Ministers and 1.ders against 

the Deacons. -et even these restrictions left un- 

touched/ 
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untou.chee the origIna1 convregational. rights in thc 

elections o: I;1d ers and Deacons. ,;hile the 1 cdL7 

of the congregation enjoyed the right to n_ i nate 

from among themselves candidates for the d ership 

and Diaconate, in addition to those nominated by 

the Con,istory, and the right of actual choice and 

election among all the candidates nominated, it was 

i'nposs ble for the church cou_ is to degenerate into 

tyrannical close corporations, prone to introduce 

clerical bureaueTcyon:e more into the Church. 

The constitution er_nb od_ ; i ng th. e e essential 

rights was legally secured to the reformed Church 
(1) 

in 1592. In Geneva, 2resbytery might be only 

rriest writ large, but in Scotland the constitut.ionva 

reìledy for such a state of ecclesiastical adminis- 

tration la7 ever ready in the hands of the church 

members themselves. 

In less important matters, however, the 

influence of Switzerland, and especially of Geneva, 

has been found to be marked. 

2he most prominent influence from Geneva 

constituted a _enace to Scottish Presbyterianism, 

in so far as it led tiffe Scottish reformers to make 

deìna.nds/ 

(1) {:Lcts 2arl. 541-47. 
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untouched. the orignal congregational rights in the 

elections of .Eiders and Deacons. sihi1e the body 

of the congregation enjoyed the right to nominate 

from among themselves candidates for the 7._ er ship 

and Diaconate, in addition to those nominated by 

the Consistory, and the right cf actual choice and 

election ar,nong all the candidates nominated, it was 

imposa' le for the church courts to degenerate into 

tp/rannical close corporations, irone to introduce 

clerical tareaucracy _ome more into the Church. 

_î,e constituti on embodying these esseliti.il 

ri ht ; wa».. le ally secures' to the reformed Church 
(1) 

in 1592. In Geneva, 2reshytery eight be only 

Priest writ large, but in Scotland the constitu.tion-a 

ra.inedy for such a state of ecclesiastical adminis- 

tration lay ever rr.ady in the hands of the church 

members themselves. 

In less important matters, however, the 

influence of Switzerland, and especially of Geneva, 

has been found to be marked. 

The most prominent influence from Geneva 

constituted a enace to Scottish Presbyterianism, 

in so far as it led the Scottish reformers to make 

demands/ 

(1 ) Acts ï'arl. t: cot. I... T. 54-1-47. 



demands on the state for support and protection, 

which were un2racticable in the political çi_rcu,rm- 

stances of the sixteenth century in Scotland. Only 

if the Presbyterian form of the : cotti.sh polity were 

sacrificed b- the adoption cf i112iscopacy , could the 

Scottish executive have agreed to fulfil the demands 

of the reformers. 

The office of the inn; xi.an Superintendent 

was fount' to have been suggested, posibly loi the 

examples of La Aibert and a'Lasco, but more probably 

by that of the Swiss ''Visitors", supplemented by 

that cf : idward the Sixth's Englieh touring preachers; 

while the minor office of t:te ;cc t ti tih 'Vi sitor" of 

1592, ki,s clearly an importat.'. on front xeneva. 

the later years cf the reformation 

period other evidence was found of a retrogressive 

enevan influence, tending to reduce the share of 

the laity in the work of the General Assembly., the 

control of the congregations over the el" ers, and 

the participation of the elders in the exercise of 

eccles i asti cal discipline. 

As furnishing illustrations of the basic 

principles, on which the ÿ'resbyterian constitution of 

the Scottish church was founded , the church polities 

of/ 
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of a'Lasco and r'ul?.a.:in, and possibly that of i'ráric i s 

Lambert, must be regarded as funda,ler.lta,ll;, even more 

irnp:=rta.rlt sources i.n relation to the Scottish polity 

than that of France. 

Although neither Knox, nor any other 

»;co ttish reformer, has acknowled^:ed the debt that 

Scottish Presbyterianism owes to a'Lasco, indirect 

internal evidence both constitutional and liturgical 

i. s overwhelmingly in f aVour of -che validity of that 

debt, 

2he point of contact between I:n.ox and 

.'ulláin i û supplied by the IInV;li sh refugee congre- 

F ati on in Frankfort. 

.. .r* that ,;- "', r had TJ , r e C t, proof o J any 1 nC , ;1 `.10 _ dd. 

studied ÿarnbert's constitution of 1526 is lacking, 

and even t h e, pr o b a.b i. l. i t y is not c onv i. n c i. n:x . a..e 

internal evidence of hessian influence in the Scot- 

tish polity itself is made uncertain by the preva.il- 

ing and similar influence of a'ia,tico t At the sane 

time it is clear that, in the election of office- 

}earers, x,nox went as far towards Lambert's funda- 

.Fnba,l position a.s it was possible to go, if he was 

Fvt the same time to make use of the 2resbyterian 

àlc3ershila, :-nd certa.inl,- farter than might be expec- 

ted/ 
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expected in a mere _rolio.: er Of a'Lasco r A number of 

points have been mentioned, Nhich are very suggestive 

of a direct acquaintance on the part of the Scottish 

reformers with the Hessian constitution itself -- the 

composition and early functions of the Jeneral 

Asseilbly, the earlier activities assigned to the 

Church of the Synodal City, the appointment, activi- 

ties, functions, and censure of the Sunerintenci ents, 

as well as the principles of the congregational 

election of parish riini stern. Cne detail of later 

date bears a striking resemblance to a detail of the 

Hessian constitution. 2 e Assessors of the Jeneral 

Asseribly, , who after 1578 were to assist the l: od era.tor 
(1) 

to arrange and desfiatch Assembly business, have 

t heir only ecclesiastical parallel in the thirteen 

members of the Hessian Yearly Synod, to be elected 
(2) 

ever ::, year to serve in the same capacity. It h14s 

been pointed out that Lambert's constitution might 

have become known in Scotland through Patrick - -- amilton 

as well as through Bat, as all the internal 

evidence which can be produced, is of the merest 

circumstantial! 

(l) Acts of 'Jon. Ass. I. 392. 
Acts of len. Ass. IL 44.9. 

(2) i.chter's Evan`eli schen L:irchenordnungen etc. 
II. ;., . 64-65, 
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circumstantial type, c'irect connexion between the 

Scottish and the Hessian constitutions remains a 

no: sibili t;; only. 

a'Lu co in the Preface to his published 

church polit:: of 1F55 claimed the senevan and 
(1) 

ruilai is chu_ ches as his raod els. In etudyina. the 

cotti eh, Pullain's, =:yid a'L see's churches together, 

it has beco:r.e clear that they all had much more in 

com:::on ,;ith the principles and institutions of Lam - 

icrt's Hessian constitution than sith the polity of 

ìeneva. Evidence of connexion between a`i,asco and 
(2, 

Lambert has not z et been forthcoming. But there 

is some possibility f their having met personally 

on the ::ontinent. Lambert was in 3 le and other 

Swiss cities in 1522, discussing reform with 2 arel 
(3) 

and others. b'Loscc w s there, and in other parts 

thereabout in 1523, and again in 1524 and 1525, also 
(4) 

discussing reform 'Pith Swiss leaders. Cn the other 

hand, a personal connexion between inox and Lambert 

was made impossible by Lambert's death in 1530. 

`Dried/ 

(1) 1 :uyper's Johannis a'Lasco Opera. II. 50. 

(.) Dalton's John a'Lz.sco does net sug7est that they 
either mot or had heard of one another. 

(') i;vangeli sehen Lirchenordnungen etc. 
p. E6. 

(4) i:er:nann Dalton's Johann a'Lasco. 
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Varied :gis{ were the foreign sources from 

vv]Li ch the 3cottish reformers drew, in building up 

their .,1Vith century polity, one great debt modern 

Presbyteriansim owes to the Scottish Church itself. 

It was in Scotland that the op2ortunity first oceurled 

for testing 2resbyterian institutions by applying 

the em in theovernment of a national church. It 

tLcre that rresbyterian3.sN viii' icated its claim to 

be a practical) :7 efficient form of church government 

in the 7oliti.cal conditions of the _ mod ern centrali.sec 

state. 'here the lack: of ccheti ~ on io{ g the carts 

of the earlier 2resbyteri an constitutions, was 

-r. emec ied , At first the remedy tri erg was an adapta- 

tion of the ;Erot estant office of Visitor or Superin- 

tendent, to secure more efficient local administra- 

tion the national church. In the course of some 

;years, it became apparent that if the Silperintendents' 

were to exercise powers sufficient 1 wide to enable 

them to ° erfortn this function efficiently, then their 

office was incom 3atible with the Presbyterian :prin- 

c7 r)le of the parit7 of ministers. It rested with 

the Scottish C)-.urch to prove to ecclesiastical Europe 

that Presbyteriansim was, in spite of this erry)orar :7 

administrative weakness, as workable a notional 

church/ 
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ollurch constitution. as the episcopalian type of 

polity had long proved itPelf to be. So much had 

ten years' training in Presbyterian self-governing 

communities done for the Scottish Protestants, that 

they were ready to grasp the realities of the situa- 

tion, and to avert the pressing danger of the Etio- 

version of their c, nstitution - and this in s:ibe of 

constant and InsE,ious opposition to their tack on 

the part of the constituted authorities of the land. 

B7 considering the court;,= c-lready working in Presby- 
, 

tr.,rian organisations in the light of their own ex- 

Qerience of church administration, the Scottish _zfc- 

testants originated the new administrative inachinerL- 

of the Presbytery. .he institution of this court 

was the copestone in the Presbyterian fabric, making 

it possible for the Church to combine individual 

freedom and initiative,with efficient central and 

Local organisation on a national scale. 2he achieve- 

ment of this feat was a sinq,ular proof of the vitE,lity 

of the Knoxian Church, )1ad completely ju,:tified the 

belief of Calvin, aTLasco, Knox and in the 

Presbyterian form of church polit-L7. 
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49. LES ATd1IUI LE4 et Ci :CfT3IOES de la VILLE de 
DIEPPE, by Ass el ine . Edited by iiardy, , Guer- 
rillon et l`Abbá. Sauvage (1874). 

50. AYMON -- Tous les Synodes Eati_onaux des Eglises 
Réf orrnée s de France. 2 vols. ( 2he Hague 1710) 

51. I4:x C0-1A21a:iA2I0I3 de la DISCIPLMi=: ECCLESI.41542I- 
.GUE observe e fglises Réformées du Royaume 
de France. (1566). 

52. HERiIITARI - Correspondance des R é¡f ornateurs de 
la langue française. 9 vols. ( Geneva 1878-91) 

5 ̂ ,, CA_LECHISM ofte onderwusinghe etc. (Netherlands) 
(Editions 1563 ° 1660). 

54. GAW -2hL Richt ;ray to the i'ingc' o.ne of Hevine. 
(Edited by ili tchell Scottish Text Socy.) 
(1888). 

55. BUCHANAN - History of Scotland. Fdi ted by Aik- 
man (Glasgow 8 Edinburgh 1827). 

56. 211}2 Y IiiST and SECOND BOOKS of DI aCIP LINI3 to- 
gether with some Acts of the General Assem- 
blies (1621). 



5. 

II. SECONDARY AU :ï'riOÌ:t I'L IE6 . 

(in the order in which they are referred 
to in the thesis.) 

1. RQed -- History of the Kirk of Scotland. ( Nodrow 
Society Edinburgh 1842). 

2. :. C c '2 21 5i , Ay ri 1, 190`: , 

3. IME I3RO Z - John Knox. (London 18 9 F). 

4. ï,I' C zIE - Life of :nox (London 1839 ) . 

5. - Life of Andrew 1.(,lti°i llc (London 1824). 

6. LO2,I,1E R - Patrick Iia:Zi 1 ton (Edinburgh 1857). 

7 . rJLIv B C 
' 

v l _T'e or g e Buchanan EC Ì nbul )zl 1890). 

8. ,iz'CLIT" S ( :ry clif Society) Introduction 
lay Los érth (1887-39). 

9. 2ran.sla,tion of Lechler's . John ,rrc'1if 
and his En;::lish rrec?a.rsors ( 2 vols.) 1878. 

10. GAIRDNER - Lollardy and the Reformation in En 
land (4 vols.) (London 1908-13). 

11. DUNI:;ING - Hist. of r'olitical Theories ( Vols. I & 
II.) ¢ïyicHillan 1902). 

12. LINDSAY - Hist. of the Reformation (vols. I. & 
IL) (Edinburgh 1909). 

13. iECIzL11JR - Xeschichte der Pres'oyt. u. Synodalver- 
fassung seit der Reformation (Leiden 1854). 

14 CALDER'(J00D Hist. of the Church of Scotland. 
('.4odrow Edition) (1842). 

15. J.KDEïBURi3 - 2he (ludo and od li e Ba.11s.t i s, edited 
by Mitchell (1897) (Scot. 2 e xt Soc.) 

16. Pitscottie - Cronicles of Scotland (1814 Edition) 

1r./ 
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17. iyiacr;ó'J.EN - H; st. of the Church in Scotland. vol-,; 
I. &0 II. (1915-18). 

18. SPO 2ISWOODk -.iii; t. of the Church in Scotland. 
I. (1847 -51). 

19. a0GERS - George Vihart. (Edinburgh 1876). 

20. LO I i ±1,i - John Knox and the Church of i sngl and . 
(London 1875J 

21. v ODROW -- Lives of the Reformers of the Church of 
Scotland. I. (1854). 

22. :UC1A' - Histoire de la 24formats on de la Suisse 
(7 tom.) (Nyon 1855-58). 

23. KAMPSCHUL2 T S Johann Calvin, seine Kirche u, sein 
,taat in enf. (2 vols.) (Leipzig 1869-99). 

24. la2CHELL - .she ieddclerburns and their work (1867) .i 

:r 
`' F 

i 
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R 
ANTu DAL2ON - Johann a' Las c o . c. .iJ 

26. HEAT - The Idakers of the cot, ti sh Church at the 
Reformation. (Edinburgh 1920) . 

27. DOZ ;N' S - she Mediaeval Church in Scotland, 
(Glasgow 1910) . 

28. CHAMBERS ,r Cn 

29. DIC 'I0NA RY of i; TI01 AL BIO APHY. 

30. BAIRD - Theodore Beza (New York 1899) . 

31. BLOK - History of the People of the Netherlands 
Vol.. II. (New York 1898 -1912) . 

32. BRANDT - Hi ,,,,tory of the Reformation in and about l 

the Low Countries. vol. I. (London 1720 -23) . 

: 
; 4 LORD LINDSAY - Lives of the Lindsays. Vol. I. 

(London 1849). 

34. XAB:ER..4L - Histoire de l'Église Gni've. Vcïs. I. 

w II. (Geneva 18F 
z 
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O 1iï.i SähCOTdDAR ,' AU.r H0IU2 IES CONSULTED, 

( in order of subject matter). 

LOCKE - The Great Western Schism (F.d.inburgh 
1897), 

VAN DR T , , ,. the (Edin- 
burgh 

-6. . - le Aje o. he 
189 7 ). 

37. LINDSAY - The Church and the Ministry in the 
Early Centuries (1902) . 

38. LESLIi - History of Scotland (Scottish "text. 
Socy.) 1888 -95. 

39. M. JACOBI 2-`rOLiASI ORA'i'IOI1:i;S (Leipzig, 1683). 

40. PLA`LO1WT -E, sai sur la Vie et l' 0euv ÿ e c? e Fran- 
cois Lambert d'Avignon. 

41. JACKSCTv - Huldreich Zwingli ( New York 1901) . 

42, HUME BRC)dN - History of Scotland ( 2 vols.) 
( Cambridge 1905 ). 

43. - The Scottish Reformation ( London 1860) 

44. MITCIIELL - rii. storT of the Scottish Reformation 
(Edinburgh 1900), 

45. BOS.riT - Calvin (Paris 1906) . 

46. NO::t`.2H BRITISH REJIE:J (1868) - 4eir on qeoráe 
4Ji.s hart . 

47. dODROw Societ7's Select Biographies I. II. 
( E0. inburgh 1847). 

48. - History of .Early Scottish Education 
(Edinburgh 1693). 

49. MONCRIE.é F -- .i}le Influence of Knox and the Scct- 
t ' h Reformation on England (1860). 

50. HURANT - John Knox et ses relations avec lee j 
a,li ses r6form6e.s eau Continent (1902) . 

51. lk G t - J c hn Knox et ses rapports avec Calvin 
(MOn.taubon 1905). 

52./ {t 
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I.01E 20 p 32. 

Litchell, :in a note on George iishart, in 

his edition of "the II-We rid Joalie LIllatis', states 

that Ivish'irt 'formed Kirks or Congreo.,nt-Tions at least 

in '4iontrose and Dundee , and supposes "that some 

forms of discipline began to be put in practice in 

the Dundee Congregation'. 

1,1cY!Ixe.a, in his Lietory of the Church of 

Scotland, 7o1. T1. p. 74, wrote, "Attempts to revive 

the ITew 2estament eldership had been frequent among 

the Reformers both in ,3er_Eany and in Switzerland 

ears before the publication of Calvin's Institutes, 

and it is -pr'oable that they were reflected in the 

'churches' d-ich arose in the Dundee neighbourhood 

during the itlinistry of 7xecrge 

In vol. I. 476-77 he states "His (3reorge 

,ishares) adherents at L,entrose, Dundee, and pro- 

bably elsewhere met as congregations and received 

the supper from hi.,1 in both kinds, with singing of 

hymns and :let/ideal psalms, Le vas the first to 

see, or at least the first to show, that in Scotland 

the Reformation must be shaped into a separate church". 

ae evidence on these points does not seem 

to be sufficiently conclusive to warrant statements 

Sc. definite as the above. 

The/ 



2. 

.she evidence ; -n favour of the view, that 

Ni shart organised congregations and d is sensed the 

Protestant communion, seems to be the following: - 

(1) Bucharian's History of Scotland, Pitscotti ems 
Chronicles, and Spottiswoode's History of 
the Church of Scotland,(1) relate how 
'rishart dis tensed communion to the captain 
of St. Andrew's Castle and his friends in 
1546. 

(2) Knox refers to shart as going to ï.t on.trose 
"to salute the Kirk there". (2) 

(3) Knox does not speak of his own dispensing 
of Communion at St. Andrews in 1547 ex- 
plicitly as the first dispensing in Scot - 
land. (3) 

(4) Mitchell claims that Knox's Communion office 
of 1550, must have been derived from 
`ß'1i short, because it contains passages 
translated from the office of the Church 
of Zu :rich, and from some German Offices. 

In regard to these arguments it may be 

said:- 

(1) Knox was mcre closely a.rsocia.ted Nith 41s- 
hart in his mission than Buchanan, Pit - 
scottie or Spottiswoode, and therefore 
dr':.ese three accounts are less reliable than 
2.ox T s , which does not _mention any dispens- 
ing of c o.rnnuni on. 

(2) :'he use of this phrase, when writing she 

"History" abc ut 1566, may have been an in- 

advertent anachronism; and in any case 
cannot have a definite meaning attache .' to 
it. 

( ) 

( 1) Spott i.swood.e T s 2i story of the Church of Scotland 
I. 160. 

(2) Knox's Hist. I. 131. 
(3) Knox' s List. 1. 201-2 



(4) ',Mere were continental refugee preachers 
in En,land before 1550, through inter- 
course with whom iT.nox could have come 
across foreign communion offices; and 
also it is jjui to possible that ; ; shart 
might have directed 1nox's attention to 
foreign communion offices, which he had 
brought back with him from the continent, 
and yet not have taken so definite a 
step as to use any of them. 

lIhe evidence against Wishart's having 

formed organised Scottish congregations, and having 

dispensed the Protestant communion, is as follows : - 

(a) At { ishart's trial, in dealing with his 
views on the Mass, (1) no accusation 
was made that he had dispensed a Pro - 
testant communion. If it had been poss- 
ible to bring Each an accusation, it 
seems scarcely credible that Beaton 
would have fa.' l ed. to accuse this layman 
of so heinous an offence, particularly 
as the lesser charge was riale that he 
h ,d preached without authority from the 
church. (2) 

(b) . nox' s detailed account of ' ishart's 
mission is the only one we have, which 
was rritten by one xho took an active 
part in that mission. hence his account 
should be preferred to every other. Knox 
gives us full accounts of ; i shart' s 
preach 7n.g in .,..ontrose, Dundee, A7rshire, 
and the L thi ans, out nowhere does he 
mention dispensing of communion, or con - 
gregational organisation except in the 
one phrase mentioned above. 

(e) pow's Kistor>' (3) agrees with that of :nox 
in making no mention of these tNo points. 

(d) J1nox, in declaring at 6t. Andrews in 1547, 
that the iroman Church was .1ntichr i_st, has 
reg=arded by those who heard him, to be 
taking/ 

(i) Xnox's Hist. I. 156:158-59: 166. 
(2) hnox's H,.,t. IF 154. 
(3) Row' e Li story of the Kirk of acotland. 



4. 

taking a definite stand in opposition 
to ii.ome, such as kJshart hod never 
tahen,(1);anC it was only after this 
new stand of his had been recognised, 
that he li-pensed the Sacrament. 

(e) inox reports shart, as saying to the 
people at his martyrdom, i beselk yew, 
brethrene and sisteris, to exhorte 
your Irelattio to the lernying of the 
word of ..3.od, that they at the least ma:: 

be aschamed to do evill, and learne to 
ro good ; and yf thee will not converte 
thame selves from thare wicked erreur, 
thare shall hastelie corne upone thame 
the wrath of aoci, which thej sail not 
eschew'.(2) 

This quotation seems to show Jiishart as 

still seeking for reform within the Roman Catholic 

Church. 

The most reliable d,rect evidence, and the 

,reater and more convincing part of the indirect 

evidence, seems to be against Dr. Litchell and pro- 

fessor 1*.acii;wen, in making such definite claims, as 

those quoted above, in regard to George "jishart's 

mission in Scotland. 

(1) Lnox's Hist, I. 192. 

(2) :L-iox's HIst. I. 170. 


